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ENTERTAINMENTS.
Mystic Lodge,
will

_REMOVAL.

T.,

I. 0. G.

Eleventh

wm. e, mmim

Anniversary!

“OUR BOYS OF
to be preceded by character
Smith of Liverpool, Eug.f

76,’

—

will be presenter

The undersigned have this day formed
ship under the firm name ot

!

BASEBALL!
RESOLUTES,

118

PARK.

Commercial

would be pleased to

and

and

The Ladies of the

Abyssinian Church

Society

Centennial

will hold

Dinner and
—

IN

and

Portland, May 1,

Supper

I) R

J¥o.

Dinner from 12 to 2 P. M
Supper from 6 until
P. M.
Speeches and Singing In the Evening.
Admlssiou tree. Donations received Tuesday morning, from 8 until 11 A. M.
m526(14t

10

ASSOCIATION!

2 Casco

Street,

F"

The subscriber desires to inform
his Diends and the public that he
will

"Premiums

OPEN ROOMS

\

First Day, Wednesday, June 14th,
$20U FOB ‘2.45 CLASS.
*120 to First, *00 to Second, *20 to Third.
Same Day,
$400 FOB 2.31 CLASS.
*250 to First, *100 to Second, *50 to Third.

Second Day, Thursday, June 15th,
$300 FOR 2.30 CLASS.
*200 to First, *70 to Second, *30 to Third.
Same Day.
W,00 FOR 2.31 CLA^N,
$350 to FitBt, $100 to Second, $50 to Third.

MONDAY, May 15. for Hie sale
choice lot of Instruments,
carefully selected from Hie factory
of those Princes of Piano Makers,
McPHAIL &, Co., of Boslou, and
the new and popular NATIONAL
a

PIANO of New York.

from

premium.

Entrance fee 10 per cent of purse, which must accompany nomination.
Entries close Tuesday, June 6th, at It P.
at
Preble House, Portland, and should be addressed to

some

1876 ICE. 1876

ot

WOOTON CABINET DESK,
Which.

U'liproi;or

it

Parlor Desk extant, and lor the
lovers ot tine work the

FLEETWOOD

AND

SCROLL

SORRENTO

SAWS,

Treadle machines. Fancy M oods,
Patterns, &c. Being the

MANUFACTURER’S AGENT
lor all of the

above, I can sell at
Factory, and I think satisfactory,
prices to compare with the times.

3 Free Street Block,
lately occupied by H,

DYER & CURTIS,

ln>,n

mm work
AT

Four

Month**.

lbs. daily from June 1st to Oct. 1st.$ C 00
8 00
10 00

•'

Ice w ill be delivered earlier than June 1st, and
later \ ban Oct. 1st, at the same rate per month as
during the season.
If not taken the fall season, the scale of prices
will be
2 50
3 00

20

my24dtf

RATE*.

65

37 I

Constipation.

Piles.
^ egftine has restored thousands to health who
have been long and painful sufferers.

Suits,

Dyspepsia.

$8 00

Boys’ Double and Twist
Pants.
Boys’ Double and Twist

If. Vegetine is taken regularly, according to directions, a certain and speedy cure will follow ts use.

25

Faintness at the Stomach.
4 00

Vegetine is not a stimulating bitters wlich creates a fictitious
appetite, but a gentle tonic, which
assists nature to restore the stomach to a
healthy ac-

„1.

Suits,

tion.

5 00

Boys’ Doublebreasted Knickerbocker Suits,
6
Boys’s Wool Pants
1
Boys’ Wool Suits, ages 9
to 15,
4
Children’s Iron Clad Suits,
Best Grade two Shades,
i
Children’s Suits, all sizes,
all kinds, from
$3 to 12

Female Weakness.

75
50

Vegetine acts directly upon the carses of these
complaints. It invigorates and strengthens the whole
system, acts upon the secretive organs end allays
inJ
flammation.

General

00

In this complaint the good effects of the Vegetine
realized immediately after commencing to take
it; as debility denotes deficiency of (he blood, a d
V EGETINE acts directly
upou the blood.

Vegetine

00

AND

PRICE”TO

wanting

facilities,

superior
attention

to onr

THE GREAT ONE PRICE

&c.

Middle

Street.

!~

OPENING BAY

TONIC,

Composed of Lime, Soda, Potassa, Phcsphorw-, 5c.,

ATI NGS.

VELVET PAPERS,

DECORATIONS,
BRONZE & GOLD LEAF PAPERS,
Satins and White Blanks,
PRICE* TO SUIT THE

AT

LORINII, SHORT &
B^T. W. EMERSON,

has slate at

our

store.

TIME*.

HARMON.

CALISAYA BARK
AND SPICES.

—

*A CHEMICAL FOOD

good

work
mind that
and
give

business.

at

fair

In the form of a delightful
Aromatic CORDIAL.

CLOTHING

have
personal
we

This valuable remedy possesses in the highest

degree nutritive
bined.

Laughlin & 8on,

—

AT

THE

dtf

NERVOUS DEBILITY from any cause,
DULL OK CONFUSED INTELLECT,
WEAK MEMORY, DEPRESSION OF
SPIRITS, LOSS OF SLEEP, FAINTNESS, N E K V O U S N E S S, SPINAL

KTew Store

COR.

lenders are invited for Stores required
by the Company on the Portland District
of their line during the year
commencing
July 1st, 1876.
Forms of Tender, with list of Stores,
can be had on application at the
office of
the Deputy Storekeeper, Portland.
Tenders endorse d “Tenders for Stores”
will be received by the undersigned on
or before WEDNESDAY, 81st
May.

Haring just completed repairs

Montreal, May 1,1876.

—

LADIES
IN TEN

Come down and prove

PHOTOGRAPHER,

237

!

Bent Work

AIM

T 0

at

Moderate

AND

175 Fore

A

COR.

DAY.

jan8

—

ill ! S I (

!

MAXCFACTCBKRS OF

M°°r

ADDRESS ALL ORDERS

NO. 232
—TO~

Collins & Buxton,
522

Congress St.,

Portland,

_i!li_

ui't

Buyers

of the above named goods are invited to
call and examine goods and prices. We warrant all
articles exactly as represented.

my3dlm

TO

4c*

/T)Bv

ItV,similarity

ever were

fehlStf

my7

WHIPPLE A CO.,
ill Market Mqnare, Portland.

specialty!"8
aprleodtf

STREET.

‘hat

sold

in

Portland.

119 Commercial

Ireet.

Congress Street,
OPPOSITE

as a

G. PAXiVIER.

SALE.
StPiim Engine and Boiler

TH,MNGI*N|E
,P°y?ei aD<J

Co“curd a'd Lxpre*. Wagon*

an

J°HN ADAMS
1

U[,right of about
Vi
Upright Tubular
en^ine-

Etreet
a»’n£iUuI,on
Unio* street.

£JCLI &
*<v»
UkLE
oo., 3$

HOUSE.

I hare the largest and finest assortCarriages in Maine. The product
if my own factory during the winter
iionthg. All of them made of carefully
elected material under my own personal
upervision, and by the best Mechanics
> n Now
England. I offer the above at
educed prices and as low as STRICTLY
1 TRSr CLASS WORK can be sold.
N. B.--This work cannot he found a
t he Auction Sales.
aent of

CARD.

!

six horse
Boiler of about

to WILAPI,1,y
w. H. PEN-

ot

'uei&dtt.

As interested parties have
given the impression
lernaps unintentionally) that my carriages are for
Ue at the auction sales in
this city, I would tay
uat ray work can be found on sale at
my factory and
^pository only. Every carriage made by me bears
u ty name plate as
successor to J. Al. Kimball & Co.,
Jl iia
win pay $50 for the conviction of
any party
smg the same on other than my own work.
d2m

;

r

myvj__

1 ItUNFLET UVE IS ODR MOW!
( ircat- Reduction in Pi tees of
Laundry
Work.
Ihirla
1

with Bosom*

ollnr*.

Pair Cuir.

] Portland
»J’10

composition

...

Laundry,

I

I

J.'I cent.
..

is

technically

very

grert, but especial criticism of it is not in
place here. It is enough to say that it is the
worthy work of an original, earnest musician
whose profound studies have directed his
natural gifts in the best way. The
people,
never slow to appreciate whatever is
genuine,
cannot fail to adopt gladly this grand choral
as a song ot solemn praise for the
high days
ol our land.
The Haydns will do wisely to produce the
Centennial hymn on Independence Day.
There is certainly ample time to ensure a
and

dignified rendition.

A Congressman in a speech the other
day said that the irregularities in a certain
navy yard were no more to be compared to
those in another than “a small boy with a
hatchet to Captain Kidd.” Up to the present time it has been generally understood
that the boy with a hatchet was a most exemplary youth afterwards known as Gen.
Washington. On the other hand Captain
Kidd has the reputation of being a notoriously improper sort of a person whose favorite
pastime was sailing the high seas to rob honest commerce of its gold and periodically going ashore to bury the same in places which
no fellow has yet been able to discover.
We
trust that in his recent investigations the
aforesaid member has not unearthed anything disreputable about G. W. which will
ruin the century-old reputation of the little
boy with a hatchet, and above all, sir, do not
shock the good by producing evidence tha1
uwij

V

couldn’t tell

a

Vt

He is itselt

It was John

K U V>

a

jjWUU

UUJ

WUD

fable.

Ward Fenno

who wrote

o^

Congressmen 180ft: “AH miserably ignorant
a legislator ought to know—that the
government of a vast empire is not to be adin

ministered upon miserable, narrow, GeneralCourt politics by saving a few thousand dollars here, and a few thousand dollars there,
regardless of the means; not, in short, by
lopping off necessities to increase means instead of supplying increased means to increased necessities. Should I say to any of
these, ‘Behold the plighted faith of the
country broken! and behold an opportunity,
which may soon be wanting to repair it 1”
* * * *
His answer would be, in plain Eng*
lish, tho’ sophisticated under a multiplicity of
words: ‘It is not expedient ****.”
These words apply well to tho Congressmen
of 1876.
The other day we met a “reformer” which
has come to mean a political growler. He
was very pathetic over the
shortcomings of
the Republican party, and very positive in
his demands for new leaders. Imagine our

surprise wheu
PREBLE

cltl

Boot and Shoe Store 230 Middle St.

al'~8lltf_M-

CO.,

;

,

is t ronbied by a
of names. I never sold a
dron
my life, hut I do think I cah
sell the Beal Oyster, that
some one

JOINTS OB
1IVGBOIVINO
you can euro them without using the knife
>,
by having jour feet properly fitted at the,

SALeT

Nncearappa, Me.

Successor to and for 20 years connected
with the “OLD HOUSE” of

J

u)t

CORNS, BUNIONS

d3w*

n

ME.

IF YOU ARE TROUBLED WITH

!

Carriages, Wagons and Buggies
! i™.i.T.erLl!oscriPtion> *°P flI»i no lop, single and
J
fen Pcr cent, lower than at any other faci,

Whitney,

ALBERT NEWCOMB HAWES,

A large stock of

n,

f876. Carriages 1876.

an

TIIEJPUiiK

.1 ”otice

my20ST&Thtf

J. M. KIMBALL &

J)of ,1nm.1„>n
(''—/J "—Jwill

C. DYER, Agent.

FOR

Loring,

COS. ZZCHAH3Z 4 FZDZBAL STS.,
POHTLAND, ImXB., XT. s. A.

STREET.

feb2SPORTIjANE>5

Non.-

of_ Garments

mylG

011

Kendall &

Burning

Check*,

ME.
Send for circular.

MIDDLE

2G7

PAI11S ASD OILS.

W.

—

Ntencil*.

and Hotel

Sl.OO.

Dr. thos. g.

-

Summer Catalogues Just Keceived at

WHITE LEADS, COLORS
AND VARNISHES.

W,

ty

E. BLTTERICK \ CO.’S

nio

always

us.

EXCHANGE

now

FEDERAL ST.,

Patterns

melody which, though readily remembered,
is not trivial or tiresome. It is the innat<
fitness of this hymn that has led to its being
retained in its place among our nationa
anthems. The “American Hymn” of Mathias Keller is well composed, but requires
too much for the untrained voices of the
multitude.
“Yankee Doodle” is simply
despicable—words and music alike hopelessly
poor and vulgar. Sung in derision by
British soldiery, adopted in bravado by the
Americans, it is a reminder of the past, very
much worse than nothing. It is, at the present time, alike unfair to England that cordially esteems us, to us who have a genuine
regard for the mother country, that this absurd song be heard at all. (By the by, it is
much to be regretted that the Haydn Association, so uniformly dignified and artistic in
its selections and renditions, is to be made to
sing “Yankee Doodle” upon the Fourth of
July in this city. It is precisely the element
that every sensible person wishes to banish
from such celebrations—the vulgar boastfulness for which the Americans have occasionally been laughed at by foreign observers
with much justice.)
It is time that a National Hymn be se.
lected and ordained to it3 place. Such an
one is not hard to find.
The noble hymn of
Freedom’s poet, John Greenleaf Whittier,
set to music by John Knowles Paine,—is the
hymn which, composed by Americans and
suug in the hearing of men of every laud of
earth, should never be laid aside. It possesses every qualification for this
high honorThe words, filled with manly strength and
religious faith; the fine, serious and sincere
melody and solid, effective harmony to which
it is set, fit it for a hymn of the people. Its

of what

PREPARED BY

band
extensive Stock of
W"^LJ,ave
r,“® Herds GroM, Kcd
Top Clover.
Orclinrd
flrnss, Blue
£lr*ke
fariiM, »>C',OTer.»
Hungarian Cirnss and Millet Meed.

PORTLAND.
^“Agents wanted.

PRICE,

the CASH

COT,

Hoi.hc

Nlamps.

Baggnge

as

GRASS SEED.

Vnnic Wtmnp, for
Marking Linen, Rnbber
Waling SitnmpN, Ribboil Mtamps,

I**,**-"1

tcaspoouful,

eod2w

Rubber Hand Stamps,

Nieel
Jem.
Brand*,

DIRECTIONS.—For an adult, from 3 to 4 teaspoonfuls
berore breakfast, dinner and at bedtime, in about the
same
amount of water. For children, 1
as above.

_

Middle Street, Portland, Me

PORTLAND RUBBER 1TPE

annals

there is nothing in
of medicine that will compare with it.

Street,

GENTLEMEN

MINCTESONCE

Price*.

PLEAES.

the

GEO.W.RICH&CO.,

FOR

J. H. GILBERT, Proprietor.

244 Middle Street,
The

lowing bereavement,

HAmpi.Bg FREE-

dyspepsia and indigestion. Tones the nervous system.
Improves the circulation. Warms the
extremities. Increases the general
vitality.
Exercise and Salesroom,

T. A AVI S O N

for those suffering from the excitement fol-

W&SOt

strength in three months. Docs not
exhaust.
Refreshes anil invigorates

nor

Removes

on our

City.

CORNER STORE, and CASH
means the very lowest prices.

Doubles the

fatigue

and the Aged; in Consumption, Bronchitis, and other wasting diseases it is of
especial value; for the restoration of
feebled and exhausted constitutions and
to build up the
strength of persons wasted
by long continued ill health; for persons over-

Furnishing

UBIIIASTIC SISTEK

1 THOBODHGH

For Debility In Females, Young Child-

now invite ail our old

This store will be known

FACE,

»•«“

friends and customers to give us an
early call and examine the best selected
Stock of Gents' Clothing and
Goods in the

PALE SUNKEN

DIZZINESS, LOSS OF APPETITE,
PALPITATION
OF
THE HEART.
LOSS OF FLESH, LANGUOR, FRETFULNESS.

EXCHANGE.

Corner Store, we

JOSEPH HICKSON,
General Manager.

HEALTH LIFT
<§>

WEAKNESS,

Tenders for Stores.

apl l

and restorative qualities comIt is rich in both fat and muscle pro-

ducing materials.
It is particularly
adapted to PHYSICAL or

—

175 Fore Street,

Paper IIaimer,

however, good tunes to aearch by, gooc
songs to be sung by the people, and shouli
as
never,
such, lose
general favor,
“America” is a relic of our rlepeudencr
upon England—it is simply “God save thr
Queen”, which every one of us would gladly
sing in honor and compliment to an excellent woman and ruler of the mother country
but which it argues lack of originality to adopl
as our national anthem.
It possesses, however, many of the requisite qualities for thal
purpose—dignity, simple, fine harmony, anc

fitting

COMBINED WITH

—

OF

G’S

NUTRITIVE

tf

Entirely New Stock

Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada.

H A INSC

dlwf

Dr. I

CLOTHIERS,

my21

aprtO_

FRESCO BORDERS,
MOULDINGS.

Druggists.

C. D.B. FISK & CO.,

18 & 20 CENTRE STREET.

IJN EVERY VARIETY.

All

ALL !

Iron Works for all other purposes.
Parties

by

In connection with the above we
have by tar the LA RG EST. HANDSOMEST and BEST MADE assortment ol Men’s. Boys’and Children’s Garments in this State.
We open our doors at 7 A. M.
SHARE, and turn off the GAS at
9 P. M, Saturday excepted, when
W'erlose when the Coattail ol'otir
last Customer is lost to view.

—

prices should brar in

is Sold

my 11

ate merit as a composition, and is very defi
cient in dlgnitv and solidity. “Hail Colum
bia” is spirited, but inflated iu manner anr
weak in harmonization. Both of these are

worth

Shutters,
Gratings, Fenee,
Awning Frames
—

Debility.

are

50

i-

are not to be counted as
part of ou
national music. We possess then as tin
songs of our country, the “Star-spangler
Banner,” which was hastily written to an ail
well-known in its day by the name of “Anac
•eon in Heaven,” and
which, though thrill
ng and forcible when sung by numerou
’oices or played by full orchestra, has moder

a

.,y

Clothing.

15,

the only substantial >eneflt car
the blood, Vegetne is th<

egetine does not act as a cathartic :o debilitatt
ine bowels, but cleanses all tbe
organs, enabling eacl
to perform the functions
devolving upon them.

Iron

Thos.

PLAIN TINTS,

For this complaint
be obtained through

great blood purifier.

are

9 to

Sores

Catarrh.

VERTISED.

Age

or Old

tie defect

•Are caused by an Impure state of the Wool. Cleansi
the blood thoroughly with
Vegetine, and tbes<
complaints will disappear.

A. X. S O

ICE supplied by the TON to SCHOONER*, Ac., at THE LOWEST MARKET

Tumors, Ulcers

1 65

all new goods
regular sizes and WARRANTED
JUSTAS AD-

233

Buildings,
Bridges,
Wharves,

Any

customer leaving town for TWO WEEKS or
more at one time, by giving notice at THE OFFICE will be entitled to a proper reduction.
BtJP’Notice of change of residence, or complaints
against the drivers for neglect, carelessness or any
other cause, left at the office, will receive prompt attention.
JESSE DYER,
N. C. CURTIS.

and no outward application can ever cure
> egetine is the great blood
purifier.

1 45

The Democrats are claiming that Filzhugb is insane, and all because he purposes
to publish certain documents which show
Democratic repiesentatives in an unfavorable
light. When a Democrat begins to tell the
truth about his party associates he is looked
upon by them as a lunatic. The idea of telling the truth when one is not obliged to is by
them regarded as a highly unreasonable one,

..

«

22 Union St.
d3m

Mn. Mokey of Louisiana was the most astonished man in the country Wednesday. He
rose to make a report from the committee on
public lands, but yielded the floor to the
chairman of the committee on elections, who
at once reported that Mr, Morey was not a
member of the House and that his seat belonged to another man.

National Hymn.
repetition
ol siste (.
countries at Philadelphia and the musical poi
lion of the opening exercises of the Centen
And now it is openly charged that the Fanial celebration suggest once again the oltei ,
cific
coast lobby paid three hundred thousaud
repeated inquiry, Whal is onr Nations I
Hymn? We have several patriotic air , dollars to obtain the passage of the Hawaiian
which have had lasting hold in the
treaty bill through the Democratic reform
popula
esteem—the lavish and perishable crop o p House. This is awful.
sentimental s^igs that sprang up in the da;
of our civil war, like fireweed in scorcher
Political News.

—

iron.

lbs, daily, per month.$2 00

Reason should teach us that a
blotchy, iouei o
pimpled skin depends entirely upon an inteiial causi

and Twist

and Wool

the most ii

Pimples and Rumors of the Face

3 00

...

cure

Every Garment marked in Plain
Figures.

Low Prices

Very

Erysipelas.
Vegetine has never failed to
\eterate case ot Ery sipelas.

3 50

Overalls and Jumpers,
Blue, Brown or White,

dtr

—

5 50

kinds,
Men’s Working Pants, Vermont Gray,
Men’s Dark Check Pants,
2-3 Wool,

Children’s

tg

Salt Rheum, Scald Head, &c„ will certafi iyield to the great alterative effects of Vegetine

1

Sack Suits, all sizes,
Men’s Business Wool Coats,
all sizes,
Men’s All Wool Pants, 20

ONE

Below Leavitt & Burnham’s Ice Houses.
Opposite Kelley’s Iron Foundry.

S. Kalcr & Co.

Samuel Thurston.

New No. 56 Cross Street,

5 50

Double and Twist

Men’s Double

lm

Salt Rheum.

sizes,

Suits,

V.a^

In this complaiat the Veoetine is the
great rei
as it removes from the
system the nroducii
cause.

edy,

8 00

DaT’C5 Da«1\ I nllimn

troduced, is universally acknowledged to be the best Office and

JOHN C. MHA1.I,,
Secretary Presumpscot Park,

or

all

1,1

Pain in the Bones.

$12 00

Men’s Doublebrcasted Sack

Boys’ Silk

flic best builders.
and on or about May 22 an invoice
of the justly celebrated patent

CONDITIONS.
races to be mile heats, lest 3 in 5 in harness, and will be governed by the rules of the National Association, as amended February 1870. Heats
in each day’s races to he trotted alternately.
A
horse distancing the field, or any part thereof, will
he awarded but one premium. Under no circumstances will a horse he entitled to more than one

Also

PARLOR ORGANS,

The above

Seale of Prices for the Seaton,

Suits,

These

on

ot

the most infle s-

Tlie Veoetine meets with wonderful success
the cure of this class of diseases.

sizes,

all

Prnts,

Meeting.

June 14th and 15th.

mylfidtf

Men’s Derby Frock

Men’s

IVo. 3 Free St. Block.

PORTLAND. ME.

#1400 in

GOWELL,

PIANOS

Park

,

Suits,

Where he is successfully treating the sick by the use
of Hr. J. Clavvfton Kelley** Botanic Kemrdie*. in connection with Electricity and the
Health l.ift Cure.
Also is Agent tor Hr.
Kidder’s
Premium Electro
Magnetic
Advice
free.
Battery.
my!2dtf

Tuesday, May 30, ’76.

Presumpscot

myldtf

Has removed to

Oity Ball,

15

Canker.

Mercurial Diseases.

WILLIAM E. DENNISON

1876.

—

RECEPTION ROOM,

Summer

as

many new ones as
EDWARD H. SARGENT.

a

all their former patron
may favor us with a call.

see

Evbby regular attache of the Press is furnishe 1
>ith a Card certificate
countersigned by Stanley 1
hillen, Editor. Ail railway, steamboat and lioti 1
nanagers will c.mfer a favor upon us by demandin s
cedentials of every person claiming to
represent or r

jarnal.

“j

cure

TERMS $8.00 PER ANNUM IN ADVAiwrp

and a sure indication of aberration of mind,

patients

Vegetine has never failed to
ible case ot Canker.

Suits,

or reserve comnu

Humor.

Cancer, Cancerous Hiuuor.

St. >

Men’s Silk and Wool
all sizes,

common

The marvellous effect of Vegetine in case of Ca --—
cer and Cancerous H umor
challenges the most pi
A
found attention of the medical
faculty, many
whom are prescribing Vegetine to their
The
of the national airs

We shall sell the following
Goods at

COAL AND WOOD,

ABYSSINIAN CHURCH.

10

Sixty Days

d3t

my27

We cannot nndeitake to return
ideations that are not used.

Veoetine will eradicate from tbe system ev( ry
taint of Scrofula or Scrofulous Humor. It has
pi ■rmanently cured thousands in Boston and vicin ty
who had been long and painful sufferers.

Wholesale and Retail Dealers

Game cal!ei at 2.30 o’clock. Admission 25 cents,
Tickets to be had at Fred Meaher’s and at the gate.

10
15
20

THE

where they will continue the business of

—

PRKSUMPSCOT

Next

copartnei

a

and have taken the stand at Long Wharf,

TUESDAY, may 30lh.
AT

FOR

WHARF.

‘Scrofulas

COPARTNERSHIP.

for sale

—

We do not read auonyiuon: letters and

*

cations. The name: and address of the writer are i a
all eases indispensable, not necessarily tor puhlleatic 0
but as a guaranty cf good faith.

CURE—

SCROFULA,

CAN’T BE BEAT!

—

LONG

HE AH

“THE CENTENNIAL TEA PARTI*”

VST

TO

118 COMMERCIAL ST.,

an

together with songs and instrumental music. Ticket
by the Committee and at the door.
my24d
WThS

—WILL

PRESS.

SATURDAY MORNING, MAY 27, 187

236 COMMERCIAL, STREET
*

songs by T. Enianne ,
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25th and 27th. On Thursday evening will be pre
sented the Centennial Drama,
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sinecure

we

learned that he had

held a

office for twelve years
through the influence of a high treasury official who “held over” from the Buchanan
administration, and only discovered that party managers were corrupt when they abolished his office and sent him out into the
world to earn his bread and butter. Having
cared for him twelve years the fellow had
come to the conclusion that the party was
instituted for that sole purpose. Hence his
denunciation and pathos.
revenue

Alexander Delmar, the man who did so
much Democratic figuring in 1872, has been
hired by the Democracy to work up into presentable shape the facts, inferences, and fancies which have been brought out before the
investigating committees. His labors will
take the shape of campaign documents. Sifting Aruth from that huge mass of lies will be
like hunting for Gratiano’s grain of wit in
the chafl mountain of his folly, and the result will be as valueless.

Beadle,
tria, is

nominated

as

Minister to Aus-

resigned navy officer residing at
Washington, and has always, it is said, been
a Democrat.
Better spot hitn. These Democratic appointments have turned out badly
of late, as witness Ilambleton and Fitzhugh.
a

It was the country that
in Missouri.

was

for Mr. Blaine

in

Wisconsin, Michigan, Iowa,

Minnesota, Nebraska, Arkansas, Louisiana,
and Alabama.
The Burlington (Iowa) Uawkeye has discovered the man. It says: “There is a growing feeling among American people that the
man who can hear a fellow-mortal
complain
of a cold in the head and abstain from
telling
him what to.do for it is the man who should
be the next President.”
The Baltimore Gazette is wear; of having
the Democratic party of Maryland “shamed
aud scandalized and weakened”
by ring rule,
and it asks: Why should three or four men
presume to run a party and manage its affairs
distribute its offices, name its candidates, control its policy ?
Uncle William Allen, having exhausted
astronomy and penny-royal bulls, has now
summed up the East. “The East, Sir,” said
he, orrather yelled, to the Iferald correspond
ent—“The East. Sir, has become a mere oru.wuv.uim

but

‘uiMgm

ui

luc

luiguiy

west/,

auu IS

pigmy dictating or bullying a giant!”
Shelby M. Cullom, the Republican candidate for Governor in Rlinois, is 47 years of
age, served in the 39th and 40th Congresses,
was Speaker of the House of
Assembly in
1872 and always runs ahead of bis ticket.
He has the reputation of being a man of
large business capacity and wrrlhy of the
a

nomination he has received.
The Detroit Tribune considers the contest
for the St. Louis nomination narrowed down
to a choice between the Governors of New
York and Indiana, aud divides the delegates
so far chosen as follows:
Tilden, 176; Hendricks, 124; unknown, 72. The opposition of
inflationists to Tilden it finds so bitter as to
make it doubtful, although he is now the
strongest man, “if he ever can attain the es
seutial two-thirds.”
The Washington correspondent of the Cincinnati Enquirer contains this: “Two New
York Democrats, ex-Congressmen Creamer
and

Drosheimer (sic) have opened Tilden
Arlington, where they will
hold forth until the St. Louis
Convention,
paying the highest New York prices for delegates and influence to support Sam Tilden for
the Democratic nomination.
They propose
to make Ohio and other Western Democrats
eat mud at St. Louis.”
Of Charles Francis Adams, Jr.’s lack, of
discernment in naming Tilden as a reformer
whom he would support next to
Bristow; the
Cincinnati Gazette says:—“It is as if he had
declared that he preferred Michael, but could
stock yards at the

contentedly accept Satan. It was very kind
in him to prefer Bristow, but his declaration
that he could, under any circumstances,
support that foxy oil politician, Tildeu, moder.
ates the high
ascription, and tempers the
public gratitude.”
In commenting upon the miserable failure
of the Arkansas slanders to smirch Mr.
Blaine, the New York Tribune remarks:
“On the whole, we should say it was about
time to drop that charge. The public will

begin to ask before long whether there it no
punishment for people who invent standals
of this sort about a conspicuous public servant, which prove to be utterly without
proof, and are maliciously retailed without
scruple and without limit.”
Two Tilden papers have had a bad
falling
out.
The Louisville Courier-Journal has
been assailing Tammany Hall for its
opposition to Gov. Tilden in a highly tropical
way,
calling John Kelly “a pig-headed and vainglorious upstart,” and Tammany Hall “a simpering flock of club men, who part their hair
in the middle and spell
Democracy with a
small d,” as well as “the lineal descendants
—

..
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The RochesHall with about
equal spirit, and wants the Courier-Journal
called off -and sent to its kennel.”
It evidently thinks some one set it on.
A Washington despatch to the Boston
Herald says: “A prominent Republican
office holder, who has recently returned from
Ohio, sheds some light on the political situation there. Daring his visit in the state he
dined with Governor Hayes, who said he believed that Blaine would be nominated at
Cincinnati, aud that he hoped for such a result. He was not anxious himself for the
nomination. He had been approached by
Blaine's friends with a proposition that he
take the second place on the ticket, and he
indicated that he would accept the place.
He favors Blaine, in preference to any other
candidate named.
The mule has cut a figure in the campaign
already, aud now tho cow makes her picturesque and gothic entrance.
The Indianapolis Sentinel makes a successful draft on
the barn-yard for a good sized Horton scandal. It finds a bill for $180.10 paid out of the
general fund while Mr. Morton was Govenor,
which it says was for his cow feed, or rather
feed for his cows.
There are other bills,
amounting to about $1000, for wood, coal,
gas, Ac., which are said to have been for Mr.
Morton’s private expenses.
Tills the Sentinel fiendishly calls a part ot Mr. Morton’s
“war record,” and evidently would like to
cry: Bristow had his mules, Morton his cows,
and—other candidates may profit by their example !
There seems to be some doubt in
ter Union defends

ing

speech was describing the kind of
who should be nominated at Cincinnati,
somebody cried out, “Blaine.” It was the
first time the name of any candidate had
been mentioned, and there was great cheering. Beveridge improved his opportunity,
and said if he were a member of the convention he would offer a resolution
Instructing
the delegates to Cincinnati to use all honorable means to secure the nomination of
Blaine; but, not being a member, he called
upon those who would favor such a resolution, if offered, to rise and cheer for Blaine.
In an instant all the delegates, with
perhaps
his

man

thirty or forty exceptions, were standing on
the chairs, throwing up their hats and shouting for Blaine.
Recent Publications.

Studies from England and Italy. By John
Richard Green. Author of “A Short History of
the English People.” New York: Harper &
Brothers. For sale by I.oring, Short and Harmon.

The New York World of Wednesday had a
column or two of good words for General
Hancock as a Presidential candidate, hut not
a word for Tilden.
An exchange says that a
storekeeper in
Piscataquis county, Me., heads its business
cards: “For President, James G. Blaine,”
aud it is said that he fluds that it takes
among
the farmers.
One of the few names presented for VicePresident is that of Senator Anaus Cameron
of Wisconsin. The movement is said to find

supporters

The New York Times Illinois special
It was not the programme of the
Blaine men in the late convention to instruct
the delegates, but as Gov, Beveridge in clossays that

Sweeny.

Tammany

Republi-

quarters whether that venerable aud successful peddler, Mr. Simon Oameron, can
deliver the goods he has sold. The Baltimore
American says: “Senator Cameron has
great power in Pennsylvania politics, is noted
for the fidelity with which he carries out his
political promises and the unit rule which
can

These essays, most of them, have appeared
from time to time in Macmillans Magazine or
the Saturday Review. They have been carefully
revised and added to, and are now present in a
volume. They will need no word of commendation to those who have become acquainted
with the author through the pages of his
“Short History.”Heio we find the same elegance of diction, depth of thought, and evi-

dences of careful research that constitute iL«
charm of the previous work. The beauty of the
descriptions rival those of Leigh Hunt iu their
warmth and sentiment.
Striking sentences,
however, such as one so ollen finds iu Emerson
or Lowell that haunt the
memory are rare. A
fresh aud racy spirit pervades the whole.(There
is a holiday air about tbe book that smells of
the mountains and the sea, that will make it

pleasant companion for

a

summer

a

journey.

Aside from tbe historical sketches and two
or three miscellaneous subjects the essays are
descriptive of holiday and vacation scenes.
The opening essay, A Brother of the Poor, is
devoted to the memory of Edward Denison
and his works of charity in tbe lanes and alleys
of East London. It tells us of a noble, self-

sacrificing man who gave up the luxuries at his
command, and took up his abode in one of the
worst quarters of London to devote his life to
the works of philanthropby.
Whose motto
was:
“Build school-houses, pay teachers, give

prizes,

frame workmen’s clubs, help tbe poor
to help themselves, lend them your brains; but
give them no money.”
Following this are five Sketches in Sunshine,
aa

itiu antlme

nulla

fbnm

Tl.naA

Rnu

descriptive cf Italian towns and life in
Italy. Cannes and Sr. Honorat, San RAno
and a delightful sketch of the Carnival on the
Cornier, its charming simplicity contrasting
with the gorgeous revelry at Rome, are among
the most pleasing pictures of the book. The
‘'characteristic ‘prudence’ of the Italian is
never better displayed than in bis merriment.”
The houses are poorly built to resist the cold,
and “an ordinary Italian positively dreads a
fire. He infinitely prefers to- rub his blue
are

little hands and wait till this inscrutable mystery of bad weather be overpast.” Although
the Carnival is a church festival it is losing its
significance in this respect and is regarded
more an 1 more as a celebration of the advent

of Spring. Children by the Sea, and Butterare two essays that sparkle with
the
bright yes and happy smiles of children in
their heliday attire, and as we read we breathe
cups

with them the free air of the green fields and
shore. The author has, however, to a considerable extent chosen historical subjects,
with which he is so much at home. The
sea

Early History of Oxford, The Home of Our
Angevin Kings, Lambeth and the Archbishops
are “stray studies” in English History that
repay the most careful perusal. Whether the
Euglish or Italian studies are preferred will depend upon the tastes and acquirements of the
roaler. The author penetrates Italy and describes its beauties with the same vigorous
English and philosophic spirit that fascinate
us in his home stud'. s.

Poems, by Christina O.

Rossetti. Published by
For sale by Loring, Shoit

Roberts Bros., Boston.
Harmon.
So much of the power of Miss Rossetti’s work
depends upon individual sympathy of the
reader with the poet, upoa the instinctive comprehension of the thought that she sometimes
fails to fully express, that it is difficult, even

impossible to define exactly her place among
the singers of the time. Versa is apparently
not a facile means of expression with her!
words rather fetter her thought than aid its
development, and she is possessed by an idea
rather than the possessor of it. A less intense sentiment would have resulted in more
grace of manner; the mechanism of her verse
is scarcely strong enough to bear the strain

upon it.

The

melody

really capable of
poems,

aud finish

that she is

displayed in slighter
Dream Lore, and Venus’

are

such

best

as,
In some of her shorter religious poems, for instance, Consider, are displayed remarkable fervor, purity aud exalta
tion, while iu many of the longer ones these

Looking-glass.

qualities,

though present,

above the artist, and
best work in that she draws
direetly from the inspiration of her own individuality. Her art is open to much criticism

of

its

woman

her

methods,

nature

is

strong and

sincere.
History of the United
From the Discovery of the
Bancroft. In six volumes.
Brown Ss Co. For sale by

States of America,
Continent. By George
Vol. IV. Boston: Little,
I.oring, Short & Har-

mon.

The fourth volume of the Centenary Edition
ot Mr. Bancroft’s History is now before the
public. As each volume appears it becomes
more and more evident that
this will be Me

history of the United States.

expurgation

and

The work of

abridgement

continues io the
same line that has been followed in the previous volumes. The explanatory notes are
omitted and those chapters relating the attitude of foreign States are curtailed of all that

superfluous and not absolutely necessary to a
complete understanding of the situation. The
is

first half of the present volume, that covers the
ground of the sixth volume of the old edition,
has in this latter respect been considerably
condenssd. It will be remembered that the
sixth volume of the old edition finishes up the
second epoch or How Great Britain Estranged
America, and is devoted almost entirely to the
squabbles of the British Ministry and Parliament iu relation to the American Colonies.
This is now all found upon the first 308 pages
of the present volume, and has lost nothing in
clearness by the change. The last half of this
volume begins the the third epoch, commencing when America Declares Itself Independent,
and covers the ground of the seventh volume
of the old edition from 1774—1776. This remains much as it was before. To curtail anything that Mr. Bancroft might say concerning

Independence and the events
immediately following, including the Battle of
Bunker Hill, with which the volume
closes,
would not be at all to the mind of
any Amerithe Declaration of

can.

The Complete Poetical Works of John
Greenlkaf Whittier. Illustrated. Published
by J. R. Osgood & Co. Boston. For sale by Bai-

imposed upon the Pennsylvan ia delegation by the State Convention will perhaps
favor such a movement; and yet we doubt
the possibility of carrying it out. Mr. Conkling has absolutely no strength ia Pennsylvania; indeed he has been regarded with positive disfavor ly the Republicans of that state,
and through the task of bringing tho delegation to vote for him after the withdrawal of
Hartranft may be within the possibilities,
yet if Mr. Cameron has undertaken it we
think he will find it most difficult of accom-

This is a well executed edition of the works
of JVIr. Whittier, in a style and price adapting
it for popular circulation. He is a poet peculiarly bound to the people by the strength
and sweetness of his words, and it is their right
aud their privilege that his writings be easily

plishment.”

death,

was

ley & Noyes.

accessible to all.

These poems

filled of high
pity; loving his

land, he knew the shame of it—and his song
was strong as a sword to
bring back its glory.
Later, when the sacrifice of thousands of lives
had been crowned by the death of the
beloved
chief, Abraham Lincoln, when the' fields that
were torn by battles were healed
with green
grass, and peace had been won for a free country—the poet’s song took on a new color, new

beauty

and melody. His sterner work is
over;
is the time of bis
singiog, that the words
that were a fire to kindle and burn
may be a
flame for gladness and light. In his late
years,
bis verse has a richness of
imagery, a music
and a grace that, keeping pace with the brilliant manner of modern singers, does not obscure the clear, grand outlines of this
poet,
who more than any other has identified himnow

self with his country, with liberty, not
only of
the slave in the south, but of sect, of party, in
brief, of all mankind.
Select Poems of Thomas Ghat.
notes, by William J. Rolfe. With
New York: Harper & Brothers.
I.oring, Short & Harmon.
The carefully arranged editions

extending over

period of forty years, are in no little measure
the butory of the heart of the nation during

a

these years. The poet stood in the shadow as of
that was made of slavery in our land;

Edited with

Engravings.
For sale by
of some of

Shakespeare’s plays and Goldsmith’s poems by
Mr. William J. Rolfe, formerly head master of
the High School at Cambridge, have
everywhere commanded warm praise because of the
knowledge and taste displayed, and the expla-

nations and references needful for a criiical
study of the author and language furnished i&
the excellent notes. These editions give
precisely the assistance that the general reader
desires, and for school purposes they are of
the highest possible merit. Tula edition of
Gray amply sustains the high repute of the
series, and will be found of great benefit as
assisting to a critical comprehension of that
poet. The notes and illustrations are of much
interest and value, the text has been
rigidly
revised, and the introductory matter, comprising
Robert Carruther’s life of Gray, Howitf* paper

on

Stoke-Pogis

the edition.

&c

is

of the notes are the

ures

a

welcome

preface

to

Not the least entertaining feat-

given from other

“parallel passages”

The volume is embellished with a profusion of
engravings.
poets.

The Mo UXTaiss. A collection of
poems. Boston:
Roberts Brothers. For sale by
boring, Short A
Harmon.

Roberts Brothers have published one or two
admirable collections of poems, and to these
they add the present volume which will be
very welcome to all readers of poetic taste and
a hundred mountain
hymns
are comprised within the covers of this
neatly
printed and tastefully bound little book, and
the handy volume ought to be a favorite with
the frequenters of mountain resorts this sum-

sensibility. Over

Indeed those who linger on the lowlands
a little of the sentiment and feeling of the hills by a dip into its pages. The
selections are made with fine taste.
Among
them may be mentioned
Cba
mer.
can

gain not

Coleridge’s

mounix, Byron’s Night in the Alps, Wordsworth’s Trosachs, Emerson’s
Monadnoc, Joaquin Miller’s Shasta, Lowell’s Pine Tree,
Whittier’s Mountain Pictures, Samuel
Rogers’s
St. Bernard, Matthew Arnold’s Vision of Helicon,

Mrs. Hemans’ Cavern nf ihe Thna tv.ii.

Browning’s Two on the Mountain, Petrarch’s
Lover Among tho Hills, Helen Hunt’s In the
Pass, Adelaide Proctor’s Over the Mountain,
and Aubrey De Vere’s Benediction.
German Political Leaders. By Herbert Tuttle
New York: G, P. Putnam’s Sons. For sale
by
LotingShort & Harmon.
This is the fourth volume in the ^ries of
Brief Biographies of European Public

Mee,

edited

by Col, Higgiusou.

The series has
gained
large aud deserved popularity
for it presents in attractive and compact form
information not readily accessible, and tell* of
men who ate and who promise to be for much
time to come foremost in the thoughts of the
world.
Information iu respect to German
statesmen is especially scanty, and the present
work for this reason has even more value than
its predecessors.
The author, au American,
has long lived in Berlin, is thorougly familiar
with European politics, and is master of a
for itself

pleasiug literary style. Among the men described, some to American readers for the first
time, are Bismarck, Von Arnim, Hohenlohe,
Dr. Falk, President Delbrnck, Herr
Jacoby,
Herr

Windtborst,

aod those “scholars in

poli-

tics,” Piofessors Gneist, Virchow, Treitschke,
and Voa Sybel.

Annual Record of Science and Industry- for
1875. Edited by Spencer F. Baird. New York:
Harper & Brothers. For sale by Lorlng, Short &
Harmon.
The present is the fifth volume of the Annual Record, and is fitted to command even more
favor than its predecessors.
In each of the
successive

numbers already published new
features have been introduced, hud this is no
exception. As now presented the Record has
two distinct parts; the one devoted to the historical summaries of progress during the
past
year, and the other cotninuDicatiug in brief the
results of

investigations by|special

scientists or
The oaragraph
method, so generally in vogue iu analagous
publications in the English and other languages
is combined with the historical method, the
latter appearing in the present volume more
promioeutly than in any of its predecessors.

respecting certain subjects.

Among the

contributors to the Record for the
the names of Ihe most prominent scientific men ef the country and age.

past year

appear

The Oagaod Spring Liu.

obscured

are

by
vagueness and apparent effort of expression.
It is in elevated womanly feeling that Miss
Rossetti’s power lies—her espieglerie is not
charming at all, her poems which are purely
imaginative are apt to be grotesque and distorted, such shadows as are thrown in the
moonlight by gnarled boughs, snch faces as
grin from cornices of oldtime buildings. So
far as a woman gives to ber readers her own
thought and feeling, it is its truest praise that
it be wholly womanly; and it is Jin no depreciation ot Miss Rossetti's gilts that one feels

instinctively the
recognizes her

he sang songs in the
night,
wrath and stern passion of

Osgood & Co. head their Spring list of
publications with two volumes of the Little
J. K.

Classio edition of Emerson.

This form of volhas established itself as a favorite, and
since the annearance nf the “HnwthnrnA”
ume

there has been a general demand for others of
the American classics in the same dress. Emerson is particularly well suited to this handy
volume edition, for the reader can open at
almost any page of the essays and fall at once
upon the pleasantest an! most instructive of

reading, and this too, without being obliged to
turn back to the first of the volume to get his

bearings.

Emerson

is

like

the Chinese box

collection—each thought, though enclosed in
another'and larger, is complete and distinct In
itself. The two volumes are The Conduct of

Life, and Society and Solitude, the
taining with others that wonderful

first con-

essay on
Illusions which by itself is a liberal education
for the delighted reader. These volumes are
for sale by Bailey & Noyes, at 81.30 each.
They are soon to be followed by others.-In
the convenient a»d attractive Vest Pocket Se-

ries, James T. Field’s Barry Cornwall and
Some of his Fiiends is reprinted. This volume
of entertaining gossip is enriched by portraits of the noted men described. It is for

by Bailey &
Of the Centennial

sale

Noyes

at fifty cents.edition of the poets, Whit

tier aDd Tennyson have been published. The
latest volume, Tennyson, includes the Queen

Mary, certain hitherto uncollected poems, and
all his poetical works up to date. It is handsomely illustrated, aDd will naturally command
a large and rapid sale.
For sale by Bailey &
Noyes, price one dollar. The next to be published is
tbe centennial Longfellow.-Of
Osgood’s Handbooks for Traveller’s, tbe Middle
Slates is tbe latest issued, and fully sustains
the admirable character of this excellent series
of guide books. It is a volume of five hundred
pages, bound in the now familiar roan, furnishes alt the information which tbe tourist
desires about routes &c., gives au epitome of
tbe histories of tbe old river |aod border towns,
descriptions of the principal scenic attractions,
full industrial statistics, recounts the legends
of place and persoD, and is enriched with valuable plans and maps. For sale by Bailey &

Noyes

two dollars.-Osgood & Co. anseries of four volumes in tbe Little
Classic style. Poems of Places, edited and collected by Henry W. Longfellow. These will
refer to places in England, Subsequent volumes, to follow rapidly, will cootaio poems on
Ireland and Wales, Scotland, Italy, Switzerat

nour ce a

land, France, Spam, Portugal, Germany, Belgium, Holland, Scandinavia, Russia and Turkey, Greece, Asia, Africa and America. In
his preface introducing the series Mr.
LoDgfel.
low says:
Madame de Stael has somewhere said tkat
“travelling is the saddest of all pleasures.”
But we all have the iongiDg of ltasselas in our
heart. \\ e are ready to leave the happy valley
of home, and eager to see something of the
world beyond the streets and steeples of our
native town. To tbo young, travelling is a
boundless delight; to the old, a pleasant memory and a tender regret.
1 have of en observed that among travellers
there exists a sort of freemasonry. To have
visited the same sceues is a bond of sympathy
between those who have no other point of con
tact. A vague interest surrounds the man

•

whom we have met in a foreign land, aDd even
reserved aDd silent people become communicative when the conversation turns upon the
countries they have seen.
I have always found the poets my best travelling companions. They see many things
that are invisible to common eyes. Like Orlando in the forest of Arden, they “hang odes
on bawtbornes and elegies ou thistles.”
They
invest the landscape with a human feeling
and cast upon it
“The light that never was on sea or land.
The consecration and the poet’s dicam.”
Even scenes nnlovely in themselves become
clothed in beauty when illuminated by the
imagination, as faces in themselves not beautiful become so by the expression of thought
and fee ling.
This collection of Poems of Places has been
made partly for the pleasure of making it, and
partly for the pleasure I hope it may give to
those who shall read its pages. It is the voice
of the poets expressing their delight in the
scenes of nature, aud, like the song of birds
surrounding the earth with music. For myself, I confess that these poems have an indescribable charm, as showing how the affections
of men have gone forth to their favorite haunts
and consecrated them forever.
Great is the love of English poets for rural
and secluded places. Greater still their 1 jve of
rivers. In Drayton’s Poly-Olbion the roar o!
rivers is almost deafening; and if more of
them do not run through the pages of this
work it is from fear of changing it into a morass, which, however beautiful with liowers
and flags, might be an unsafe footing for the
wayfarer.

Of one

I have been a little
doubtful, not finding them in aDy map or gazetteer. They may be only pseudonymes. But
doubtless the poets had some place in mind as
they wrote, and the beauty of the versts must
be my apology for inserting them.
I remember to have read in some book of the
law that, “it a man’s laud is not surrounded by
any fence, the law encircles it with an imaginary inclosure, to pass which is to break and enter hisclose.” In this work I fear the poets
will regard me as a great trespasser. I certainly have broken and entered their close; but
as I have done so with no evil
intent, 1 trust
<hey will pardon me.
The volumes now published will be followed
by others of a like character, descriptive of other countries, till the
“Voyage Bound the
World,” sketched by Mr. Montgomery in the
poem which stands as prelude, shall be brought
to a safe and happy end.
or

two

MATTERS IN

MAINE

THE BLAINE CLEB.

[Special to the Press.]

Augusta, May 26.—At

meeting of

a

the

Blaine Club, held at the Augusta House this
evening, all the counties in the state were represented either by the county members or by
proxy.
send circulars
Arrangements were male
to each member of the committee for circulato

tion.

by ex-Gov. Ding'.ey,
Hon. John L. Stevens, Capt. C. A. Boutelle
Remarks

were

made

and others.
The county members reported persons from
their several counties who will be likely to at
tend tbe conveutioD, amounting iu the aggregate to about 236. The meeting was very enthusiastic.
D. K. Allen, agent of the Pennsylvania Central Railroad Co., was present, aud
merits were

portation.

yrange-

made with him for necessary trans-

S.

[To the Associated Press.]
Bobbery in Saco.

Biddefokd, May 26.—The store of William
Freeman in Pepperell Square, Saco, was entered early this morning and $390 worth of revoland pistols stolen.
Another Victory for the I.owells.
Lewiston. May 26.—The game of base ball
between the Lowells aud Androscoggins result-

vers

ed

as

follows:

Lowells 16,

MARINE
Maine

Androscoggins

2

NEWS.

Schooner Ashore.

Vineyard Haven, May 26.—The schooner
Water Line, from Richmond, Maine, for New
York, with a cargo of ice, was ran into last
night in Vineyard Sound by the steamer Lan-

Drowning Accident.—Yesterday morning
two men whose names were not learned, went
out in a small boat at South Lancaster, N. H.,
and one of them was drowned by the
upsetting
of the boat. Tbo deceased leaves a
family.

caster, from Philadelphia for Boston, and filled
immediately. The steamer towed the schooner
to this port.
Tbe schooner Ruth Shaw, from Maine for

Books Received.

Harriet Chase from Providence for St. John N.
B. The Harriet Cnase had her windlass broken
and tbe Ruth Shaw had her mizzen rigging and
chain plates carried away. She will bo ready
to proceed in two days.

mon,

To Buddlecombe and Back.
nand.

Cloth, illustrated,

93

By F. C. Barpp., price 50 cents.
Portland: Boring:

Boston: Roberts Brothers.
Short Sc Harmon.
File No. 113. A Novel. From the French oi
Emile Gaboriau. Paper, 190 pp., price 75 cents.
Boston: Estes & Baurlat.
Portland: Bailey &

Noyes.
Half-Hour Recreations ia Natural History. Part Nine. Insects as Mimies. By A. SPackard, Jr. Paper, illustrated, 288 pp price 25
cents.
Boston: Estes & Baurlat.
Portland:
Bailey Sc Noyes.
Transcendentalism ia New England. A
History.
By Octavius Brooks FrothinghamCloth, portrait, 395 pp., price $2 50. New Yotk:
G. P. Putnam’s Sons. Portland: Boring, Short
& Harmon.
History of the United Slates of America,
from the Discovery of the Continent. By
George Bancroft. Cloth, Vol. IV., 621 pp., price
$2.25. Boston: Bittle, Brown Sc Co. Portland:
Boring, Short Sc Harmon.
The Hiddle States. A Guide for Travellers to
the Chief Cities and Popular Resorts of the Middle
States. With seven maps and fifteen plans. Cloth,
469 pp., price $2.00. Boston: J. B. Osgood & Co.
Portland: Bailey & Noyes.
The Lite, Letters and Table Talk of Benjamin Robert Haydon. Edited by Richard
Henry Stoddard. Of the Sans-Souci Series. Cloth,
portraits, 311 pp.,price$1.50. New York: ScribPortland: Boring, Short
ner, Armstrong Sc Co.
Sc Harmon,

F O RE I <3 N
TURKEY.
The Herlin Proposal to be Rejected.
London, May 26.—A despatch to the Reuter
Telegram Company, dated Constantinople the
24tb, says the memorandum of the Berlin conference has not yet been officially communicated, but it is stated the Porte will reject it aud
ask the European powers to keep within the
limits of the treaty of Paris, and not intervene
in the internal affairs of Turkey.
The Porte
intends to call out all the reserves and make a
supreme effort to suppress the insurrection. It
is rumored that the Sultan, on learning the
cash in the treasury was not sufficient to meet
the requirements of the public departments,
promised to advance the necessary funds from
the privy purse.
The Courier d’Orient asserts that in that part
of Bulgaria where the insurrection prevails 118
villages, which contained 100,000 inhabitants,
have been burned.
Foreign Notea.
Prank Rees, the representative of the American college boat clubs, has left Dublin without
effecting any important modification in the
arrangements by the Dublin University rowiDg

undergraduate

to represent the university.
In the House of Commons yesterday Philip
Callan. Liberal, gave notice that on Monday he
would ask Disraeli whether in view of the
grave disclosures made before the Foreign
Affairs Committee of tne House of Representatives-at Washington concerning certain British subjects, showing a fraudulent suppression
of facts and misrepresentations in the prospectus of the Emma Mine Co., the government
intend to ask the law officers of the crown for
an opinion regarding the
propriety of instituting criminal proceedings against those persons
implicated therein.
The Herzegorinians and Bosnians have resolved till their independence is conceded.
There has been serious fighting in Balgoria.
The Turks have hanged several chiefs and
priest at Pasavick. A general massacre of
Christians is rumored to have taken place in
the neighborhood.
crew

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
Gov. Tilden nas commuted the sentence of
Aodrew Fuchs to imprisonment for life.
A suit has been commenced in the U. S, District Court to recover $9000, the alleged deficiency in the accounts of William H. McCartney, formerly internal revenue collector of the
Boston district.
A meeting of school superintendents was
held at Boston yesterday.
Francis Coggswell
of Cambridge, was elected President, and H.
M. Willard, Secretary. Papers were read by
Messrs. Parker of Quincy, E. Hunt of Portland,[and A. P. Stone of Springfield.
The New York bar has acquitted Charles O’
Conor from all the charges against him in connection with the Forrest divorce case.
The New York Board of Aldermen has passed resolutious denouncing the enforcement of
the Sunday liquor law.
At a meeting of the New York Yacht Club
Thursday, the challenge of Mr. Gifford of Canada, to race for the Queen’s Cup was accepted.
His proposal that the yacht to compete with
bis be named on the first of July being acceded to, the races will take placejon July 10,12
and 14. The first will be over the New Y'ork
Yacht Club course, the second twenty miles to
windward and return, starting from Sandy
Hook, and the third over one of the above
courses, as shall be determined by lot if a third
contest be necessary.
A reward of $3000 is offered for the apprehension of the person who stole the portrait of the
Duchess of Devonshire.
Field Marshal Baron von John, chief of the
general staff of the Austrian army, is dead.
The Mexican insurgents under
Naranjo and
Trevino have been defeated by the
government
forces under Fuero. Revolution is at a low
ebb.

Summary Vengeance.
Memphis, May 20.—A terrible tragedy was
enacted near Germantown
S. M.
yesterday.
Ellis, a well known planter, on the way to the
Masonic lodge in Germantown, was met
by
Thomas and Robert Reasunovcr,
ne’ghbors who

accused him of having slandered their niece
and asked him to sign a paper which ha refused, whereupon they shot mm the breast and
back, killing him. Thomas ReasOnover, who
claims to have killed Ellis, went to Germantown and surrendered himself.
Later in the
day Robert Reasouover was arrested and bath
were placed in jail.
Ellis leaves a wife and
two children.

MASSACHUSETTS.

Philadelphia with ice, was also in collision last
night in Vineyard Sound, with the British ship

NEW YORK.
Failure.
New York, May 26.—The failure is announced of John D. Heissenbuttee, coal dealer,
with liabilities of $80,000 and large assets.
Suit Dismissed.
The suit of Bessinger, et al., to recover
from
$17,000
Jay Gould for the alleged sale of
gold on Black Friday, was dismissed to-day,
the plaintiff not appearing.

WASHINGTON.
The Pacific Railroad Bonds.

Washington, May 26.—The bill reported by

Mr.

West, from the Senate Committee on Rai1roads, to create a sinking fund for the payment
of the Unien Pacific Company’s subsidy bonds
provides that the United States shall credit the
company with $15,000,000, the complete value
of six million acres of land, to be conveyed to
the government, which sum, together with the
million now due for government transportation,
shall be made tbe basis of a sinking fund, and
the company is to pay into the United States
Treasury, semi anuually, euch a sum, approximate*to not less than $77,CIO per year, as will,
when added to the other sum credited to the
sinking fund with six per cent, interest per
annum compounded semi-annually, he sufficient
to extinguish the government subsidy bonds,
and tbe simple interest thereon. At maturity
the bill requires the company to provide for,
and pay, tbe land grant bonds issued on all tbe
lands which are to be reconveyed to the government. The bill reported from the same committee to create a sinking fund for tbe Central
Pacific Railroad Company contains the same
provisions except that the money payment into
the United States Treasury is to be $850,000 per
year. The company is to reconvey and have
credit for six milliou acres of land in Utah and
Nevada at a valuation of $2.50 per acre.
Cabinet meeting.
At the Cabinet session today the principal
topic of discussion was the case or Lawrence,
the silk smuggler, whose pleaof guilty of forgery was mentioned to the Cabinet by Judge
Taft. There was some discussion upon the subject of the trial of Lawrence, and tbe understanding is that he will be tried only on tbe
charge to which he has plead guilty, and much
routine business received attention, and there
was some consideration of Indian matters.
Various matters.
Receipts ef internal revenue, $373,342; custom* receipts, $578,446.
Rear-Admiral Alexander Murray is ordered
to command the North Pacific station.
The Senate to-day confirmed tbe nomination
of Seligman Bros, as special financial agents
of the United States at London.
It is believed the government will collect
over $500,000 from the bondsmen of the Saint
Louis illicit whiskey distillers.
Discussion in the Senate to-lay on the question of jurisdiction in tbe Belknap impeachment case was continued by Messrs. Saulsbury
and Cooper in favor thereof, and Mr. Jones of
Florida in opposition thereto.
Crime* and Casualties.
Charles Cates, William Coombs and William
Keen, while sailing in Gloucester harbor Thursday evening, were capsized and Cates and
Coombs were drowned.
Keen, after being in
the water about two hours, was rescued by help
from a coaster at anchor in the harbor.
They
were about 18 years old and
belonged in East

Gloucester.

Britton’s blocs, San Francisco, was partially
Loss will
destroyed by fire Thursday night.
aggregate $300,000; insured, principally in

Easternlcompanies.
Building in Houghton

owned

by

Otis & Ingraham was burned Friday morning by incenLoss
on
insurance
diary.
building $3,000,
|$1,800.
Sprague Boot Manufacturing Co., occupying the upper story, lose $2000; insured. Other occupants lose about
$2500, mostly insured.
William Welch of Provincetown, while intoxicated Thursday night, set fire to his bed
and died at 6 a. m. yesterday from suffocation.
He was unconscious when found yesterday
morning and never recovered.
One of the single wheel mills belonging to
the works of the American Powder Company
at South Acton, was blown up about 10 o’clock
Thursday night, destroying the super-structure,
which was of wood and of no great value.
These mills contain single aod double wheels,
and are used for grinding powder. There were
no accidents connected with the explosion, and
the damage was slight.

Rosalie Thyugboo, on trial at New Bedford,
charged with poisoning her husband, was acquitted yesterday.
A young girl named Mary Ann Butler, attempted to drown herself in the river at Pawtucacii

jrcoiciuajr,

uui was resuueu.

Porter Kimball of Woodville, N. H., was
severely injured by being trampled upon by a

horse.
Dubufe’s painting of the Prodigal Son was
burned at Cincinnati yesterday, where it was
on exhibition.
Lass $100,000: insurance $25,000.
The Winslow and the Lawrence Cases.

Boston, May 20.—A Washington special

to

the Boston Jonrnal says the result of the visit
to New York of Messrs. Pierrepont and
Taft,
tbe present and future Attorney Generals, is
that Lawrence withdraws his original plea of
not guilty and entered a plea of guilty to the
iodictment agaiost him for forging custom
House certificates of entry, beiog tbe offence
under which he was expedited by Great
Britain for forgery. As it is nnderstc ad this indictment was def'ctive, it is not probable that
Lawrence will receive a very heavy sentence,
and he has already teen admitted to bail.
Meanwhile, upwards of thirty other indictments for smuggling will probably be nol
prossed. This will prevent tbe aisclosures
dreaded by those influential English exporters
who have instigated the refusal to surrender
Wioslow, unless assurances were given that be
would only be tried for the offence for which
he was extradited, and who have complained
that tbis was not®being done in Lawrence’s
case.
They have carried their point, and now
Winslow will, in all probability, be surrendered.
Tbe Centennial Exhibition.
26.—Number of admissions to tbe Centennial grounds yesterday:
Complimentary, 586; exhibitors and attendants, 6749; cash, 19,821; total, 27,156—showing
cash receipts to have teen $9,910 50.
The weather was all that could be desired,
and the continually improving aspect of the
exhibition and its surroundings are having a
marked effect on the attendance which to-day
was very large.
The executive committee of
the Centennial Commission to-day accepted a
report providing for the assignment of a piece
of ground uear Horticultural Hall for an illustration of the method of irrigation.
On Tuesday next the committee will hear arguments
from a committee on tbe Sunday opening question. Some of the groups of judges have got
well down to work, one group having already
examined 47 exhibits and completed their
notes concerning them.
Those who have not
yet commenced their official examination are
only delayed by the non-arrival of members of
their respective groups, but it is believed all
will be at worn before the 1st of June.

Philadelphia, May

HETIIOKOLUHiCAL.
War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal
)

Officer, Washington, D.C.,

>

May 27, (1 A. M.)J
Ear New England.
and Middle states, stationary and falling barometer, southerly to westerly winds, warmer
and generally clear weather, and possibly In
the northern portion of tbe former occasional

rains._
Arrested for Murder.
Hanover, N. H., May 26.—Six years ago
Jobu Bartlett, a farmer livitas a few miles north
of Norwich village, suddenly disappeared and
has never been seen since. He lelt a property,
which was at ODCe taken possession of and sold
by a man who has ever been suspected of beiog
tbe mnrderer. To-day tbe rumor reached this
place that sufficient testimony bad been obtained and the suspected man arrested.

THE BLAINE INVESTIGATION.

Execution of Piper and Mr. Blaine Explains tlie Mysterious Package.
Frost.
SHOCKING SPEOTAOLE.

A

Enthusiastic Heeling at Augusta.

names

Above Suspicion. A Novel. By J. H. Riddell
Paper, 159 pp., price75 cents. Boston: Estes &
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BY TELEGRAPH.

Boston, May 20.—The execution of Thomas
W. Piper, formerly sexton of the Warren Avenue Baptist church iu this
city, took place at
Charles street jail this morning.
Piper passed the night calmly and collectedly, retiring soon after the departure of bis pastor at about 10 o’clock, and
slept until nearly 4
this morning.
He breakfasted lightly, and
passed the hours intervening before the return
of his spiritual advisor, in meditation and
prayer, and while in company with the latter,
manifested the same wouderful calmness that
has characterized his demeanor for the past few
He met his fate with complete immodays.
bility, betraying no feeling even at the gallows,
in any way excepting by an unusual paleness.
He died instantly, his neck beiug broken by tbo
fall.

Tbo ceremonies were conducted with de-

corum.

Arrangement) for Piper’s funeral have not
yet beeD definitely decided upoD, but it will be
held at the residence of his family at Boston
Highlands and will be strictly private.
Worcester, May 20.-- The Petarslum murderer, Samuel J. Frost, was executed this
morning at the county jail in this city, at 10.30
o’clock, for the murder of his wife’s brother,
Franklin P, Towue.
The murder was committid ou Sunday, July
4, 1975, iu the barn ou the farm owned by
Towne, and after doing the deed, IfTost went to
the house and assisted bis wife, sister of Towue,
to get the children, four in
number, ready for
church.
After they had left the bouse he returned to the baro and buried the body underneath it.
The hired men believed that there
was
something wrong, and that the story of
Frost that Towue had gone to California was
not comet, for about a week after his disappearance they noticed that they were closely
watched by Frost, and at about the same time
they discovered what appeared to he a grave
under the barn.
They probed the grave with
an iron bar which bounded back, aud a terrible
odor arose.
July 21st others visited the barn
cellar aDd made similar probing with the same
result, and ou the night of July 22d, Frost was
out alluight, and the oxen were heard treading
about on the farm during the night. The next
day the grave was empty, aud it was subsequently discovered that the body had been burled in the edge of alswamp ia a shallow grave
and swarms of flies and catrion beetles soon
gathered there.
On the night of the 20th, Frost was again out
all night, taking with him a large knife and a
pail.
During the night he again removed the
body of Towne, cut it into pieces, and buried
them in a cornfield.
Frost was subsequently
discovered digging in the cornfield by a colored
man, Samuel Uptou, who soon afterwards
fouud a piece of sacking protruding from the
grave, and not wishing to attract Frost’s attention he marked the spot, and that night
with others, went to the place, but the sacking
was gone.
While looking for some traces they
heard something fall in another part of the
and
field,
going in that direction found portions of a human body, terribly mangled aud
tied in sacks.
The sheriff was immediately
called and Frost was arrested in the house of
Towne, and properly tried and convicted.
Frost’s story is that ia a dispute with Towne,
which resulted in a scuffle, Towne got him
down, and that, iD self-defence, he struck him
with a hammer. Frost has stoutly maintained
all along that he billed Towne in self-defence,
aud has been apparently indifferent to his fate,
refusing all counsel or advice, aud until about
two weeks has refused to be visited by a
clergyman.
Sitce that time be has been visited by
Bev. C. M. Lamson, but has shown no penitence aud has been disposed to talk on subject)
entirely foreign to the matter which his spiritual adviser has been trying to impress upon his
mind.
Pol'tics has been his principal theme and
t/UCUiC13 HIS
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At an interview tins morning with his counsel and Eev. Mr. Larason, Frost made the following statement for putbcation after his
death. After speaking of tbe killing of Towne
he said:
I placed the limbs, as I have affirmed, in the
cornfield.
I did not know, neither do I now
know, who removed them. 1 took them from
under the barn with my own hands to the cornfield, and never carried them to the swamp,
On the night of the 22d of July I did not take
the oxen from the barn, nor on any other
night, to draw the body to the swamp. I
make the same statement as to the whole matter, that Mr. Bell had in his book. This refers
to Frost’s statement at the trial.
I deelare to
all men that I die innocent of wilful murder. I
die cherishing no feeling of resentment towards
I die forgiving all the world foi any
any one.
wrong I have received. It is hard, but I freely
do it.
I desire to express my kindest feelings
to Geo. Sprague, his deputies, and all the
prison officers.
To his counsel he said: “Try and keep track
of this matter.
I hope, that, in time, and am
1 feel that
assured, that it w’ll be chared up.
in six months men will say if we had not hung
that man we should not do it.”
Nevertheless Frost slept well last night aod
conversed on indifferent subjects and cheerfully. So firm was his demeanor that while
dressing his attendant remarked to higi,
“You’ve got the most nerve of any man I ever
saw,” to which Frost replied, “I’m not afraid,
I’ve never been afraid to die.”
Soon after he
remarked, “I’m the happiest man in the prison
this morning.” He ate his breakfast of brown
bread, milk and cheese, his own selection, with
his usual appetite.
After breakfast he wrote
farewell letters to his children and while doing
so appeared somewhat melancholy, but he soon
rallied and chatted and laughed with his
usual unconcern.
At the gallows Frost’s face
betokened no emotion.
He kept his eye fixed
before him, casting no glance at the spectators
and none at the gallows till he turned to ascend the s'eps, when he raised his eyes to the
beam and rope for an instant, dropping them
upon the stairs as he took the first step upward. As soon as Frost was seated upon the
fatal platform
Eev. Mr. Lamson offered a
short prayer. Immediately at ifs close Sheriff
read
the
death warrant, rapidly, yet
Sprague
distinctly, and when he had uttered the closing
words, “for which this shall be your sufficient
warrant”, he added, “I now proceed to do execution” and pressed firmly upon the spring
releasing the drop. Frost had risen from his
chair when the reading of the death warrant
was begun, and the deputy behind had fastened
the straps around his legs and arms, and. before
the leading was finished had shut out the
light from him forever by drawing the blick
cap over hisjhead. There was not an instant’s
delay and less time than five minutes passed
between the time the doomed man took his
first step upon tbe gallows’ stairs and that in
which his body was thrown downward by the
Tbe drop fell with hardly an audible
drop.
sound and the light body of the murderer
brought tbe rope to a strong tension,
The
thrill of a shudder had not run
through the more sensative of the spectators
when the body was seen spinning at the. end of
the rope almost headless, a fearful tear extending over the front of the throat and the blood
gushing out iu|streams. Every eye was riveted
upon this startling^ and unexpected spectacle
as the body turned
round, first disclosing and
then concealing this gash.
The blood forced
upwards by the arterial movements spurted
tountain-likc upward from one to two feet, the
stream falling to the floor in a circle around
the hanging body.
This circle extended even
to the frame work of the gallows which was in
many places flecked with blood, gore and the
welting life blood pouring from the gaping
wound down the front ot the body trickled
from his feet, forming a central pool
directly

fij^t

The account doubtless seems full of horrors
to the reader, but it falls far short of the realities of the scene, still the spectators did not
waver from the sight.
The man was dead.
No one could doubt but that his soul declared
guilty by mortal judges and jurors was already
at the bar of another tribunal.
There was a
real feeling of relief that there had been no
slow coming death, no terrible throes of muscular agony, and so all watched with bated
breath the final scene of the great tragedy.
For some two minutes the arterial
gushiDgs
of blood continued and then the slow
dropping
of blood from the body continued for a little
while before Drs. Woodward and Jewett stepped under the gallows and made their examination of the body, a mere formality in this
case.
The knot of the rope
had
been
placed behind Frost’s left ear almost round to
the center of the neck. Frost was a man ol no
especial muscular development and though he
weighed but 120 pounds the drop was enougo,
not only to break his neck, in the commau ac
ceptance of the expression, but to sever the
spinal column entirely. The muscles and integuments of the forward part of the neck
could not withstand the sudden striam brought
upon them and parted, leaving the body hanging by the integument of the rearportions only.
The body was allowed to hang a few minutes
after the examination by the doctors, when it
was lowered upon a bier and carried from
beneath the gallows. The rope was pulled up to
ths beam, the spectators at the sheriff’s request
withdrew, and in twelve minutes from the
time the fifst tread of the execution party the
eyes of the executed murderer were closed.

LOUISIANA.
A Row

over a

Judgeship.

New Orleans, May 2G.—A lively contest is
progressing for the judgeship of the Superior
District Court. During Gov. Kellogg’s absence
Lieut. Gov. Antoine commissioned Judge B. L
Lynch, of the Fourth District Court, to be
Judge of the Superior District Court, vice
Hawkins, deceased. Gov. Kellogg yesterday
commissioned General Hugh J. Campbell as
This morning
Judge of the Supetior Court.
Judge Campbell took possession of tho court
room aided by a squad of
Metropolitan police.
Judge Lvnch arrived soon after and called on
the sheriff to put him in possession of the court
room, which order the sheriff obeved by advice
of his counsel, Gov. McEoery.
The written
opinion of Attorney General Field was read
the
removal
that
of
Judge Lynch by
stating
the Governor would be unconstitutional as well
as an outrage upon public order.
The sheriff
ordered the police away and refused .to recognize Campbell, who therenpon withdrew.
Judge Lynch then opened the court and proceeded with business. Campbell will seek his
judgeship through the courts.

THE INDIANS.
Cincinoatia&s IVtasancrcd.
Chicago, May 26.—The Times’ special from
Lincoln, Neb., says private advices received
there announce that the company which passed
through Liucoln, known as Col. Store’s squad,
wt^re attacked by the Indians near Custar
City
a few
dayssince, and eleven out of twenty-two
killed. They were sous of wealthy Cincinnatians, and weut on more for fiolic and sight seeing than anything else. The report appears
(veil founded.
A

Party

of

It Contained

maps aud Pamphlets

officially announced that Samuel Sloan, Preaof the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
K^road will succeed Mr. Joy as President of the
M-higan Central. Offices of all trunk lines given
pdtive orders to fully maintain rates on west bound
fright to a.l points.
'he following were the closing quotations of Gov]ib
id#t

DOMESTIC PORTS.
FRANCISCO-Ar 21tb, ship Leading Wind’

SAN

Hinckley.

SPECIAL

NOTICES.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Boston.

ORLEANS—Cld 20lb, sch Veto, Hendersou,
Peusacola
Cld 24tb, barque Ellilt Ritcble. Hutchinson, Rouen.
MOBILE—Cld 24th, shin Owego, Auderson, tor
Boston; sch Rosa & Aura, Gaull, Philadelphia.
SAVANNAH—Ar 24th, sch Paragon, Sbute, from
Belfast; Sarah L Davis, New York.
Cld 24th. sch S P Hall, Smith, Portland.
CHARLESTON—Cld 20th, ship Martha Bowker,
Woodside, Liverpool.
Ar 21th, schs Annie P Chase, Poole. Bath; Annie
Leland, Harper, Savannah; Hattie Turner, Hooper,1
NEW

ernment securities:
Qited States coup. 6s,1881.
122S
Uited States 5-20’s 1865, old.115
liited States 5-20’8,18&5, new.119J
luted States 5-20’s, 1867.1214
united States 5-20’s, 1868 do.1231
nited States news’s.im
nited States 10-40s, coup.1184

Robinson Recalled.
Washington, May 26.—The sub-Judiciary
Committee met this afternoon and recalled Asa
urrenev
G’s.127$ Bath.
P. Uobinsou, who testified te had read the
The following were the closing quotations oi
RICHMOND—Sid 23d, sell R C Thomas, Thornlocks:
testimony of Amos Curry before the committee.
dike, tor New York.
Vestern Union Telegraph to.
Witness never told Curry the package which
661
FORTRESS MONROE— Passed out 24th, barque
’acific Mail. 25ft
witness brought to Blaine from Caldwell conWillie McLaren, for Queenstown.
lew York Central & Hudson UK.110
tained bonds, or that it was an installment of
BALTIMORE—Ar 24th, brig Geo Harris, Stowers,
>ie. I3g Cardenas.
bonds. Had often talked with Curry in a social
Irie preferred... 19
Cld 25th, barone Lizzie Merry, Keazr, Cardenas.
way, and might some time have said the packillchigan Central.... 4H8
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 24th, schs Addie Jordan,
age may have contained bonds, but never said Jnion Pacific Stock. 58|
Leavitt. Matanzas; Labaina, Houghton, Porto CaThe following were the closing quotations of Pacific
it really did, for witness never knew what it
Mark Pendleton, Pendleton, Fernandina.
bello;
lailroad
securities:
did contain. Witness did not consider himsell
Cld 24th, schs Emma McAdam, Murcb, FernanPacific bonds.1084
responsible fbr whatever inference Curry may lentral
L S Barnes, Arey, Boston; Charles E Hellier,
dina;
Pacific
Jnion
.1044
have drawQ from their conversation. He con- Jnicu Pacific bonds.
Coombs. Bangor.
Laud Grants ex-in..!..
99
Cld 25th, schs Sarah A
sidered Carry a man of veracity and good •inking
Reed.Guptill, St John, PR;
gyi
Funds.
Ocean Wave, for Round
moral character.
Pond; Josephine, Fickett,
lostou, Hartford & Erie 1st.. 20
Gloucester.
iuaranteed.•.21
Curry Repent. Ilia Story.
Below 29th, barque Jose R Lopez, McDonald, from
Amos Curry was recalled and repeated his
Sagua; sch Maud, Robinson, trom Cardenas.
Providence Print Cloths Market.
Sid fm Delaware Breakwater
former testimony, that Robinson had told him
23d, brig Ernestine,
In port, wtg wind,
Pkovidence,
Cloths
May
ifc
market
26.—Printing
that the package contained bonds. Witness
barque Gan Eden, for Portland,
and
firmer
and
at 3J @ 3|e for 64x61
others.
goods.
submitted two telegrams just received from his steady
NEW YORK—Ar 24tb, brig Wm Robertson. Peak,
wife in Arkansas, setting forth that she had
New London; schs Leonora, Walls, Providence; A
Domestic Markets.
read in the papers Robinson’s statement about
McNicbols, from Bristol; Rival, Dunton, Ellsworth;
^E^x_?oa^* May 26—Evening.—Flour receipts Alice B, Bassett. St George.
the story, and saying (hat Robinson did
say the 10,702 bbls; sales 15,000 bbls; the market is unchangAlso ar 24th? schs Siak, Sherman, Macbias; Rival,
package contained bonds, as she was preseut ed with a moderate export
and home trade demand;
Dunton, Gardiner; Belle Brown, Knowlton, Spruce
with Curry at the time Robinsou made the low grades shade firmer; No 2 at 2 90
@ 3 50; SuperHead;
Madagascar, Rich, Fall River lor Philadelstatement. Witness said that Robinson and fine Western and State at 4 10J@ 4 50; extra Wesphia; Melville, Green, Providence.
himself were on good aud on intimate terms, tern and State at 5 00 @ 5 25; choice at at 5 30 @
Ar 25th, schs Cumberland,
and he considered Robinson a man of truth TW;
J£l,eat Western extra at 5 80 @7 00; Como. Lewis, Jacksonville. Webber,from Cardenas;
ancy White Wheat 0Western at 7 05
7 75; extra
and veracity, never having heard his
Ar 26th. brig Acelia Thurlow, White, Caibarien.
reputation Jhio at 5 60 @ 7 00: extra St Louis at@ 5 20 @ 9 00;
for veracity called in question before.
Cld 24th, brig Kenshaw, Sylvester, Kingston, Ja;
3atent Minnesota extra at 6 25 @ 7 25; choice at 7 39
sch
Addie G Bryant, Stubbs, Bangor.
Mr. Blaine said he nad understood the comU 9 50; Southern flour at 5 00 da> 9 00. Rye flour is
Cld 25th, brig Geo Burnham,
mittee had summoned Caldwell from London.
Staples, Ponce PR;
mchanged at 4 75 @ 5 20. Cornmeal quiet at 2 85 @
schs Charlie Steadman,
Dunton, lor Port au Platte;
‘50. Wheat—receipts of 315,561 bush; sales 240.000
He desired to kuow if the committee intend to
Garland.
Hartford.
Lindsey,
the
maraet
is
shade
lush;
firmer with a good exkeep this matter open until Caldwell arrives
Passed through Hell Gate 24th,
iort demand; 110 for poor No 3 Chicago; 113 ffi 1 u
barque Horace
He thought the committee should report
Beals, Fickett, trom New York for Odessa; schs Abupon
or No 3 Chicago part to arrive; 1 15 @ 116 for No 3
this matter now.
by Gale, trom Amboy lor Boston; A W Ellis, Ron1 20J @ 1 22 tor No 2 Chicago;
liiwaukee;
at
mainly
Mr. Hunton, the chairman, said the matter
dout for Boston; Earl, Rondout lor New Bedford;
21; 125 @126 No2 Milwaukee; latter (Sxtrcme;
Odell, from Hoboken fer Newport.
of summoning Caldwell was in the hands of
25 for old No 2 Milwaukee in store; 1 21 @ 1 23 for
PROV1 PENCE—Ar 25tb, schs
the full Jud ciary Committee, andlhot of the
York
No
1
sew
Opbir, Gott, and
Spring; 1 33 lor No 1 Sheboygan;l 13 W H Sargent, Parker, Calais.
sub-committee, and he could not state what g 129 tor ungraded Spring; 140 for Winter Red
Sid 24th. schs The Star, (Br) Mathieson, Portland;
1
39
for White Canada in bond; 1 45 @ 1 47
Western;
their purpose was.
Caroline Grant, Bray, and E C Gates, Freeman, for
or White Michigan; 1 45 for
Amber State.
Rye is
A Slalenient by Hr. Blaine.
New York.
'ery firm. Barley nominal. Barley Malt Is quiet and
Sid 25th, schs Jeddie, Chadwick; Winner, HarraMr. Blaine said il there were no more witinchangcd. Corn—receipts 158,000 bush; sales ot den; Gov
Coney, Ridley; Harp, Bickford, and Lyra,
the market is J @ lc lower with a Modnesses to be heard upon this
bush;
12,000
he
matter,
would
Marshall, New York.
irate export and home trade demand; 57 @ 571c for
offer himself as a witness. After some disNEWPORT—Ar 24th, sebs Maggie Ellen, Littlem grade Mixed; 59@ 60c for steamer Mixed;
61J @ john, Pittston tor Philadelphia; Olive Avery, Gott,
cussion he was allowed to make a statement
32c for graded Mixed; all
at inside figures:
Fall River for New York.
confining himself to the package spoken of’ 62c for Kansas Mixed; 59 closing
62c for ungraded new
@
Sid 24tb.aschs Ivy Belle, Lowe, and Albert Treat,
and he was sworn and made the
following Western Mixed; 62c for steamer Yellow. Oats-re- Sawyer, for Round
Pond.
statement:
ceipts ot 32,796 bush; the market is active and shade
FALL RIVER—Ar 24tb, sell Wanderer, Coombs,
Air. Chairman—It is entirely true that iu the firmer; sales 118,000 bush; 33 @ 44c for Mixed Wes! LiDColnvllle.
spring of 1871 (Mr. Robinson I believe gave the tern and State; at38 j @ 48c lor White Western, inVINEYAKD-HA VEN—Ar 24tb, schs Oliver Jame33 @ 34c; No 2 New York Mixed
rejected
specific date from his diary) he delivered to me cluding
son, Campbell, Windsor, NS, for New York; Mottit 39 @ 39Jc; No 1 do at 41 @ 42c; No 2
Chicago at Hayen, Collins, Calais for do; William Arthur,
in the Speaker’s parlor a package. I should
HackNo
2
New York White at 38 @ 81c; In31} @ 4tc;
ett. St John. NB, for Baltimore.
thmk that the package was about 18 or 20
clided in sales 8700 bush No 1 New York Mixed for
E Pennell; schs Judge Tenney .CenSid,
brig
Mary
inches long and about 4 iuches iu diameter.
expirt to France 41c. Coft'ee—Rio is quiet and unSea Dog, Cherub, Z A Paine, Ida Hudson, Al1 received his card while sitting in the Speaker’s
chained; cargoes at 15 @ 18c in gold, and job lots turion,
ligator, G W Rawley, A E Stevens.
at 15 ;<j 19. Sugar is quiet and
chair. As soon as it became convenient 1 went
at 78 @
unchanged
BOSTON—Ar 25tb. schs FaT Dealer, Snow, and
7Jc tor s»ir to good refining; 8c for prime. Moiasses
out and met him in the Speaker’s parlor. He
Chattanooga, Snare, Bangor; Willis Putnam, Sproul,
quiet and steady. Rice is unchanged. Petroleum
hauded me the package aud said, “This is a
do; DK Arey, Ryan, and Geo Sbattuck, McCarty,
quiet and fim; crude at 8|c; refined at 141c. Talpackage which Air. Caldwell handed me for low dull am unsettled. Naval Stores—Rosin is un- Belfast; Cora, Patterson. Wiscassct; Ousel,Wheeler,
Eddie F Treat, Hodgdon, Bath.
you.” The package was done up carelessly in settled. Tupentine is auiet dull at 32c for Spirits. Bristol;
Cld 25th, barque N Gibson, Bradford, Melbourne;
brown paper, the ends bent in and tied, I
Pork lower; new mess at 20 20 @ 20
35; extra prime
sch Louisa Bliss. Strong. Bangor, to load for Europe.
17 00. Beefs unchanged. Cm Meat
should say, although I cannot tell precisely at
quiet; middles
Ar 26th, brig Mary E Pennell, Eaton.
Weokawken;
easier—Wesem long clear at 11 @ 1|J; llj@n|
this length of time, in a very loose manner.' I
schs May Day, Waterman, Dennysville; Angola,
for city loug dear. Lard opened lower, afterwards
chatted with him a moment about the condiWoostet, Sullivan; Levant, Linnell. Bangor; Geo
became firmir and closed heavy; prime steam at
tion of the Fort Smith road, and somewhat
Sbattuck, McCarty, Belfast; Gen Grant, Eaton, and
12 028 @ 12 01.
T H Hughlett, Eaton, Wells.
about the coal land in the Arkansas Valley.
Freights to Liverpool—market is firmer.
Cld 26th, schs Almeda, Smith, Pembroke; M A
He then wanted to see some member of the
Chicago,
26.—Flour^quiet, unchanged; com- Folsom. Rose, Bangor, to load for St Pierre.
House, I have forgotten whom. 1 told him he mon to choiceHay
Western shipping extra at 4 25 @ 5 00SALEM—Ar 23d, sch Lerj Strong, Atwood. Port
could have the privilege of the floor, aud he
good to faneyfamily brands at 5 25 @ 62J; Minnesota
Johnson; Gen Howard, Linscott, do for Gardiner;
went in with me.
5 00 @ 6 75; nedium to choice Winter extra at 5 25
As I passed to the chair X
24th, Bangor. Jordan, Port Johnson.
@
7 50.
Wheat jenerally unchanged, but some sales
threw the bundle down carelessly. It lay there
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 24th, sch G L Bradley, Chiprather higher, No 2 Chicago
until the House adjourned aud 1 took it down
Spring at 1071; No 3 man, New York.
Chicago Sprint at 99c; rejected at 88 @ 884c. Corn
Ar 25th. schs H Curtls.Bray, Perth
iu the lower private room that I had. It lay
Amboy; Union,
irregular, aetbe but weak and lower; No 2 at 471c; Reed, Elizabeth port; Lookout. Pomroy, Hoboken;
there for mooths. It was a package of maps
at 42Ji. Oats are in demand but
Robt
rejected
Rantoul, Quiun, Portland for Gloucester.
No
lower;
of some description—pamphlets aud some of
2 at 29jc. Hyeis firmer at 70c.
NEWBURYPORT—Ar 25th.sch Bramball. HamilBarley is active and
the descriptical sketches—I mean some of those
lower at 69 @ ;o. Pork unsettled, opened
ton, New York; Mary Ella, Staples, Philadelphia;
strong
and higher an! closed at inside rate—19 90 on
made by individuals and not published, showFred Reed, Pendleton, Macbias.
spot.
BATH—Ar 24tb, sch Essex, Cleaves, Portland, to
iug the caal fields in the Arkansas Valley. It Lard dull and lower at 1175. Bulk Meats are in
lair
and lower; shoulders at 63c; clear rib
load for Hyannis.
was considered at that time
by Caldwell aud sidesdemand
at 10c; clear sides at
om
hcu d c lioweij,
boxci.
loj—all
others that there would be quite a speculation
Whiskey
stinson, New York.
quiet aid firm at 1 09.
in buying these lands,and these were alloted off
bbls fiour, 53,000 bush wheat, 149,Itoeiju-UjW
FOREIGN
PORTS.
ouuw uuw ujuou euuiu ue
000 bum corn, 93,000 bush oats, 9,500 bush barley.
got iq one ooay. as
At Bombay Apl 24. ships P Pendleton. Nichols, toi
the sections were taken alternating it was very
U1
VO.
Havre; Valiant,
for do; AS Davis, Ford,
hard to get a large tract together, and a
SMpmints-7,000 bbls flour, 131,000 bush wheat, 128,- nnc; and others. Dunham,
very
000 bush com, 123,000 busn
few thousand dollars would buy a considerable
oaw, 2000 ouah barley.
At Calcutta Apl 21, ship Nancy Pendleton, Pendlebusk
1,500
rye.
ton. unc.
quantity of them. I thick the company offerAr at Dunkirk 21th inst, barque
26.-Flour is dull. Wheat is dull:
ed them at S3 or S6 an acre. This was sent to
*TTSxSS!'»May
Sbawmut, Connor.
No2
Whte
New Orleans.
Wabash
at
1
110
Not
White
me as a prospectus and a
® 40};
general setting forth
Ar at Gibraltar 18th inst, sch J G
Michigan it 1 31; No 2 to arrive at 1 24; Amber Michof the merits and motives of the speculation.
Drew, Wadlin,
•
igan at 1 2S4; No 2 do at 110; No 2 Red Winter 1 31;
Brunswick, Ga.
I did not give a great deal of attention to it. I
rejected Rid 89c. Corn is Bteady ;High Mixed at 56*;
Ar at Oporto —, brig T Remick,
New York.
Rose,
had some computations made as to the cost of
low Mixed at 53c; no grade at
Ar at Bordeaux 24th inst, brig D R Stockwell,Cum50Jc;,do Dayton and
hauling to the river, how far it would be from McWganRe; damaged iige. Oats are quiet; No 2 mings, New York.
at 34c; Whte 40c; Michigan at 35c.
the Arkansas river aul how much it would
Arat Queenstown 25th inst, barque Martha P
•
Receipts—400 bbls tiourt34,0u0 bush Wheat, 25,000 Tucker, Tucker, Banjoewangie.
cost by the time it got ty rail to the
Mississippi.
bosh
Corn,
bush
Sid
fm Liverpool 24th inst, ship Andrew Jackson,
Oats.
1,300
The result of the whole thing was that I did
bbls flour, 17,000 bush Wheat, 9,000
Shipments—00
Boston.
Bartlett,
*
not embark in it. That is all there was io the
*
bush Com, 1009 bush Oats.
Ar at Queenstown 23d inst,
!
ship Vermont, Richwhole story of the package.
There was nothIndependence Bay.
Milwaukee, May 26.—Flour is steady wiih a ardson,
ing more mysterious iu it than if 1 was going
At
Surinam Apl 29, sch Addie Todd, Corson, for
moderate demand. Wheat is dull; No 1 Milwaukee
to baud this book to the chairman.
Boston 6 days.
It was
^ at 1 24; No 2 Milwaukee at 1 094;
k!1 *o**f\bani
delivered in a crowd, carried into the house and No
3 Milwaukee at 99c. Corn unsettled and
„Arat Sa8ua 18th inst, sch Mary A Rich, Staples,
demorSt Thomas.
thrown down without care, and it
No
2
alized;
non'uallv
at
45c.
Oats are active:No
lay in my
Sid fm
at 30c- Rye if steauy and
23d inst, barque Monitor, Eaton,
room with a miscellaneous lot of
weak;No 1 at72c. Bar- North of Matanzas
papers probaHatteras.
bly for a year, referring to it every now and ley nominal.
Sid
Ini Cardenas 23d inst, barque E F
Receipts—7000 bbls flour, 82,000 bush wheat.
Herriman,
then. Mr. RobinsoD never delivered me a bond
Whittier, North of Hatteras: brigs Cadet, Anderson,
Shipments—8,000 bbJs flour, 34,000 bush wheat.
of the Ft. Smith & Little Rock Co., either iu
and Shannon, Moore, do; sch Eva
May, Andrews.do.
St Louis, May 26.—Flour dull and lower to
sell.
Cld at Pictou 15th inst, brig Liberty, Reed, PortWashington or aoy other place. I desire to
Wheat is dull anc lower; No 2 Red Fall at 1
38; No
land; 16th, Catharine, Sakalow, do.
make that statement as broad as it can be
3
^ora is dull and lower to sell;
Ar at Halifax 23d iDst, sch
made ia every shay?.
Margie, McFadden, fm
No 2 Mixed at 45c; 41J @
41Jc bid at close. Oats are Portland.
Mr. Chairman, while I am here I desire to
unsettled and lower; No 2 at
rejected 26c. Rye
Ar at St John, NB, 21th, ship Belle O’Brien, Curl32jc;
and Barley—nothing
repeat uoder oath in relation to this entire
doing. Pork dull and nuchang- ing, Mobile; 25th, schs Lucknow, McNeily, Portland;
at 20 50.
Lard is nominal.
Bulk Meats-no
§04,000 charge the statement made by me on cd
J C Eash, Crowley, Boston.
market. Bacon is unsettled; shoulders at 71 (a) 'll:
tbe floor of the House in ail parts without men*
clear no and clear sides log and
lug.
tal reservation or purpose of evasion as the
SPOKEN.
bWa ttour» 16,000 bush of wheat, 52,«n?e?eiHt8“37U()
iron clad oath says.
,U8b corD» 3*°M hush oats, 2000 bush
May 12, lat 30, Ion 61, brig Jennie Morton, from
252_
barley,
2000 bush rye, 0,000 hogs, 000 cattle.
Baltimore for Martinique.
Fortj-Fourth Congress—First Session.
Detroit, May £6.—Flour is firm at 6 50 @ 6 75.
V> heat quiet.
Com dull; No J Mixed at 51c. Oats
Regulate the bodily Function*.
are quiet; Mixed
"^c.
SENATE.
This advice should be especially heeded by those
Receipts—900 bbls flour, 17,160 bush wheat, 0000
bush com, 5,950 bush oats.
Washington, D. C., May 26.
who suffer from an irregular habit of body or disMr. West from tbe Committee on
Shipments—700 bbls flour, 12,400 bush wheat, 1600 orders of the bladder or
Railroads,
kidneys. Inactivity of the
reported back to the Senate the bill to create a bash com, 4,175 bush oata.
bowels, or of the urinary orguns, is speedly recti
sinking fund for liquidation of government
Cleveland May 26.—The Petroleum market is
fled
bonds advanced to tto Central and Western
that
wholesome
by
standard 110 test at 11; prime
aperient aud sterling in?,r.!“.aI!lLut,cha,11:ei|;
White
150 testat 12 in car lots.
Pacific Railroad Company with amendments
vigorative [diuretic, Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters;
and written report on the
also
Charleston,May
26.—Cotton
as
new
is
all
affections
of
subject;
and,
the organs of discharge have
dull; Middling
*
bills to create a sinking fund for
liquidation of uplands at 114 @ 116c.
strong tendency to become chronic, and that very
New Orleans, May 26.—Cotton market is
government bonds advanced to Union Pacific
dull
the
use
of
the Bitters should not be delayed
rapidly,
and ea»y; Middling uplands lt§u.
and for settlement of claims of
government on
a moment longer than is
account of said bonds.
necessary. The action of
Mobile, May 26.—Cotton market is weak and
Tbey were placed on
this
the calendar.
inestimable
corrective
irregular; Middling uplands at 10} @ 103c.
upon the bowels differs
Mr. Morrill of Connecticut, from the Comfrom
that
of
a
widely
drastic
Savannah, May 26.—Cotton nominal; Middlings
purgative, since it is
never violent or abrupt, but
mittee ou Appropriations, reported in the Senuplands ll}c.
always gentle and
and its effects upon the bladder and
ate with amendments the House bill
kidneys
Fork, May 26.—Cotton weak and irregular; natural,
making
are strengthening as well as
stimulative.
mildly
for
appropriations
legislative appropriations Middling uplands 11}.
The healthful impetus which it
gives to digestion also
hill. It was placed on the calendar.
Abgbbta, May 26.—Cotton market is dull and
renders it a most desirable general tonic.
Senate went into secret session on the
juris- nominal and lower to sell; Middling uplands at 10}c.
diction question, but before
reaching a decision
Wilmington, May 2e.—Cotton is nominal; Middoors reopened and Senate adjourned.
dling uplands 11c.
HOUSE.
May 26.—Cotton is dull; Middling upMr. Cox aBked have to offer a resolution diLobisville,
May 26—Cotton dull; Middling upHemorrhage or Bleeding lrom the
recting the Secretary of War to furnish a lands at
*
114c.
statement of the number of troops now staLungs.
tioned in the Southern States and all informaHundreds of severe cases have beon radically cured
Galveston, May 11.—Cotton nominal; ‘Middling°
uplands
tbe
lljs.
use
of
Dr. Morse’s Inhalations. Also Catarrh,
by
tion connected therewith. Objected to.
Throat and all Lung troubles.
Mr. Brown, from the Committee on
my27eod&w3msn
Claims,
European market..
presented a message from the President vetoing
London, May 26—1.05 P. M.—Consols 95 7-16 for
the Senate bill for the relief of G. B
Dealers of Portland,
Tyler money and account.
and E. H. Luckett, assignees of W. T. Cheath26.—12.30
Liverpool,
P.
May
M.—Cotton
and
market
moved
em,
the House pass the bill notis flat and
Middling uplands at 5 15-16 6d;
withstanding the veto. Passed; yeas 181, nays do Orleansirregular;
All former and present Liquor Dealers of
at 6Jd; sales 7,00u bales, including 1009
Portland,
bales for speculation and export.
are requested to meet at Wolle Tone
Hall, 5594
A resolution appointing J. H. Patterson
congress Street, THURSDAY EVENING, June 1
doorkeeper of the House was adopted and Patterson was sworn in.
MARRIED.
1576, at 8 o’clock.
PER ORDER.
I
The Speaker presented a
my
sndtd
message from the
President vetoing the bill
In Oxford, May 23, by Rev. G. A.
providing for the reLockwood, Clarence L. Cummings ot Portland and Miss
cording of deeds, mortgages and other conveyEvelyn L.
ances affecting real estate in the District of
Edwards ot Oxford.
In Lincolnville, May 20,
Columbia, and the message and hill were reEmery Morang and Mrs.
•Lovica Thomas.
ferred to the Judiciary Committee.
In Montville, May 13,
Tbe bill making appropriations for the
Woodbury Marden and Miss
Sarah E. Gilchrist.
payment of claims reported allowed
the
Comby
missioner of Claims was passed.
Mr. Luttrell introduced a resolution
DIED.
reciting
that an article appeared in the Baltimore Gazette of the 26tb of May
that
In this city, May 26, of
charging
$300,000
pneumonia, Mrs. L. C. Sturhad been expended by the Pacific coast to
divant. aged 61 years,—widow of the late Capt. Jas.
procure the passage of the bill to
Sturdivant of Cumberland.
carry into effect
the treaty with the Hawaiian Islands, and di[Funeral services Sunday afternoon at 1 o’clock,
recting the Committee on Ways and Means to at the Church. Cumberland Fnreside.
in isaiD, May 20, Mrs. Caroline
I, widow ot the late
inquire im> the truth or falsity of such charges. Col. J. B.
Trull, aged 70 years.
1/IU3COL IU
VCSblg'cUlOLI SLU II ftliy
In Phipaburg, May 19, Mrs. Merinda
H., wife ol
one had any testimony that
John Rogers, aged 55 years.
money had heen
used in lobbying for the passage of that bill
In Georgetown, May 22, Mr. Ezra W.
Emmons,
he would be glad to see the bill defeated iu the
ON
aged 78 years 2 months.
In Boston, May 26, Mr. Chas. H.
Senate. The resolution was adopted.
Smith, aged 53
The House then went into Committee of the
years,—formerly of Portland.
[Notice of funeral services in evening paper.]
whole, Sypher iu the ohair, on the private calendar.
After some time the committee rose and reMinnlurr Almanac.....May 27.
to the House a number of
a full assortment ot
Sun riBes.4 29 I High water.2.30 PM
private bills
which passed. Among them was odo
sun
sets.7.26 | Moon sets .11.50 PM
giving a
pension ot $8 per month, ditiug from the 14th
of Apnl, 1865, to Averick •W.
Housell, for
many years messenger in the State Department, and who on the night of the assassination or President Lincoln was in
personal atFOBT OF PORTLAND,
tandance upon Mr. Seward and was
severely
wounded by Payne, the
murderer of
attempt3d
Seward.
Friday, may 26The House considered the bill for the retireARRIVED.
ment of Judge
Steamer New York, Winchester, St John, NB, via
McCaadless, the question being
on agreeing to the Senate
Eastport for Boston.
amendment providing that be shall resign his office within six
Barque Harriet F Huzzey, Shaw, Liverpool, with
salt. Cargo and vessel to J S Winslow * Co.
months after the passage of this act.
-ANDAgreed
Brig A S Pennell, Beck, New York. Cargo and'
to; yeas 89, nays 83.
vessel to J H Hamlen & Son.
House at 5.30 adjourned.
Sch T Benedict, Crockett, New
York-clay to J T
Winslow.
Sch Kobt Ross. (Br) Clark, St Andrews, NB—R R
FINANCIAL AND COiUTlERCIAL sleepers to W S Eaton.
Sch Lightboat, (Br) Swlnn, Barrington, NS.
We shall show some novelties in these goods for
Portland Wholesale market.
Sch G W Keed, Stewart. Swan’s Island.
which we have the exclusive sale.
Sch C D Oliver. Smith, Swan’s Island.
Fkiday, May 26.—The markets are very firm toSch Polly & Clarissa, Ball, Boothbay—plaster to
day and trade rather light. There is no change to Cumberland
Bone Co.
note in the corn market from the
prices quoted yesCLEARED.
terday. The demand continue good. Sugars conBrig Annie, (Br) Wallace, Matanzas-I’hinney &
tinue steady and very strong at lOJc for
Jackson.
granulated
and 9Jc for Extra C. Flour is rather slack
Sch Isabella Jewett, Fogg, Richmond, Va-D W
at quo& Co.
Clark
30-1
tations and prices show no change.
St.
Sch Della, (Br) Turner, Harvey. NB—master.
dtfsn
my23
Sch Brilliant, Wheeler, St George—master,
Foreign fixporis.
[FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.]
Br Bri® Annie—3290 shooks and
«M^ATnfSZ,AS‘
9075 hoops, 40 hags bran.
heads,
LUBEC, May 21—Sid, sch Paragon, MoraDg, for
Gloucester.
Mav 24—Sid, schs Nellie J Dinsmore, Small, MidForeign Import*.
NS; Sammy Ford, Allen, Dorchester, NR; PowBARRINGTON, NS. Br Schr Liglitfoot—75 doz dle,
lowna.
Wilber, fishing.
eggs to order.
May 25—Ar, sch Sybil, Wilson, Salem.
TEACHER OF
ST. ANDREWS. Br Schr Kobt Ros:—1200
railroad sleepers to W S Eaton.
KENNEBUNKPORT, May 25—Ar, schs Martha,

Centennial

FOK

CATARRH

Excursion

....

^Norfolk,

the glad tidings near and far
Till every sufferer hears the sound,
Belief is found for the “CATAiiRH,’’
And

Linen

MARINE NEWS.

Costumes,

Linen

Ulsters,

BROS.,

Daily DomesticfReccipt*.

By water conveyance—1000
W.

bush

cornmeal

True & Co.

to G

Bouton (stock market.

[Sales at the Brokers’ Board, May 26.]
10 Eastern Railroad .
jjj
Second Call.
13 Boston & Maine Railroad.
951
15 Eastern

Railroad.\

iji

New York Stock and money market.
New York. May 26—Evening.—Money was
easy
at 2 @ 2} per cent, on call.
Sterling Exchange hieher at 488} tor 60
days and 490} for demand.
imports of dry goods for the week were $967 150.
"*
amount marketed $1,067,652.
Gold advanced from 112} to 1122, and later
declined
to ll‘-|, closing at lowest
price; cash gold loaned flat
ana at 1 per cent, for
borrowing and carrying. The
Gold Exchange Bank were $13,m^e
0*5,000.
The Treasury disbursements were
$78,000
000 tor interest;
$60,000 tor bonds; $73,825 in silver
com.
ihe customs receipts
to-day were $289,000
iiie engagements for
export to-morrow bait million
Governments strong. State bonds dull. Railway
mortgages firm and strong, tho market is generally
nrm with tbs
principal activity in Whitern Union
which advanced from 65
@66}. and dosed at 661
anu Lake
Shore, which rose from 53§ @ 54; Michigan
46*
®
45i @ 463- The resigna46K®
tion ot
President
Joy is reported. Pacific Mail was
weak and
declined from 26} @ 25}, but closed flrmer at 454.
Erie was } per cent, lower on the day,*and
Rock island and
Ohio, Mississippi and St Paul ‘improved about } (a) } per cent.; the latter during the i
day sold down from 36} (eg 36g, but closed at 37}. The J
coal road and investment shares were
steady and the
eeneral feeling of the street favored higher prices.
(

Crediford, Portland.
Sid, sch MarylLouisa, Lowell,-.
May 26—Ar, schs G W Rawley, Rawley, Severn
River, Va; Canton, Rankin, Bangor.

HR.

GAPE MAY and LONG BRANCH,

Opposite Plymouth Church.
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FOREST

MEMORANDA,
Richardson, Morton, at St John, NB, fm

And many who’ve its virtues tried
Its “HEALING POWER” have

my

washes and salves, besides the treatment of
These have only driven it
and caused it to appear elsewhere.

regular physician.

'rom my
Viter

arm

using less than

Soap, my

arm

is

one

cake ot your Forest Tar

entirely well and

I

discover

no

ymptoms of the trouble elsewhere.” That is the
estimony of Mrs. B. S. Hunt, of Portland, Me. Get
cake ot your druggist, or by sending 3S cents to

ami

I

flie

Forest Tar

oct!5

Co„ Portland, Me.
snSm

New York Harbor

next

day at that city.

THE
—

Thence

HUDSON
TO

WEST

—

POINT,

viewing the famous scenery of that river, and

Touching at Martha's Vineyard
on

the way home.

Portland will be reached

Friday, June i!3d.

con-

ZOF’Tlw Table will be Supplied with
the Best the Market affords

fessed.
’Tis known

GERMAN

“RAIDER’S

as

SNUFF,”
The best thins: for “CATARRH” that

Ticket., inclndinit Jlrali nnd sleeping
Mime Boon, ex-

Accommodations, 940.
tra.

Music will lend its Attractions!

known;

WHO ItiquoiH Hold

None of yonr VILE and WORTHLESS

staff,
No CURES by whicli

were

ever shown.

We’ve tested It and know its worth,
So quickly it relieved our head ;

ROLLINS, LORING
S3
mj-19

Till North and South, and East and West,
Those who’ve been CURED of the “CA-

99

TARRH,
Of REMEDIES shall

own THIS

on

best,

And spread its fame both near and far.

RCnFR’Q

GERMAN SNUFF.
everywhere. Price only 35 cents. SMI 1H,
DOOLITTLE & SMITH, 26 Tremont St., Boston,
for
U. S.
dec7MW&Ssn6m
Agents

the Hhip^3

This Excursion is intended to meet the wants oi
families, and aftords a splendid chance for parties of
from five to fifteen to visit the Exposition, without
care, and in congenial company. Already a large
number o! subscriptions have been received from
our best known citizens, and early application for
passage should bo made to

It should be known in all the earth,
And all its fame should help to spread,

EXCHANGE

ADAMS,

&

STREET,

PORTLAND,

(ltd

St.

Exchange

Do you want a Stylish Suit made
ot the best material aud in the best
manner1 Go to

W. H. holding's,
99 EXCHANGE ST.

For sale

THE NATION’S

DEAD~

Relatives and friends of deceased Soldiers and
Sailors are notified that this Post will decorate graves
of Soldiers and Sailors buried in the several cemeteries, those within the City, Forest City and Calvary
on the morning, and Evergreen on the afternoon of
Memorial Day, May 30.
Donations of money and flowers arc earnestly
solicited trom all who are interested in this touching
tribute to the memories of departed heroes.

Bouquets, wreaths and crosses of immortelles or
other fanciful designs in flower work which may be
intended for special graves, will be sacredly deposited
if properly addressed and sent to the Headquarters
of the Post, Mechanics* Hall Building, on Monday
afternoon and evening,May 29th,and on morning Decoration Day. It is particularly desired that information respecting new graves be forwarded as soon as
possible to the undersigned in order that provision
be made for their decoration.
The Committee will be at Grand Army Hall, on
Monday afternoon and evening, and on the morning of the 30th, to receive flowers and other donations
that may be donated for that occasion.
C. N. LANG, Post Commander.
my24sndtd

Do you want a Business Suit in
the latest style of Goods and make 1
Go to

W. U. holding's.
No. 99

General Order, Headquarters Bosworth Post, t
No. 2, G. A. R., May 24, 1876.
)
Comrades are hereby notified to report at G. A. R.
Hall, Tuesday, May 30th, at 8 olclock A. M., for the
purpose of decorating the Soldiers’ and Sailors*
graves in Eastern, Western, Forest City and Calvary
Cemeteries, and at 1 P. M., to join the escort at precisely at 1J o’clock P. M., and proceed over the

route announced in the Programme to Evergreen
Cemetery to decorate the graves in that Cemetery.
Every Comrade who possibly can is expected to be
on hand promptly, as the services of all are needed.
Comrades will assemble at Reception Hall, City
Building, with Badge and Uniform Hat at 7* o’clock,
to attend services at the Hall.
The Mayor. Aldermen aud Common Council and
others invited to attend the ceremonies at
Evergreen
Cemetery will meet at City Building, at 2 P. M., and
in the evening at
Room with other invited
guests at 7J P. M., where a Committee will be in
waiting to receive them.
All Soldiers and Sailors who served in the late war
are cordially invited to unite with the Post in the
ceremonies of the day.
Per order,

Reception

C, N. LANG, Post Commander.
C. W. BLAN, Post Adjutant
my24sndtd
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HAS

REMOVED,
—

TO

Exchange St.

Do you want the Nobby Suit of
the season!

hOHLING
has the Goods aud

:

may

OHLING
can

No. 99

make it at

Exchange St.

It you want your Clothes made
iu the most workmaulike manner
and a perfect fit every time, go to

KOHLING’,
99 EXCHANGE ST.
A CARD.
I take this opportunity to return to mv patrons in
Portland and vicinity my sincere thanks for their
patronage in the past, anti am pleased to announce
that I am constantly receiving aud have on band the
choicest and most stylish French, Herman and American goods, which I propose to make up in as good
a manner as can be clone elsewhere and at as reasonable rates. 1 shall be pleased to show my goods to
all who are trying the market.
No garment is allowed to go from my establishment which does not give perfect satisfaction.
v
II
IV.
MOULING,
my!9tf99 Exchange At.

—

KID GLOVES.

NO. 608 CONGRESS STREET,
(CONGRESS SQUARE.)
Office Honrs, No. 4 Elm St., from 9 to 10
A. M., at Residence Irom 4 to tf li*. M.
m>T8

sntf

Carpets_Beaten
R. DODGE &
Carpet Beating Rooms,

We would call special attention
to our new line of

!

FRENCH KIDS

CO.,

No. 13 Union St.

We beat with Flexible Whips made of Ropes, not
stiff, unyielding sticks nor yet with iron chains.
Carpets called for, beaten, and returned for 4 cents

JUST

OPENED

!

with
per

yard,my8sneodlm

TO

THE

We

LADIES I

Will make Ladies* and Children’s Boots and Shoes
that have become rough and red, and Ladies’ Traveling Bags which look so old and rusty that they are
ashamed to carry them, look just as good as new. It
will not rub ott or smut when wet. Softens the leather
No lady wilt be without it after one trial. Beware
of imitations and counterfeits. For sale everywhere.
B. F. DROWN & CO $ Homan.
mhl5
sneod6m

New

Stylos

—

OF

—

PAINTED CHAMBER SUITS!
—

AT

—

THOS. P. BEALS’,
20

EXCHANGE

STREET.

ADJUSTABLE SPRING BED,

place on sale THIS
our

RETAIL DEPARTMENT
One lot

Real I’REXCH
for $1.50
0,ie lot Real LOU VINE

$2.00,

$2.25,

for

$1,75.

KIDS, worth
KIDS, worth

One lot of those celebrated IMPERIAL
KIDS, in all the new and desirable
shades, together with another line of
the same make in solid SILVER
ORE) S, DRABS and STEELS for $1.25.
Tliese goods we guarantee to be
the best bargains ever ottered in
ibis market, being all fresh

goods,
just purchased direct from the Im-

porters. and are much below the
regular retail price.
We shall also close out the balance of our

$1.00 and $1.25 Kids
lor

Exchange Hi.,
Factory

—

on

THE

Plniu Hired.

Reads

—

COMMERCIAL AGENCY SYSTEM

EXPOSE D!
18 THE

Secret Inquisition
—

a Curse or a Benelit!
BY

An early inspection respectfully
solicited.

H. S. Kaler & Co.,

—

—

THOMAS FRANCIS MEAGIIFK.
Second Edition just published. Contains 300 pages
beautifully bound. It shows how creditand charac-

ter are secretly undermined l,v masker! spies, and
frauds periretratod, Arc. Send for it arid see the Sf
Blncb l.i-t of P«rilnu<l. with elghtv other
cities. Price *1.75, mailed to any address. MKIlCII.4NTH I RK Mi r PROTECTION HOUIETY. AH l.iberiy Hi., N. V,_mj26dlm
erel

Two Furnished Parlors with Bedroom.

without Board. These rooms are in a fine
location, very largo and well furnished. Will
be let low to single gentlemen, or to famides.
Address “Z,” Press Office.
my23igtf

TO

shall

MOKXIMV, May tilth, iu

BROWN’S FRENCH DRESSING

—

various

UP

’Tis very easily applied,
And thousands by it have been blessed,

TAR.

“For twenty years I have been very mush troubled
with Salt Rheum on my arm, for which I have tried

remaining till

It brings them back to nature’s laws.

Every Business Alan

STREET,

illroutill

by Daylight,

It clears the NASAL passages
Of what does oft much trouble cause,
And each who uses It agrees

my221s3w

SHAW,

NO. 609 CONGRESS

Philadelphia.

head winds and stormy weather
nearly the whole passage. When three weeks out. a
man tell from one of the topsail yards and was ba
lly
iojured; next day a man was knocked overboard by
one of the booms and lost.
Scb Kobt Rantoul, Quipn, from Portland for Gloucester, with boxes, sprung aleak and put into Portsmouth 25th. The leak was caused by the opening of
some of the seams, which weie recaulked and the
eebr proceeded.
Sch J B Allen, Irom Belfast for New York, which
went ashore at Vineyard-Haven 4th inst, was hauled
otf night of the 22d.
Sch Waterline, Irom Richmond, Me, tor New York
witch ice, was run iDto by stmr Lancaster '.6th,
tilled with water. Sbo was towed into VineyardHaven.
Sch Ruth Shaw, from Castine for Philadelphia
put into Vineyard-Haven 26th with mizzen rigging
tud chain plates carried away.

Sail

most dead.

Ware Roam '40

Has removed to

Matanzas.

Ship II L
Liverpool, reports

the thing

■ny21_dirnsn*

Sid 26th, brig Long Reach, from Havana.
Ar at Fortress Monroe 26th, sch Nellie Bowers,

Sid fm Sagua 22d, barque John F Rothman, Ray
North ot Haiteras; brig Jossie, Pettigrew, no.

just

the best and cheapest Spring Bed In the market. Call
and see for yourselves.
Any one can have the Bed
on trial one week free of cost.

gor.

Stackpole.

lo Philadelphia, where she will lie at
Walnut street wharf f<»r four days. Horse cars can
be taken every live minutes from the head of the
wharf to the Exposition buildings. Returning, the
steamer will touch at

PIANOFORTE AND HARMONY,
REMOVAL.

Ar at Charleston 26th, sch L & A Babcock, from
Portland.
Ar at Civlta Vicliia 18th, balque Orchilla, Havener.

innning direct

and merriineut abound

Best painted suits finished in the State. I manufacture my own suits, and also the

Residence Cor. Pearl and Federal
Sts., Opp, the Park.

[FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.]
Ar at New York 26th, sch S P Tburlow, Tabbutt,
Caibarien.
Ar at Philadelphia 26th, brig Isaac Carver, Ban-

TUESDAY, JUNE 13,

aflording ample time to visit ikes.- Fnra.ua Watering Place., and thence

Oonsross

OILMAN M. WILSON,

of the International Line—which has been completely refitted and refurnished—will

And very soon relief will bring
To those who’re from “CATARRH”

Dusters 2

EASTMAN

BRUNSWICK,

To clear the MUCOUS from the head,

—

Suits,

Linen

joy

This REMEDY is

Bros.

Wednesday, May 24tli,

!

XIIK STEAMER

Spread

SUITS !

—

Grand Centennial Excursion

Leave Portland at 5 P. M.,

23_

WILL OPEN

I lie urgent solicitation of
leading citizens the undersigned have undertaken the management of a

NEW

Burden!

a

Liquor

Eastman

At

CAPT. PIKE,

NOTICES.

LINEN

—

OTHER POINTS OF INTEREST!

Rejoicing
It.

uuou

SPECIAL

AND

—

Discovery.
Great

—

PHILADELPHIA

Astounding

.,

twu

to

—

250 MIDDLE ST.
111'~-4___

(ltw

the aerated

Oxygen

Treatment.

GENUINE cure for Catarrh, Asthma. Rheumatism. Dyspepsia, Lung and ail Chronic Diseases is grill ottered to all who are afflicted, at .‘iM.y
('oagreitn Mtreel, Poitliiml. .He., Room 3,
Cnlit>on It lock where a large number of testimonialg can be seen.
Consultation and trial dose free.
1al2tflg<ftwtft0

A

let

To Let,

A

SUIT of rooms without board.
47 Danfortb Street.

.Apply at N»

my24dtlla

PRESS.

THE

SATCBBAT MOBKIXM, MAY 27. 1S7C
THE PBE88
May be obtained at tbe Periodical Depots of Fessenden Bros., Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrews
Wentworth, MoseB, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholm
Bros., on all trains that run out of the city.
At
At
At
At
At

Biddetord, of Pbillsbury,
Saco, of L. Hodgdon,

Wateryille,

of J.

S. Carter.

Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
Lewiston, of Freueh Bros.,

and

Stevens & Co.

Brief Jottinga.
Tho Second Parish Sabbath School will hold
its anniversary next Sabbath evening, beginning at 7.30 o’clock.
Those having notes to pay are reminded that
tha 30th beiBg a legal holiday notes falling due
then are payable on tbe 29th.
Tbe Infantry go on their annual excursion
the 6th of Juno.
Private parties have already begun to go to
the Islands.
Tbe father of the youDg man who recently

attempted suicide

CITY AND VICINITY,
New Advertisements To-Day.

off at Arcana Hall next Tuesday.
“Ten Nights in a Bar room” will be produced at tbe Museum on June 9tb, by an amateur
dramatic club of this city, for the benefit of tbe
come

& Co.

Portland

“Results drawn from a positive source,” is
the way a learned dentist put it to the profession the other evening. Scroggs has the im-

Social,meeting 7} p. m.
St. Luke’s Cathedral, State St.—Rt. Bev. H
A .Neely, Bishop ot tho Diocese ot
Maine.—Sunday
services 10.30 a. m., 3 and 7. p.m.
Daily services at
0 a. m.
Seats free to all;
First Lutheran Congregation.—Y. M. C. ARooms, Mechanics Block. N. Ellestad, pastor
Services at 10-30 a. m. and 3 p, m.
Bethel Church—Services 10} a. m., 3 and 7 p.m.
Prayer meetings on Thursday evenings at 7} p. m.
All from sea and land are Invited. Seats free.
m.

m.

Congress and Lo10} a. m. and 3 p.

C. Association, Mechanics’ Building, Congress street, corner Casco.—Religious Meeting,
Wednesday and Saturday at 7} o’c’k P. M.
St. Stephen’s Church.—Rev. Asa Dalton, Rector. Sunday Services at 10} a. m.; and 3 p. m. Sittings free to all, and all are welcomed.
Second Parish Church.—Rev. Dr. Carruthers,
pastor. Services at 10} a. m„ and 3 p.m. Sunday
School at 1} p. m. Prayer meeting 7} p. m.
Sail Loft.—A free meeting of Divine Service will
lie held at the sail loft, Commercial Wharf, until further notice every Sabbath at 10} o’clock a. m. All
are cordially Invited.
First Free Baptist Society, Cor. Casco and
Cumberland Streets.—Kev. C. S. Perkins pastor.
Preaching 10} a. m„ and 3 p.m. Sabbath School at
close ot morning service.
Prayermeetings—Sunday
evening 7 o’clock. Tuesday evenng 7}.
West Cong. Church.—Rev. J. F. Morgan acting
pastor. Sabbath School at 11 a.m. Preaching at
3 p. m. Prayer meeting at 7 p. m. Seats free. All
are welcome.
th^Tlie Disciples of Portland will meet at 24 Gray
Street every Lord’s Day at 3 p. m. to attend to the
Apostle’s teaching, to tho Fellowship, to Breaking of
Bread and to Prayers. All are invited to attend.
St. Lawrence St, Church.—Rev. A. H. Wright,
pastor. Seats free. Services at 10} a. m. and 3 p. m.
CHESTNUT ST. M. E. Church.—J. R. Day, pas
tor. Services at 10$ a. m. and 3 p. m. Sunday sciiool
at 1$ p. m. l’oung people’smeeting at 6$ p. m. and
general prayer meeting at 7$ p. m.
Harmon’s Hall, West End, Portland.—Preaching by Rev. J. A. Strout, at 10$ a. m. Prayer
meetmg at 7$ p. m. Seats free.
Woodford’s Corner M. E. Church.—Rev J.
A. Strout, Pastor. Preaching at 2$ p. in. Prayer
meeting at 7$ p. m. Seats free.
Williston Church, corner Dan forth and May
Streets.—Prayer meeting at 9 45. Bible exercise at
Y. M.

10$ a.

Preaching at 3 p. m. by Rev. R. W. Jenkins of Bangor. Prayer meeting in the evening at
7$ o’clock. All are cordially invited.
m.

Street M. E. Church.—Rev. W. M.

Congress

Sterling, Pastor. Preaching

at

10$

a. m.

and 3 p.

m

by the pastor. Sunday School at 1$ p. m. Prayer
Meeting at 7$ p. m. Seats free.
Second Advent Church, Union Hall, 87 Free
Street. Preaching Sunday at 10$ a. m., and 3 p. m.,
by Elder E. A. stockman, pastor. Prayer meeting
at 9 a. m. and 7$ p. m.
Sabbath School at 12 m.
Seats free.
Arcana
Hall—Children’s Lyceum will meet
at 1 o’clock p. m. All are invited.
Preble Chapel, corner Preble and Cumberland
streets. Sunday School at 2 p. m. Preaching at 3
p. m. Temperance meeting at 7$. Free to all.
New Jerusalem Church.—Rev. Mr. Hayden
preaches tc-morrow morning on the gathering together of the nations “in the last days;” Isaiah ii, 2.
Evening meeting in the vestry at 7$ o’clock. Subject—The Higher Christian Life.
India St. Universalist Church.—Rev. Geo. W.
Bicknell, pastor. Morning service at 10$ o’clock.
Sunday School at 12 m. Evening Lecture at 7$ p, m.
Rev. Mr. Gage of Lewiston will preach morning aDd

evening.

Baptist Church.—Rev. James McWhinnie Pastor.
Preaching at 10$ a. m., and 7$
Free St.

p. m by Itev. David Webster of Newton,
Sunday School at close of morning[service.

Mass.

Pine St. M. E. Church.—Rev. J. W. Johnston
Pastor. Preaching at 10$ a. m., by the pastor, and
at 3 p. m., by Rev Mr. Hineks of State Street
Sabbath School at 1$ p. m. Prayer meeting at 7$ p. m.
Seats free.
First Baptist

Church, Congress st., corner of
Wilmot.—Rev. W. H. Sbailer PaBtor.
Sabbath
School at 1| p. m. Preaching at 3 p. m. Social
meeting 7$ p. m. Seats free.
Newbury St. Church.—There will be preaching
at 3 o’clock and in the evening at 7$ by Rev. J. B.
White.
Sabbath School at 2 o’clock.
All are
nvited.
Plymouth Church.—Preaching by the Pastor
at 10$ a. m.
Bible lecture in vestry at 7$ p. m.
Reform Club.—The Reform Club will hold services to-morrow at 10$ a. m. at the Bethel, and at
Arcana Hall in the evening at 7$ o’clock.
Allen Mission Chapel, Locust
Street.—Prayer
Meeting at 3 p. in. Gospel Temperance Meeting
Evening at 7$, addresses by S. R. Leavitt. J. R.
Rigby and others. Temperance Meeting Monday
evening.

Superior Court.
CIVIL
CRIMINAL TERM, 1876, SVMONDS,
J., PRESIDING.
the
case of Leonard A. Bickford and
Friday.—In
James E. Bickford, convicted at this term of the
larceny of a beehive and contents, were each sentenced to two years imprisonment end labor in the
MAY

AND

county jail.

«

Thomas A. Pike, convicted of manslaughter two
years ago, for causing the death of his w ife by throwing her violently upon a lounge while she was in an
intoxicated condition, appeared belorc the court today. His case during that time has been before the
law court

on

exceptions which, however,

were

lately

overruled. Meanwhile Pike has been out on bail.
His counsel, Gen. Mattocks, moved that his sentence be suspended until next September term, and
called several witnesses to show that Pike has not
only reformed in his manner of living, but that his
reform is probably permanent.
Rev. Mr. Bullfinch of Waldoboro, with whom
Pike has lived lor fouiteen months, since the verdict
against hiol, testified that he had been industiious,
studious and temperate during that time; that he
studied navigation with a brother of witness during
the time, and having been to sea for a number of
years, and second mate of an eleven hundred ton
vessel before he came to Portland, he was now well
rnialified for the position of master mariner.
Pike
has lately been first mate ot a vessel and only left to
be present at court and save his bondsmen.—
His countenance and manner indicate to those who
habits of
saw him just previous to the trial that his
life have so far been totally changed for the better.
In the afternoon there was a large number of fines
and costs in liquor cases paid.
Hugh Doherty was sentenced to three months imprisonment in jail on an indictment for being a comAnother indictment against him for
mon seller.
nuisance, to which he pleaded guilty, was continued
for

sentence_
Jluaicipal Coart.
BEFORE JUDGE

KNIGHT.

and seizure.
Cleaves.
N. Hawes. Search and
seizure. lined $50 each with costs. Paid.
Hugh Carney. Search and seizure. Discharged.
Cleaves.
Wm. H. Quinn and M. S. Gibson. Search and
esizure. Fined $50 each with costs. Paid.
William Hundu. Search and seizure. DischargRid Ion.
ed.
Friday.—Peter Wright.
Discharged.
Rufus Stanley and Albert

Search

____

The Hacemen Again.—The Hackmen N»ne
are again in the field, and like the Resolute?,
defeat greeted their first appearance this sea-

They played the Alert3 yesterday on the
Western Promedade and they were whipped

son.

by a score of 24 to 19. Mr. Sawyer is business
agent, captain and pitcher. Last evening two
surgeons were busy setting his broken fingers,
and it is thought he will be able to make bis
second appearance Monday afternoon when
the club try the Alerts again.
They make a
standing offer to play any clab in the state for
the gate money.
The Abt Sale.—Visitors

were

plentierthan
gallery last

Schumacher’s art
evening, and the sale of pictures was not so
large as it should have been in view of the

purchasers

at

merit of the paintings. The prices were vary
tow, and bargains were secured Dy nearly all
who bid. The sale will be resumed this evening, and will positively close then. This, the
last oppoitunity to secure paintings at prices
far below their value, ought not to be neglected
l>y those who have a taste for good pictures. It
ig -arely that such a chance is afforded.

Transfers.—The following

Estate

Real
the real

eb*'R®
county yesterday:
are

transfers recorded

in

this

buildings from
Davis.
Geo. H. Dow to Horace F.
from
Deering—Lot ot land and buildings
H* lerEuza and Stephen Sargent to Joseph
iev an.1 .John W. Rns?ell.
North Yarmouth—Lot of land cODtainmg 41
acres with buddiDgs thereon, from Joseph H.
and Jehu VV Russell to Eliza Sargent.
Cape Elizabeth—Lot

Ferity

Presentation.- A large number of the
friends of Rev. Dr. Carrutbers met Tbursdav
evening and presented him with a valuable
Mr. H. G. Quincy made
beaded cane.

gold

the

presentation

in behalf of tbe company.

formal entries for the race as all boats
to the club are supposed to compete.
As it was, there were fourteen boatt that started, but only six of them went over tbeir several
wero no

belonging

The wind was blowing fresh all day
from the South, and no better day could have
been selected for tbe race. The judges decided
not to start the race uutil 10.45 instead of 10
o’clock, the time settled upon. Long before
the time for starting the end of Cnston House
wharf and the club house piazza were crowded
with spectators who were anxious to witness
the start. At 10.30 the first gun was fired to
courses.

bring the boats

into line.
Fifteen minutes
later a gun from the club room told the yachts
they could weigh anchor and proceed at once.This signal was speedily heeded and each and
The Viva,
every boat in line got a fine start.
which was lying nearest tbe Cape side, took a

good strong puff from the land and led tbe
squadron around tbe breakwater, closely followed by the Rambler, Undine, Mischief, Edda
and tbe Mist. This position was not kept long
for the second and third class yachts were
obliged to part company as their courses lay in
different directions. Tbe Casco lead the second class as
Just

easily as the Viva led tbe Sparkle.
before reaching Green Island the Sparkle

the drawing process.
The dust god had it all to himself yesttrday.
Where is the sprinkler?
A better looking lot of meu than those repre-

gave up the race, leaving the Viva to go over
tbe course alone. The Gracie wei t nearly over
the course, but as tbe Casco was far ahead she
did not make her last buoy, but returned to
tbe starting point and her time was not taken.
Tbe only contest of tbe whole race was between
the twoscbooDers, Undine and Rambler,in tbe

senting the Merrimac Valley Dental Association are not often seen in any profession.

second class. Both boats got started together
and sailed over tbe whole course, a distance of

pression that it was a ten pound lobster
snaked against tbe grain from the soles of his
No. 12 through his mouth when be experienced

m.

St. Paul’s Church, corner ot
cust street.—Services on Sunday

Club, Mr. William Calder

Blaine.

RelisiouB Notices.
Bay Side Parish and Knightville Church.
-Rev. B. F. Pritchard Pastor. Sabbath School at 1
p.m.: Preaching at 2 and 6 p. m.
Preaching at
Knigbtville at 10} a. m. Sabbath School at 11} a.

and 5 p.

Reform

taking the leading character.
Hale has some remarkably fine photogrrpbs
of the comiDg man whose name is James G.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Wanted-V. C.Tarhox.
H andspnn—Horatio Staples.
To Let—L. Taylor.
Centennial Trunk Depot—Edward Nixon.
Baled Hay for Sale—Brown’s Sugar House.
Bananas-G. G. Haekett & Co.
Partner Wanted.
Rent Wanted—Of 5 or 6 Rooms.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Pianos at Auction—F. O. Bailey & Co.
Plants—F. O. Bailey & Co.

X

tbe steamer John Brooke,
and took his son
insane for
man has been

yesterday

Counterfeit silver is abroad. Tbe bogus bears
tbe date of 1876.
A grand Centennial party aud dance will

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Base Ball—Bowdoins vs. Resolutes.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Hemorrhage or Bleeding from the Lungs.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
M. H. Beddy— Merchant Tailor.
New Spring Hats—Otiu Hawkes
1 have used—Dr. J. S. Cram.
The St. Nicholas Hotel.
The Steamer Express.
Music—Ira Stockbridge.
Mrs. Manchester.
Davis & Co.-4.
The Steam Yacht Tourist.

on

arrived in the city
home. Tbe young
some time.

Annual Challenge Cap Regalia.
Tbe anuual cnalleuge cup regatta of tbe I’orU
laud Vacht Club came off yesterday.
Theie

The

yacht clubs

go on

their annual cruise to-

day.
The entertainment by Mystic
will be very interesting.

Lodge this

ning

eve-

There will be

songs, instrumental music, &c.
Ahmy and Navy Union Anniversary.—
The annual meeting of tho Army aud Navy
Union was held in their hall last evening when
the following officers for,'the ensuing year were
elected: President. W. E Dennison; Vice
Presidents, Geo. E. Brown, W. E. Simmons,
W. E. Thornes; Treasurer, Thus. J. Littlo;
Secretary. George P. Sherwood; Assistant Secretary, Geo. O. Gosae; Librarian, Geo. P.

Sherwood; Quartermaster,

Chas.

tion of the Portland Baud and representatives
of the city papers, repaired to the Preble where
“mine host” Gibson had in readiness one of

those faultless repasts which have done so much
to make the Preble one of the most popular
hotels in Maine,
Sapper despatched, the
chairman of the committee, Mr. R. K. Gatley,
called the gentlemen to order and after music
by the band, proposed the first regular toast:
The President of the United States. Tha band
played "Hail to the Chief,” and Dr. Gordon
The Army,
responded in a happy manner.

TheNavj, Tbe Ladies, The Press, succeeded,
by Col. Bradbury, Capt. Dennison, Capt. G. E.
Brown and Z. A, Smith. Mr. John O. Rice,
in connection with thesenliment, “The Army,”
on being called upon, spoke of the Army and
Navy Union. Sentiments were also given to
the Portland Band and to Mr. Gibson of the
Mr. T. J. Little gave a sentiment expressive of the good will of the Association for
the Grand Army, and called npon Mr. R. K.
Gatley to respond. Mr. Little responde d to
the sentiment ‘‘Our absent comrades.”
Tbe party separated at midnight after sing-

Preble.

ing “Marching through Geotgia” and giving
three cheers for the newly elected officers. The
occasion was one of unalloyed pleasure aod
will be long remembered.
Merrimae Valley Dental Association.
At the close of Tuesday evening’s session, after a spirited debate, a resolution presented by

Dr. Thomas Fillebrown was unanimously
adopted, to the effect that a full course of medical study was necessery as a preliminary step
to a thorough preparation in the study of dentistry.
At tbe close of the session the association, by
invitation of the Portland dentists, adjourned
to the Falmouth where a rich collation was enjoyed by all. At its close Dr. S. Bacon welcomed the visiting members, after which words
of cheer and fraternal feeling were expressed
by a large number.
At the session yesterday morning the follow-

ing persons were elected members: Br. G. M.
Twitohell, Fairfield; Dr. Isaac Goddard, Lewiston, and Dr. J. W. Curtis. Brunswick.
Clinics were.read by Dr. G. A. Young of Concord, N. H., Dr. L. S. Shepard of Boston, and
Dr. Thomas Fillebrown of this city, introducing new improvements and new methods of

operating.
The essays and remarks have all been marked
with a spirit of true enquiry after facts, and
the results will be realized as individuals carry
the suggestions into office practice.
Tbe annual session will be held in Boston in Novem-

ber.
Abbival of Two Whales.—Burnum has at
last been oatdone in the show business, for now
an enterprising manager has sent to Labrador
and securfed two fine young whales for exhibition. Some time since M. C. Coup, formerly
the manager of P. T. Barnum’s great moral
his

agents

to

tbe

coast

tbeie they were re-shipped by special
cars over the Grand Trunk to this
city, where
they arrived last evening. They are evidently
From

quite

young, but are in fine condition. They
about twenty-five feet in length, and are
considered tbe finest specimen ever seen on this
are

They will be shipped from here on ifousteamer to New York, so as to enable
the agent to keep them well supplied with salt

coast.

day by

They can be seen in the Grand Trunk
yard until they are shipped, and will doubtless
be visited by huudr eds iu the next two days.
water.

Decoration Services Tomorrow.—Bos
worth Post will have Decoration Services at
City Hall tomorrow afternoon, the Post attending in a body. Rev. Mr. Johnston will conduct
the services, assisted by some of the other cler'
g> of the city. The choral choir ol India street
church, under the direction of Mr. Charles E.
will furnish the music.

Mr. John-

will preach a sermon prepared for the occasion.
The exercises at Evergreen Cemetery on Sunday afternoon by the Army and Navy Union
will be very appropriate. The ladies and children will accompany the Union and wilt decorate the graves.
There will be a prayer by the
Chaplain of the Union, poetical recitations by
ston

the

children, and

Fatal
two men

music by

a

select quartette.

Accident.—Yesterday afternoon as
unloading a car of lumber at

were

Jose’s lumber yard at the westiru end of the
city, the lumber fell from the car upon Mr
Geo. Ware, crushing him to the ground. The
other man dodged behind a skid and narrowly
escaped. Mr. Ware was at once extricated
and Dr. Hutchinson called, hut be died just as
His death resulted
the physician arrived.
from the rupture of a blood vessel. Coroner
Gould was called, but did not deem an inquest
necessary. The deceased was a man of steady
habits and boarded at Mr. Dyer’s on Commercial street.
Portland & Machias Line.—On Tuesday
next the steamer City of Lewiston will begin to
make two trips a week to Machias.
The City ot Richmond took a very large

freight to Rockland last evening, which is to
he transferred to the Charles Houghton at
Rockland, to be shipped to Ellsworth and Deer
Isle. The goods were purchased in this city by
traders who have usually bought iu Boston.
The facilities offered by putting the Houghton
the route from Rockland to Ellsworth has
induced them to purchase in this city.
on

Public Grounds.—The Committee on Public Grounds, of which Alderman Taylor is
chairman, have nearly completed the annual
“slicking up,” which has been done more thor-

oughly than usual. The scraggy brush along
the brow of the Western Promenade Las been
removed giving it a very tidy appearauco. Mr.
Itundlett is putting Lincoln Parkin excellent
the borders of the walks and
renovating the walks themselves.

order, trimming

StEBEOscopic View.—This evening the enterprising firm of C. D. B. Fisk & Co will give
a public stereoscopic view in front of their store
on Middle
street. A large canvass will be
arranged on the store opposite upon which the
pictures will be sbowu. The pictures will he
worth seeing, and there is no doubt but what
the street will be

throngod

all the

Tne following

evening.

time table gives

FIRST CLASS.
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2.3SL47

3.51.47
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a

Zl
2:

3.
§

S’
Viva.to 45

*

2:

1

:

3.X1.23

8ECOXD CLASS.

C.iseo (sloop).10.45
Undine (schr.)... 10.45
Rambler (schr)... 10.45

2.03.31

3.18.31
3.52 27

2.37 27
2.41.12

2.30.40
2.58.27

3.00,12 unknown

THIRD CLASS.

Mist.10.45
1.08.40
2.23.40
1.44.52
Kdda.10.45
1.20.42
2.35.42
1.50.12
From the above it will be seen that the Viva
bolds the cup for tbe first class, the Casco in
tbe second class sloops and the Undine for
second class schooners, while tbe Mist has tbe
third class cup. Tbe race was a very satisfactory one t> all concerned. A fine view of tbe
race conld be had from the new yacht Vif,
which went nearly over the course with a large
party of gentlemen. This boat will probably
»W*
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pa-tors who are so deeply interested in the
work. Meetings are held day and evening, and
largely attended.
Cincinnati has arranged for a religious Centennial celebration during Whitsunday week,
beginning on Sunday, the 4th of Jane. On
that day the clergy are to preach on subjects of
their owj choosing.
Monday evening, June
5tb, all the churches are to he open for prayer
and praise. The next three days are to be given to essays, conferences, children’s meetings
and open air services.
Friday is the Sunday
School festival day.
Tho Christian Register (Unitariau) says that
while the Western churches have multiplied
five-fold and the Eastern churches are not
much more numerous than they were twenty
years ago, Eastern churches now contribute
three times as much as they did when the
Western Conference began, and the Western
churches are still quite near their original
amount. Several Eas'ern churches have just
given more to missionary objects than all the
seventy-three Western churches pnt together
expect to give.
One of the most remarkable of our American Sunday Schools is that of the church of the
are

Disciples (the

Rev. JameSiFreeman Clarke’s),
Boston, which numbers aiome eight hundred
pupils in its various classes, chief of which

a few nights ago.
He livpd in a
wretched, squalid state, and on searching his

M. H. Reddy, Merchant Tailor. Garments
cut, made or trimmed, so as to he manufactured
at home.
Also
Satisfaction
guaranteed.
cleansing, dyeing and repairing executed with
neatness and dispatch,—418 Cougress
Hall]
between Temple and Exchange streets.
Mrs

the

dock

near

body

of

a

mau was

Smith’s

wharf

found

early

yesterday morning.

It was removed to Rich’s
undertaker room where it was identified as
that of John Maley, a laborer on New Federal

street. He has not beau at home for several
days, but from appearances the body had been
in rhe water but a short time. Coroner Hall
called but did not consider an inquest necessary, as appearances went to show that he
fell overboard whib intoxicated.
was

Personal.
Mr. Royal

of the Vermont
Farmer, a weekly paper published at St. Johnsbury. is in the city stopping at the City Hotel.
Hon. Charles H. Haskell, Centennial Commissioner, has changed his quarters from the
Grand Exposition to the Elm Avenue Hotel.
His letters should be addressed to that hotel,
adding “corner of Elm Avenue and 41st
street."

Cummings^editor

Departure of Jailbirds.—Warden Rice
in town yesterday and took six prisoners

was

bis home in Thomaston. It will be some
time before their familiar faces will be recognized on the streets.
to

known

Biddeford House, Biddeford, June 3d, for ten
days only.
my27d4l&wlt
The steam yacht Tourist will rua to the
Monongaliela from 1 to 5 o'clock to day and
Sunday.
The steamer Express will take visitors from
the end of Custom House wharf to the “Monongahela” on Sunday afternoon, from 1
o’clock to 5.
•

Corsets.—See the

To-day F. O. Bailey & Co. are to sell at
auction the whole of tbeir fine assortment of
furniture. This lot was made by one of the
best known manufacturers in New England,
and is in good condition. Those in want of
nice furniture should not fail to attend this
sale, as the whole will be sold to the highest
idder. A large number of peisons have inpected the stock the last few days.
The Nutritive Tonic, prepared by Dr. Boring,
is one of the best medicine* for the debilitated
to be found in the market. It is the result of
carefnl study and experiment, like all Dr.

Boring’s preparations, and those who have
used it are lavish iu its praise. Physicians also
endorse it. Its sale has been unprecedented.
Horatio Staples offers some very attractive
bargains iu spring dress; goods. While out

shopping to-day, drop

into his store, No. 180
Middle street, and see the fins stock of goods
he has to select from.

Music —Ira Stockbridge sells $1(1.00 worth
of music for $1.50. See. the Bouquet of Music.
eodlw
my27

Ladies’,

ing Baptist divine. Ho maiDtiined that relig“!
the physical world, had its epochs amt
revolutions, and that the present movement,
although bloodless, is deeper and more significant than any preceding oue.
He was not
afraid of progress, bat is convinced that the
Christian religion is more firmly established
than ever in the world.
A congressional inquiry respecting tho army

chaplains sets them in no very enviable light.
Col. Palmer of the 2d cavalry, who has served
since 184G, calls them “the greatest incubus on
the army,” and says: “A more useless and
worthless set of drones and idlers were never
fastened upon aDy body of men.
The men
who have been appointed to these positions are
generally characterless men, who are no example to either the officers or men, and they bring
the Christian religion into contempt wherever
they go. Gen. Ord, whose service dates from
1839, says that not more than one in ten is useful. Capt. Guy N. Henry, 2d cavalry, says
thi-ir presence is demoralizing.
W. H. H. Murray wants conceits gathered
into the churches without doctrinal confessions
of any sort; because, says he “whoever has repented of sin and has faith toward Christ is al-

torial way and to

tim*

and

an

extent obnoxious to

also to Ohrist.ian

nnnrtoQv

The extensive

religious

interest continues iu

Mercer without abatement.
There is considerable religions interest in
Colombia, also in Harringtou.
The Dniveisalist State Convention will be
held in this city June 27, 28 and 29,
Eight persons were admitted to the church at

Winterpoit, Sunday,

the 21st.
Rev. W. R. Cross of Orono accepts his call to
Elm street church, Camden, and will begin his
labors there by the first of June.
The new Free Baptist church in Brunswick
is rapidly approaching completion. Work is
finished on the exterior.
More than fifty conversions are reported at
East Orrington. Sixteen have already joined
the Congregational church.
Rev. C. F. Dole of the Plymouth church of
+V.«

n

_

Jamaica PlaiD, Mass., last Sunday morniBg.
The Episcopal Diocesan Convention of California has just refused women the right ty vote
for vestrymen, by a small majority.
Last Sunday two persons were baptized and
received into the Baptist church at Houlton,
and four were taken into the Freewill Baptist
church.
The Yarmouth First Pariah Sunday school
celebrated its fiftieth anniversary Sunday, May
14th. The bell of the church edifice has been
recently re-cast and increased in size.
The English revisers of the New Testament
held their 59th session April 25. The revision
was carried through the 221
verse of the 5th
chapter of the Epistle to the Ephesians.
Freedom, in this state, has no minister, no
no Sunday school, but a large and
Democratic majority. Just now there
is hope because of two well attended prayer

preaching,

constant

meetings.

The Lewiston Young Men’s Christian Association at its annual meeting reported that the
receipts of last y--ar weie 81,697.10, and expenditures, including 3775 for City Missionary,
31,669.35. There are about 859 of unpaid bills.
The Christian Union ot the United States
will hold its General Conncil at Providence

chapel, Hancock county, Ohio, May

31.

The

Christian Union is an organization which designs to unite all of the Christian denominations in the country.
The American Sunday School Union
reports
for the year ending March
1, 1876, 1236 new

established,

6074 teachers

newly enlist-

ed, and 40,774 scholars gathered into the
schools, its missionaries havo visited
12,957

families.
Messrs. Moody and
Sankey will go to Chicago
early in June, where they will open the new
church which has been built for Mr.
Moody.
It is stated, authoritatively, that all of Mr.
Moody’s sermons are caretu'ly prepared and
written out bsfore delivery.
The leading ministers of the Unitarian Conference recently held at Philadelphia, advocate
the opening of the exhibition Sundays.
If it
is the purpose of religions people to keep thousands out of the beer gardens about the gates,
they cannot do otherwise than advocate that

policy.

Gospel

Banner cannot have many doubtamong its readers respecting the safety of
tbe cardinal doctrine which the name Uuiversalist implies, judgiog from the frequency with
which they call upon the able editor to explain
the “new birth.” The latest request for light
comes from Limerick, where the Y. M. C. A.
have teen holding revival meetings.
The Kennebec Valley
will

ers

Camp-meeting

the beautiful grounds of the Associaon Monday, the 7th
day of
August, continuing one week.-The State
Camp-meeting will be held on the campon

tion at

MISCELLANEOUS.

_AUCTION SALK*
Pianos at Auction.

summer

un-

wear, just opeued by
Davis & Co.

Spring

Orin
and Summer Hats.
Hawkes & Co., 482 and 484 Congress streti.

Fringes.—The largest assortment of fringes
to be found in the city is at
Davis & Co ’S.
The St. Nicholas Hotel, New York, is
justly famous for its excellent cuisine, its airy
rooms, and its comfortable beds.
It is located on Broadway, between Spring
and Broome streets, and is most convenient to
travelers arriving by railroads or steamships.
The prostration and enfeeblement experienced by those who suffer from Bright’s disease, dropsy, kidney, bladder and glandula
troubles, pains in the back and loins, suppression and incontinence of urine, female irreeur
larities, etc., is entirely remove 1 bv DR. BULLOCK’S KIDNEY REMEDY, NEPHRETICUM. It disarms and drives out of the system
all maladies of this nature, and those incidental thereto.
my23eod&wlw-(i—21—3(1—51
Pyle’s Dietetic Saleratus.—Universally
acknowledged the best in use. Each pourd
bears the name of James Pyle. None genuine
without.
unel9Sly

Exchange
Bradbury Piano, 7 1-3
octave, round corners, rosewood frame, a splendid
Instrument, in perfect order, and one Woodward &
Brown, als» a very fine Piano.
BAIEiKlf Sc t’O Auctioneer*.

HANDSPUN

myJ/_<m_

BLACK CASHMERE SILK, manufactured from the purest Italian Silk, by the old and celebrated House oi “Hamot,” Lyons,
A new lot of these
France.
goods are now for sale by HORATIO STAPLES, 180 Middle St„

Portland.

Another Invoice of the famous
GUINET BLACK SILK for
$1.50. The regular price for
these goods is $2.00.
Also

good LUSTRE SILK for

a

cts.

85

PRINTS 5 els.
trash

1 have used Dr. J. S. Cram’s Fluid Lightning in many cases of headache and neuralgia
G. W. Clive.
without a failure.

New

at 2} o'clock, at Salesroom 35
^I^Q-JDAY,
A
Street, we shall sell one

a
yard, and no
at STAPLES’.

either,

BLACK IIERNANIS from 25 cts.
up to an elegant Silk and Wool
for $1.25.

AVe shall continue our great sale
by offering a large aud complete
assortment, ranging from

As

BLACK CASHMERES,
double width, for t»5c, 70c, 75c,
90c and $1.00. No better bargains in America.

good BLACK ALPACA for 25c a
yard, and better ones in propor-

A

bargains

By Schumacher Bros.,
fifth

French

BV
On

180 Middle Street,
PORTLAND.
my27

Eggleston objects

School Times

to

the

in

the

J. G. Fletcher,
C. H Grant,
Win. E. Norton,

institution;

Browu,
Schumacher,
Faqronicus,
S W. Griggs,
Geo W. Seavey,

is the quanJosiah that
the scholar is able to retaio.”
He expects
thunderbolts” on his bead for sayiug it, but be
insists upon it “that, 1, the international system is not in any sense sacredly identified with
Christian piety; it is a system under which bigoted school ■ are sure to get their Bible lessons
carefully filtered through denominational filters.
2, That notwithstanding the publishing
interest involved, and a sort of Fourth of July
sentiment about Christian union, it must soon
er or later give way.
3, That, beyoud its use
io diffusing widely established methods, the
advaotages claimed for it are of uo practical
account.
It is of do real benefit ta Melbourne
iu Australia, to know that Binghamptou in
New York studies the same bard passage in the
book of Samuel on tbe same day.
or

DeBlois
G, T. Higgins,
T. Wood,

On

to

F O. Bailey Sc Co., Auctioneer*.

iuyi

Best Assortment

prettiest shape out

—

ance.

wanted

our

immediately.

>acb), Easilake and other designs, some costing as
iigh as $300, Sideboards, very tine, Parlor Desks,
variety of designs, some very elogant Book Cases,
dat Trees, Fancy Chairs, Folding Chairs, Easy
Chairs, some puffed and richly nphofsterod. Marble
op, Library, Work, Office, Bouquet. Inlaid ami
Pillar Extension Tables, somo very elaborate,
Jhertiniers, with and without Writing Drawers. Ac.,
fee., Ac. The above goods are from the Work
[looms of F. Geldowsky, and other equally c«le>rate<l manufacturers, and will
comprise some ot
ibeir best and most elaborate work. We assure our
riemls and the public, that this is the largest and
Ine-t stock ever sold in Maine.
On exhibition
Friday, May 26th.
V.Mt. BAILEV & CO., &TOti.TOera.
dill
mj-ai

dlw

D. W. CLARK &

CO.,

fas, Boys’ and Childrens

down to
that out
of nine millions of feot, they will be lucky if
they get out one million feet. It is their intention, however, to furnish plenty of business for
their mill, even if they have to buy logs of
other millmen. They have recently laid out
about 81500 on repairs on their leased mill in

Richmond,

grounds

at

Richmond, beginning

NEWS.

CUMBERLAND

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Francis H. Brown of North Vassalboro had
his thumb and three fingers nearly severed
from his hand, while working with a whip-saw
in the machine shop at
the Lockwood factory
in Waterv.lle, Tueday.
Win. Priest of North Vassalboio, while at
work with a spaa of horses in his field, the
horses took fright aud run against a tree,
breaking the neck of on8 of them.
Jacob Wyman of North Vassalboro lost five
sheep by exposure to the storm ou Monday
night. They had been shorn a few days previous.
The Journal says whib Mrs. M. H. Wheeler,
living on Eastern avenue, was absent lrom the
city, her house has beeo entered, probably by
bovs. On returning aft *r a fnrr.niaht.’e ah_
sence, a back door was found open; everything
was
in confusion about the house, trunks
broken open, and household articles scattered
about promiscuously.
Nothing of any great
value was taken, l'he boys have been usiog
the house as a sort of rendezvous, as lights
have been seen there several nights.
The annual meeting of the stockholders of
the Somerset Railroad will be held at Memorial Hall, West Waterville, June 14th.
A new organ has just been placed in the
First Baptist church iu Augusta by Mr. Geo,
A. Ryder of Boston, at a cost of $3000.
There was a slight fire in tbo Mansion House>

The house of Mrs. Granville Brown in Bethel
was burned
Wednesday night; loss $1000; insured for $000.
The house was unoccupied,
and it is thought by some to havo been an in-

cendiary fire.'

The house owned by Frank
Young, and occupied by John Hyer, was burned last week,
the
absence of the family.
during
The house
was
situated about one mile and a half from
Oxford village, aud was valued at $75. No inPENOBSCOT COUNTY.
Mr. Charles F. Crockett, son of Charles
Crockett, Esq., of Dexter, left home a few
weeks since on a tour for his health. Wednesday his parents received a despatch that he had
died at a railway station in Wyoming Territory. He was an estimable young man.
Tbe Dexter Gazette says Monday forenoon,
as Mr. Gershom Gould of
Dexter, was driving
a team of
horses to plough, some of rigging
failed and let one end of the “evener” back
against his leg with such force that both bones
were broken short off.

ENGLAND

OLDEST AND STRONGEST
Life Companies in America.
It has paid to policy
holders iu Maine over

Scotch Suits,
Tricot Suits,

$1,000,000

Grey Homespun Suits,
English aud American Cassimcrc

since its organization. Its policies are Ybe
eral of any of the old Companies,
and are absolutely

Suits
In all Colors and Grades.

BOYS’ CLOTHING!
iu the

same

goods and colors ns the Men’s

to

1PRICES.

all not taking Ice the whole

SPECIAL. SALE OF

Any customer leaving town for Two Weeks or
at one time, by giving noiice at the office,
will be entitled to a proper reduction.
We particularly request our Customers to report
any neglect of our drivers in leaving tbe Ice; complaints for carelessness or any other cause if made at
the office, will be attended to promptly.
dGw
my23

more

BY

AUCTION,

ON THURSDAY, June 1st,
AT

lO O’CLOCK,

Children’s

Clothing.

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS!

convinced that we have the finest Bonds
for the least money. WE 1)0 MOT SELL
COTTON PANTS TO BLIND MEN for
$3. and warrant them all Wool
Neither do we profess to sell Goods by
Nysi.m, ana tncn

30
40
50

rmtMlIb-

on

1
2
2

|

co

3
4
4

329
49
32

pay’ts.
Kj

C

P

««J

1

5
6
5

300
96
24

cd

9
10
9

277
125
340

216
86
131

the policy holdDuring 1875

paid to the families of deceased members of this
under this Statute; every dollar of said
amount would have been lost to them had they been
insured in any Company chartered outside of Massachusetts.
This Company will also give PAID
UP insurance or FASH in lieu of the above equity
if desired.
There is nothing desirable in FIFE
INSURANCE which cannot be obtained in this
Company. Competent persons who are at present
unemployed, or those having leisure hours, liberally
dealt with on application to
were

%

M

■! Ji II

V.

on a Suit, or insult persons bethey do not buy and pay our price.
Parties buying of us will receive polite

Kj.

I

GEN'L

a

't »

I*-*,

nnDUA,

PORTLAND,

w21tt

Rent Wanted.
five or six rooms, in tlie central or western
part of the city. Anyone having a pleasant
convenient rent will learn of a good tenant by addressing P, o. Boa C52.
my27dlw*

OF

INlars per ton at

Burleigh & Co.,

my27dlwis*

dtf

Price

and made ot

hand a large nud wella«nortrri Stock of OCR OWN mid NEW
YORK MaNUPAC TURK of TRUNKS,
and
SIIAWI.
RAOS
VALISES,
STRAPS, which we are Helling nt price,
to HUit the Ilmen.
TRUNKS nnd CANVAS
COVERS
MADE TO ORDER.
AIho
repairing

Wamsuttn Cottons

neatly done.

O!

O

W

2

*

Charles Custis &

TREES, PLANTS,

O

...

ROSES,
..

g

■

KTAT ‘J88 MIDDLE ST.

O

«

m

s3
2

S
pt

£
»
c

p

dlw

my2(i

%

BANANAS l_BANANAS!
Received this day per Steamer from New York

200 Bundies Bananas, Bed &

Yellow,

G. G. HACKETT & CO.,
my2i

Head Central Wharf.

d5t

To Let.
at 38

Lower Rent
rooms,
unall
A PLEASANT
Chestnut Street, for $15 per month to
L. TAYLOR.
of 5

a

family.

Apply
my27dtl

to

178

Commercial Street.

Pattner Wanted.
PARTNER with from $300 to $700 to invest iu
Address
a good paying business iu this city.
O, Press Office.'
my27tf

A

isdly

HOSE

10 CENTS PER TOOT.
Wc will sell Hose for washing

windows, sidewalks, sprinkling
lawns, gardens, Ac., at the low
price of lO cents per foot aud upwards.
Brass Couplings, Pipes,
Ac,, all attached and ready for
use at lowest prices.
Hall's Patent
Combination
Pipe, which
makes a sprinkler or solid stream
by simply turning the stop cock.
Try these and jou will use no
others.

Call aud examine at

Uall's

lor sale cheap by

Maine Blackwood,

MILNE

46

and at

Prices that will astonish

BLACKWOOD,

JOHN

Exchange St.,

G, A. Whitney & Co.,
every one!

Brown colt, sired 1872. Trotted full mile last fall as
3 year old in 2.36$, and drew wagon in 2.40$. Js sixteen hands high and weighs 1075 lbs.
Will make this season (and only one in Maine) at
5500—payable in advance. Apply to

Bankrupt Stock

DALY,

OF

—

Box 1819, or Head of St. John St.
my!3__tltfia

Ladies’ Fine
in

Boots!

all the leading styles, including the

10 PIECES

Seamless Side Lace Boots
—

FREW

IK

Fiue

Boots

in

all

Widths

BOO Marble

i

jhim

Top and

a

Library Tables,

Specialty.

«u.

EACH,

—

II 4KD AMERICAN MID.

Ladie

Newark nand-

■MHigiii ior casn, ana win »<• suia
can be bought in this

mreei.

lower than
market.

pkebleLdavis7' I LEAVITT & DAVIS.
53^*Measures taken for Ladies’ and Gent’s boots.

apr20__eodtf

H. M.

lOO PARLOR SLITS

Payson& CO.,

manufacture, and the
cheapest suit we sell upholstered,
ot our own

DEALERS IN

one

32

hall pure Hair.

Best suits all

irare Hair.
All nr Furniture put iu the best

order and delivered tree ot charge.
Our facilities are such for tnanulacturing and buying that we shall
not be undersold.
Parties about purchasing will

BANK STOCK, &c.,

certainly

Exchange
my2Teodtf

save

money by calling

on us.

Street.

M.
with

NO. 46 EXCHANGE STREET.

Boswortli,

pi >3dtt

YInirell, Bailey & C-o.,

BEFORE

SEWING

Rubber

Store,

Side Lace Boots I
full assortment in French Kid, neat and pretty.
Also in French Morocco for Walking Bouts. Measures teken and nice fitting Boots made to order lor
A

men or women.

M. a. PALMER.
dtf

a

NEW PHILADELPHIA or TRIUNE,

{VTiich sells at 40 per cent, leg* than other flint class
Shuttle Machine. Call, (ft gent for Circulars and

Samples

of every description for Drapery and Drrnra.
liv. Work. By making a specialty of this department in upholstery, we propose to place before the
public every facility lor obtaining tlio newest designs
and fabrics, and at lowest prices. Also Wiudow
Shades and Fixture., And a complete assortment of Kootn Paper.
mb21tf

INi>IA

S M0i\DS

DYE'
House

No.
nalj

911K

I

I

ET1 Cotton and Wool
Dyed Without Ripping.

mylSdtt

o w

ell’s,

Under the Falmouth.
hwltf

my20

French Laundry in?.
handkerchiefs,

Arc., pillow shams,
collars,
LACE
lace curtains, t£c., laundried in the most satis-

factory manner.

Orders left at 81

my26

Newbury St., Portland, Me.
dlw*

WANTED.

d3m

$3.50 and your old

Hat will buy a NEW
STYLE SUMMER Silk
Hat at A. L. MERRY’S
237 Middle Street,
sign of the Gold
Hat.

rould inform her old customers and friend* that she
ias reopened the store Corner Portland and
Hrchanic wired*, where she i*
prepared to
ut and make Boys* Clothing in the latest
style*
'rimmings constantly ou baud. Old Maxim—*‘Firp
c otue tirst served.**
mcJhldtf

I

•

Cans French Shoes may be found at

Car

at

HRS. F. C, CHASE

2m

French Shoes,

Work,

Boys’ Custom Clothing I

Dresses

aprll

AO ENTS

Ur|4ft
11(1 loo

Coa|iM"!.?5ye<’’

ot

S3 Casco St.

££llr

STHEET.

| Pants

BlllNa A

MACHINE,

be sure aud see the

Sts.,

full assortment of

UPHOLSTERY GOODS

UNDER EALMOUTII HOTEL.
dtf
myie

ja28

—

may be found at

New Store Cor, Free & Cotton

Co.,

wy3

MHO E 18

OF

Congress St,, Cor. Brown.
dtf
dec29•_

Formerly

493 CONGRESS ST.
g

lot

a

EVER OFFERER IN PORTL AND

and intends to keep

EDWARD MIXON,
>5

time

OWEN & MOORE,

Geo.

Call and Examine Them.

*

®

same

FURNITURE

(^-Examination solicited.

has taken the

deodis2w

At

3XT ewStore. Geo. A. Whitney & Co.

$1.25 !

on

dav before sale.

—

State and City Securities,

Tor the low price ol

Exchange Street.

on

that this is

Government Bonds,

and nice Linen Bosoms and Cuffs

TRUNK DEPOT,

AGENT.

one

BROWN’S SUGAR HOUSE,
York Street.

Unlaundricd Shirts, all finished,

CENTEurmriAL

one

)t Carriages and Harnesses will be sola.
F. O. HAILEY Or CO., Auctioneers,
dtd
my 22

THE OPPORTUNITY OF THE SEA*
SON to purchase these goods.

eighteen (18) dol-

SHIRTS i

189 MIDDLE ST.

my27

and prove to every

Mo.

my27eod

Baled Hay for Sale

We have

amine them

these goods 15 per cent, under price. The
benefit of this discount we offer onr customers as we wish to close the whole lot at

Also a line of the celebrated
siewed W ork lor Gents’ weur.

AGENT,

lots to suit purchasers.

my20

Umbrellas.

W© have just received a large and elegant
assortment of the latest styles in Parasols
and Mun Umbrellas. Owing to the recent

Spay’ts.

Company

down ^3

152

Sun

op

It requires no action on the part of
to secure the benefits of this Law.

come

atteutioo. If we have not what you want,
then we finrt no fault if you do not buy
what we have got.
We own our Goods cheaper than any
party in Maine, and can sell such 10 per
cent less.

I
|

op
?■>*-!

M

P
*-i

3

d

^

reserve

Horses adapted to all kinds of work
ind prime drivers. The Horses will be warranted as
•epresented. An opportunity will be given to exare

Sired by Blackwood, (3 years old, record 2.31) 1st
dam by Norman, sire of Lula, 2.15, May Queen 2.20.
2d dam by Mawbrino Chief, sire of Lady Thorne, 2.18.
Blackwood, sire of Blackwood, Jr.. 4 years old, record
2 32. Freshman A years, 2.36$. Rosewood 5 years,

cause

J.

have

instructions to sell without
WE
load ot young and reliable country Horses,
[n the lot

—

NON-FORFEITING

er

Bine, Brown, W hite and Check Overalls. White Shirts, Wool, Cotton, Merino
and Lisle Socks, Paper and Linen Collars
and CuiTs, Suspenders, T.es, Bows and
Underwear, aud every thing in this line.
Before buying Clothing of ;any kind the
public should examine our Slock, and be

price

AND

under the Statute Law of Massachusetts. The following table shows the time an ordinary life policy
will be kept in force by the operation of this Law
when the premiums Dave been paid in cash:

2pay*ts.

—

car

when

Sailor Suits. English Worsted Suits,
Yacht Cloths Knickerbockers,
Cassimercs and Tricots.

ine une

—

(FORMERLY NORWOOD)

Insured. 1 pay’t.
U
I r>*< w

AT THE

Horse and Carriage Mart on Plum Street.

Age

surance.

Monday,
the 14th day of August.-The l’oland
CampPISCATAQUIS ( OUNTY.
meeting, in charge of Rev. E. Martin of
The ice left Moosehead Lake on Tuesday, ‘23d
Augusta, who knows how to direct such affairs,
inst.
will begin on the 22d of August.
YORK COUNTY.
The revival at Gorham, where Mr. Whittier
A miser named Hiram SpiDney, aged about
the evangelist, is laboring, has spread quietly | 07 years, living at Eliot Neck, was found dead
on

Worsted Suits,

Knickerbocker Suits,

stantly expired.
OXFORD COUNTY.

apply

2 50
3 00

once

KNOX COUNTY.

A peculiar stone has recently been found in
embaukmeut at Carver’s Cove. It is about
six by two inches and from one quarter to one
half inch in thickness, beautifully polished.
There are sixty-nine notches cut in the edges
of it aud a hole in one corner as large as a pea.
How aud when it was buried there is a mysteSome think it a sign that treasures are
ry.
buried iu that vicinity.
The Gazette says last Saturday afternoon
Miss Agnes Piston, a girl fifteen or sixteen
years of age, daughter of Mr. A. Piston of
Rockland, was engaged in cleaning a pair of
gloves with benzine, having them on her hands
lor the purpose, and was hoi ling them over the
kitchen stove to day, when the benzine caught
fire aud enveloped her hands in a fierce blaze.
She extinguished the flames by folding her
hands in a rug.
The pain that ensued was
maddening, causing her to become delirious for
two hours.
When the gloves were taken off
the unfortunate girl’s hands, as well as the
lower portion of her arms, were found to be
severely burned.
A party of Canadian gypsies aro perambulating in the neighborhood of Camden.
Mr. Manassas S. Hovey, a well known elderly citizen of Rockland, while reading a newspaper in his house Tuesday morning, suddenly
drooped his paper, fell forward aud almost in-

ON

Ice will be delivered earlier than 1st Jnne and later
than 1st October, at the same rate per month
(3T*as during the Season—ia

rates

AUCTION.

WEDNESDAY". May 31st, at 10 a. m., at
Salesroom 35 and 37 Exchange Street, we shall
Jell a large invoice ot Plants from the Conservatories
>f Hovey & Co., Boston, consisting of the usual
varieties ot Roses, Geraniums, Fuschlas, Ivies, Lilies,
Ferns, Mixei Baskets, Verbenas, Pansies and many
-are Plants.
This will probably bo the onlv sale
Hovey & Co., will make in this city this season.
F. a. BA1LEY& CO., Asctisscen.
my27d4t

great depression of basinets in Bostou and
New York, we have been enabled to bny

18 ONE OF THE

Augusta, Thursday afternoon.

an

NEW

Yacht Flannel Suits,
English Worsted Suits,

American

BOSTON.
THE

MEN’S CLOTHING!

COUNTY.

A correspondent writes: The dwelling house,
stable .and out buildings, belonging to Solomon
Schien, near Standish vilUge, were all destroyed by fire Thursday night; insured.

AT

8 00
10 00

“

••

England

OF
'JSSi

fitted with machinery, etc., ready for operations,
will cost about 825,000. Tbe company running
it will engage in.tbe manufacture of long aud

STATE

New

ST AT**

TIIE

IX

Augusta.
The new steam mill being erected on the east
side of the river in Augusta, on the site of tbe
one burned last October, is rapidly approaching
completion. It is expected that the mill will
be completed and ready for business about the
last of June, when it will give employment to
a crew of thirty-five men—about tbe force it
took to run tbe former mill. The structure,

—

Mutual life IwaiE Co,

CLOTHiNG

of one
stream.
will be

THE

PLANTS

Season Trices for Families and Offices.
10 lbs. daily, from June to October 1.8 6 00

—

Maine Business Notes.

sad mishap iu tbe loss
of their valuable dams on Carrabasset
The consequence is that the company
unable this season to get all their logs
the mills. Appearances now indicate

IK

—

ever

Parlor Suits in
Elegant. Black

CO.,
^67.

5‘

gold iu Maine, consisting ot
Plush, Terry, Serge and Hair Cloth,
Walnut Chamber Sets (10 pieces

lew

76.

—

Saturday, May 27th, at 10 o’clock
A.M., and 21-2P. M„
shall sell at
Rooms 35 ami 37 Exchange
WEFurniture
Street, the largest and best Stock of first class

Experienced Milliners in attend,

my2t_

BV

Dn

times.

H. S. KALER &

—

FURNITURE

Flowers, Ostrich Tips,
Fancy Feathers, Ornaments,
Trimming Silts, &c , &c.,

French

APPKEATICE CIKI.S

OF

FIRST CL1SS& ELEGANT NEW

tor

15
20

Life Insurance

OF1

<i6t_

IMPORTANT SALE

Child's Dress Hat.
Our stock of

15
20

I.em&n.

Monday. May

from

till day of Male.

season, or four months,
10 lbs. daily per month.. 82 00

solicit applications for

Wesley Webber,

Frank

—

MONTHLY
A-TSTD

Exhibition

our

Leghorn Novelty Hat!
Just ihc

Monthly

The Fianklin Land and Lumber Company,
whose headquarters are in Boston, tbe corporation that has based the saw mill at tbe
east end of the Kennebec dam in Augusta, has
a

IN

—

Alfred Ordway,
.John C. Miles,
K. G Champney,
H. K. Burdick.

»J.

No. 17 Market Street.

A Few Active Men

that the test of success

tity of information about Boaz

Beuj Champney,
E. H. Howe,
H. G Hewes,
W W. Brown,
Cyrus F. Davis,

Fied Kimball,

Chip Hats.

Gerry,

S. L.

H. B.
C. J.

259 Kiddle Street.

WANTED !

system of lessons. “Progressive Sunday School
men,” bo says, “even now chafe under a despotic monotony.” The committee which prepares the lessons “acts upon the theory that a
Sunday School is a sort of primary theological

St.

Congress
our

Scrip-

Sunday

463

we cordially Invite our triends and the
public to an inspection of this collection. We append
he names of some of the artists represented:

anrl nhari.*

prevalent international

Gallery

this collection will lie found many paintAMONG
ings superior to any offered in
previous
Miles, and

A new and nobby shape just out.
Also to our fine

for Samples.
il3tis

and Saturday, May
25, 20 and 27,

At a l.lnodT |.‘jp. ra. Each Bay,

city,

Horatio Staples’,

ARTISTS.

AUCTION,

TUiirsilay, Friday

At Our

is the largest to be found in Ihe
and will be sold to meet the

All this and more at

AMERICAN

AT

R1STORI HAT !

a

—

shall

we

special attention

Also lo

op

—

_

We would call
to our liue of

annual sale

Each.

25 doz Shade Hats, worth 38 cts., for
25 cents.
25 doz. Shade Hats, worth (»0 cts., for
38 cents.
50 doz. Shade Hats, worth 75 cts., for
50 cents.
4 cases Boys’ Trimmed Hats, worth
$1.2o, for 75 cents.
5 case3 Trimmed Hats, worth $1.00, for
7.) eents.
1 case Leghorn Sailors, worth $1.25,
for 7» cents.
1 case Centennial Sailors, worth 75 ets.,
for 50 cents.
25 cases Canton Hats (all siyles), worth
75 cents and $1.00, for 50 cents.
50 cases Imitation Chip and Tape Hats,
worth $1.50, for $1 00.

tion.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

special

otter

A lot of SPRING DRESS GOODS
marked down to 12 1-2 cts.

HEAYY

$4,00

25 cts. to

PARASOLS by the multitude from
20 cts. to $5.00, all sizes.

ready a member of the church of the Most
High, in good and regular standing. And all
earthly and local churches must receive him or
her as such,” He urges this not as anything
new, but as particularly needed in New England, where “a custom has come into vogue of
‘examining’ Christians who desire to make
public confession of their faith, in an inquisi-

Religious News aud Notes.

begin

Misses’ and Children’s merino

Bustles.—Another full assortment of bustles
Davis & Co.
opened to-day.

Seventeen were received into the Methodist
chnrch atTopsfield on Sunday, the 14th inst.

The

and desirable corsets

at Davis & Co.’s—the largest var’ety and at
very low prices.

short lumber.

schools

new

University, recently supplied the pulpit of the
First Unitarian church of Providence in the absence of the pastor, and his sermon was regarded as a remarkablo one as coming from a lead-

just met with

+1ai'o sti +

Manchester, so long and favorably
as a skillful physician, will be at the

dervests for

ion, like

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

effects somo $10,000 was found secreted in different parts of his house.

ranks the pastor's Bible class of about two hundred. There ate forty-eight classes.
The lib
rary contains iwo thousand volumes. The one
lesson system—The Life and Teachings of Jesus—has been the plan pursued by most of the
classes.
The Rev. Dr. Robinson, President of B own

Edward
Body Found.—The
iu

in bis bed

ty.”

others.

of

Labrador for the purpose of securing, if possible, one or more living whales for his new Crystal Aquarium, now in process of construction
on Broadway and 30th street. New York
city.
After long and patient labor,during which they
suffered intensely from cold and ice, they were
rewarded by the capture of two fine young
whales. They were captured after an exciting
chase and shipped to Quebec, where two immense tanks were, constructed to receive them.

Hodgkins,

T. K. Jones.
the figures:

E. Sullivan

After the business of tbe meeting was finish,
ed, the members of the association, with a por-

show, dispatched

18 miles, in company, until after getting inside
the breakwater when the wind left the Rambler
slightly and the Undine crossed the line a few
moments in advance.
The Mist lead the Edda
in the third class boats and won the cup. The
course for the first class boats was 31 miles, for
the second class 18, and for the third class 12.
Tbe judges were B. J. Willard, F. Willard and

rapidly until it embraces nearly all the
stndents of the Seminary as well as many
others.
Thursday evening week, after the
regular meeting in the church, seventy-five
converts and inquirers met in the vestry for
prayer and conversation, with the brother and
but

Now is the Time to Cleanse Feather Beds
clean beds and pillows will prevent sickness.
Beils and pillows throughly renovated
y *tram. at 218 Federal Street, near Temple,
< irders

; ^WEET,
3

loft there will receive prompt attention.

»P23___eodtf

ciiarcoalT7"

Hr-ANTED 1000 Bushels Hard Wood Charcoal

at

FT
Eastern Kai'road.
Address 7T2 Portland
’MtOftice, or PAI.MEK CLARK. Corner Portland
nd Urove Sts., Portland, Mondays.
apt!8dtf

^——

POETRY.

MISCELLANEOUS.

BY THOMAS

UNIVERSALLY
RECOMMENDED.

HILL.

In this green lane we often walked,
And oft my heart within me burned
Ah did tbe hearts ot those returned
From Emmaus, who with Christ had talked.

We have just received (October. 1875) a communication from nearly every druggist in New England,
and the testimony is universally in favor of Sanford’s Radical Cure for Catarrh. We believe
there never was a remedy bo popular wherever
known, and certainly we feel that never was one
Founded upon correct
more deserving of praise.
scientific principles and calculated by the most accomplished physicians to meet the severest forms of
Catarrh, the cures made by it have not only been numerous, but so remarkable as to excite public attention and cause the sale to exceed tenfold that of any
similar remedy ever before compounded.
While many are anxious to make public their testimony in favor of the Radical Cure, others—and
among this number may be found many of our most
respected citizens—dislike to become publicly Identified with so loathsome a disease. Hence, in the following case we are unable to give the name, but are
permitted to state the severity and condition of the
case before and after using the Radical Cure, and
also that the gentleman occupies a responsible office
in one of our State institutions. We quote
“I would not for the world permit my name to be
used, although 1 have no doubt it would be of bene-

The golden hand of Spring has thrown
Again the king-cup by the hedge,
And strewed with calthas yonder sedge;
But I walk down the lane alone.
No Spring’s returning land has power
To brmg thee to my side again;

The South wind woos the grave in
In vain the sun, or vernal shower.

vain:

The bobolink soars, as soars tbe lark,
And pours his sweetness o’er the lawn;
Rejoicing in the earliest dawn
The more, the more the night was dark.

deeper darkness death than night;
When shall its awful shadows break?

Its slumberers to life awake?
What songs shall hail that holier light?

BUSINESS CARDS.
H.

SON,

HANSON &
MANUFACTURERS OF

Monuments,Tablets, Gravestones
and Granite Work.
MANUFACTORY

fit to many now Buttering as 1 have suffered; hut I
give you a brief statement of my case
‘‘for two yearn f have taken bromide of
potasna and bromide of ammonia every

AT

907 i'ongreM Ni., Weal End) I'orilnud.
Maine.

day. I never passed a single night without getting up once or twice to free my
throat from the matter that had dropped
into it during sleep, and finally ■ coughed
Nince taking the
during all lbi« lime.

orders promptly attended to.

All

WH. H. A. HANSON.

HANSON.

HENRY

d6m

aprl7

THOMAS RAINEY, IH.

A. M. D.
Office 499 1*‘J Congre** Street,
Formerly occupied by Dr. Daveis.
Hour*—10 to I* A. M.,3 to 5 P. M.

ma3

RADICAL CURE 1 have taken no potassa or ammonia, have slt'pt soundly every
night without uneasiness or distress; not a
particle of matter has dropped into my
throat during sleep, and ever} sjmptom of
a cough has lelt me.”

d&wtf

JOHN

J.

wonderful result truly, all will say. who know or
realize the extent and severity of this case. The
gentleman has had eighteen bottles. This must satisfy the sceptical and there is great merit in the RadIts mode ot preparalion is new and orical Cure.
iginal. Ignoring the old practices and remedies, Dr.
Sanford selected a new field, and has demonstrated
his method to be the ODly proper and never failing
treatment.
The following recommendations are from

PERRY,

jan21dlw»ttf

H.

DRUGGISTS,

RIPLEY,

who are competent witnesses to the work it is daily

Seaton Second Pariah Chnrch,

Undorta Is.

or.

respectfully inform the citizens of Portland that he is prepared to furnish Coffins,
WOULD
Casket* and

Oraye-Clothca, of all styles, at
the shortest possible notice.
Everything connected
with the management of funerals, day or night, will
receive prompt attention. Residence No. 219 Federal,

corner

Temple St.

ot

E. C.

febl0d6m

JORDAN &

CO.,

Civil

E.|inr.r> and Ciand Purveyor.,
middle Mt., Portland, me.
Surveys made for Proposed Railroads, Water
Works, Mill Dams, and Storage Reservoirs, surveys
of Counties, Towns, House Lots, &c.
Estimates of
Brickwork, Plastering. Slating, Stone Masonry,
Earthwork, Earth and Stone Excavation, &c., &c.,
&c Plans and Specifications for Iron or Wooden
No. IS4

ui

■unvAgce,

cue cuuiuiuciiiuu.

Dr. R.

|

doing.

Sanford’s Radical Cure has proved the best remedy
for relieving Catarrh.
W. M. FELLOWS,

Haverhill, Mass
selling large quantities of your Sanford’s
Radical Cure.
Dr. WENTWORTH,
Biddeford, Me.
Sanford’s Radical Cure is having a good sale. It is
just what the people have been wanting.
A. M. GERRY,
So. Paris, Me.
I have kept Sanford’s Radical Cure on hand since
its first introduction, and the sale and satisfaction in
its use have been unequalled by any other similar
preparation within my knowledge.
W. H. WILLIS, M. D.,
Reading, Mass.
I

apr7d3m

T.

Wildo,

The Natural Magnetic Physician,
He shall lay hands on them and they shall be healed
3«1 Cumberland, Cor. of Elm St.

nov8__dtf

MOTLEY;
ATTORNEY AT

WM. H.

SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE

LAW,

OVER I. 2?.

180

Is

Street.

Jan.’S_dtf
J. H. HOOVES,

LTPHO LSTER35R

a

purely vegetable distillation, and is by insuffla-

POTTER, BOSTON, General Agents.

Nos. 31 and 33 Free St,

Ear* USE SANFORD’S JAMACIA GINGER,—
The Delicious Family Medicine for cramps and pains,
colds and chills.
my6S&Wlm

MANUFACTURER OF

Parlor

Suits, Lounges, Spring
Beds, iMattresses,
■cDonongh Patent Bed Lonngei, Enameled Chairs, &c.
All kinds of repairing neatly done. Furmturs

boxed and matted.

C EKTEMSIAL

young
Has bad

BY

Schumacher,

required.

mau

_

Wanted.
young man, situation
BY man,
travelling agent.
a

a

pected; good references giveu. Call at
Federal St.

&

lady about July 1st, in
A YOUNG
lage
Portland, who writes
figures.

OFFICE

IN

Law,

STANTON BLOCK,

No. 31 1-2 Exchange Street.
Janls
_dtf

Fred W.

Campbell,

LANCASTER HALL

BUILDING,
Over Horse Railroad
Depot,

Has

pleasant

above stated and will be
happy to wait upon all his old friends and the public
in general in all departments of the Hair Dressing
Line.
W*
Class Work at Popular Prices.
a

room

as

my8

_dtt
CRAIG & WILSON
Formerly Craig

A

Jackson.

Plain and Ornamental

Plasterers,

MASTIC VORKEK8,
Ornaments in every Variety of Stales,
AND

Designed by the best artists in tbe-country, such as
Cornices, Centre Pieces, Brackets, Columns, &c.,
can always be furnished at the shortest notice.
Plastering. Whitening and
Tinting done in the neatest manner.
4
Sculli
No.
Street, Portland, Me.

N. B. -The most delicate work packed to eo safely
any distance.
Joseph Ceato.
mai7d3m
James Wilson.

Situation Wanted.
COPYIST, and all kinds of writing, at a
moderate salary, by a young lady. Unexceptionable references given. Address

AS

“A.,” at this Office.

mal7dtf

LOST AND FOUNIL
Lost.
POCKET BOOK, containing a small sum of
money and Morgan. Butler & Co.’s cheek for

A

$75 and other papers, w'bicb
but the

one

rewarded by leaving

GAN, BUTLER
Market Streets.

my2Gd3t*

A

TO LET

Two large ami very desirable rooms
on State Street.
Also a pleasant sunny house, at $400
a year. Inquire of
.1. C. PROCTER,
03 Exchange Street.
To Let.
LOWER Tenement in House, No. SB Lincoln
5
rooms
with gas and Sebago. Apply to
St.,
ALVIN A. LANE’S
mj26dlw»
Store, 24 Wilmot Street.

A

For Kent.
St., for rent. ApSMALL
ply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealers in Real Es-

tate, 379$ Congress Street.

Th£se Medallions are larger than a Silver Trade
dollar, being 1§ inch, in diameter, handsomely put
up aud sell readily at sight.
THE MOST VALUABLE

SOUVENIRS 11 MEMENTOS

To Let.

RETAIL PRICES—For the Albata Silver, 50 cts.
Gilt, 81, in fancy box. Usual discount to the Trade.
A complete outfit ot magnificent samples for
agents, in satin or velvet-lined morocco case, containing Six Medals, diflerent designs, one gilt, suitable for jewelrers’ show windows, etc,, sent on
receipt of draft or Post-oflice Order for $4, or. will
ship Express C. O, D.
Descriptive Circular Price List and one sample
sent upon receipt of 50 cts. Immense profits. Sells
at sight.
Correspondence solicited. Information
free. Extensive fields for enterprise.
Address all
communications

U.S.MEDALLION CO., 212 Broadway,

P.O.Box 5270.

New York

mfil8

d&w6mll

HERRLNG’S
SAFES

PLEASANT convenient rent of fivo
in two minutes walk of city
3 Portland Pier.

our

late

Patented

No.

at

To be

INFALLIBLE Bffi LOCKS.

18th,1876.

These locks aflord the security of both
Combination and Time Lock, and are a

Rt. Rev.

Bishop H.

A.

Neely. I). 1).

phia.

Hon. Charles F. Libby, County Attorney.
Henry J. Murray, British Consul.
Ephraim Hunt, LL. D., Superintendent of Public
Schools of Portland.
Richard H. Dana, Esq., of Boston.
George B. Emerson, Esq., of Boston.
apr8tf
Hon.

Eaton Family School For Boys,
—AT—

NORRIDGEWOCK,
Spring; Term will

MAINE*

OTarch UTib,
For Circulars and Portland references addicss
augl9-tf
H. F. EATON, Principal.
commence

KURSiRGG SCHOOL FOR BOVS,
NORTH CONWAY, N. H.

The Next

Quarter Commences
April 20th.

251 & 252

aPr18___eod2m*
THE KIMBALL BOOT!
What In There in

Teacher of Pianoforte,Organ & Harmony,
RESIDENCE
mart

337 SPRING ST.
d3m*

CHAS. SAWYER S
Office, 123 Commercial Street.
°>Vl8_dtf
Notice.
requiring work done please apply to
“Home” ot W. C. A., No. 16 Spring St., plate
and family sewing, dress-making, copying, cmbroki•rug and fancy-work in|woolg, &c., &c.
oc2Utf

PERSONS

Name?

A eood name is a capital to a
manufacturer, and
should not be kept from the Dublic that
may wish to
know where to find bis productions and KNOW that
they are his when ottered for sale.
The Senior Partner has made it a
specialty to
manufacture Ladies’ Fine Boots and Shoes for over
FORTY YEARS in Boston, and tor THIRTY of
that time retailed them from his owu counter. For
the past TWELVE years a very large
part of them
have been retailed by the most popular Shoe Dealers
in Boston, one firm alone (that of H. H, Tuttle &
Oo.)
having purchased in twelve yeais Four hundred and
firry thousand dollars worth and are now running

81000 weekly.
I A flip? who know the value and ease and comUiuiunj fort oi the French Boot or Shoe will liud
perlect counterpart in the

over

a

KIMBALL

BOOT

AND

SHOE.

We shall be happy to open an account with one
"J8*. 388 Shoe Dealor in any City or Town outside
of Boston.
Our principal customers in Boston at
present are
Henry H. Tuttle & Co., 420
Washington street,
v arnum &
520 Washington srteet,
McNauoht,
A. H. Howe & Co., 2170
Washington street, and
John H. Rogers, 1 and 3 Tremont street.
There are no new goods in the market without our
stamp.

JOHN KIMBALL & SON.
»

62

Sudbury St.

my20dlm

Fireproof Roofing Paint.
The best and cheapest Nno„ * Dari.
Patent
Slate Roofing Paint for
Tin and Iron
Roofs, also for cheap outside work, sold by the •gallon

Shingle,

or

applied by

J.
Orders for Tow Boats
will be received as usual,
at

n

N.

McCOY & CO.,

US Spring Hi., Portland,
ROOEEBH AND PAINTERS

Jv24dtf
T0 PHILADELPHIA.—-A(>
VT^TTnU^l
w Alai. JL
commodalions for 5,000. Can
No charge by
pee rooms before paying for them.
Keep checks. Bagagency except for porterage.
delivered.
C’ENTKNNIA
I,
gage
promptly
LODGING AND BOARDING AGENCY,
717 Sansom

St., Philadelphia,

Vaults Cleaned

Pa

mj25eodlm

and

Ashes Re-

moved.
ORDERS promptly attended to by calling at
or addressing
R. GIBSON,
1
588 Congress Street.
Janldtt
3

ALL

WESTMINSTER

To Let.

DOWN

HOTEL TO LEASE.

House contains 40 rooms and two Stores; is
situated opposite the prssenger station ot the
Grand Trunk Railway, and in the immediate vicinity,
and nearer than any other Hotel to the point of arrival and departure of the European, Halifax, New
York and Boston Steamers, and the terminus of the
Horse Railway to the western part of the city and

THE

AUG. P. FULLER.
Portland. Me.

f.

on

the

of

corner

ST.

mytkltt370 Cumberland Street.

To Let.
easterly half of residence corner of Free
and High streets, now occupied by VV. H. Anderson, Esq. Possession given lirst of May.
Inquire of
F. W. LIBBY,
aprl8dti
42 Exchange St.

MThe

DIE LI91B HAS A HOUSE ON
iCMNGRESS
WITH TEN
H'r.
_-ROOMS TO
LET, OPPOSITE
THE PARK.
aprl3dtf

Store to Let.
No. 122 Commercial street, next below
Dana & Co., now occupied by Joshua Hobbs &
Son. Possession given immediately.
Appiv at 9G
Danforth St.
C. OXNARD,

STORE
aprll

dtt

MSix

Post

THE

to

Apply

S.
ted

on

South St.

For terms, etc

or

\

on

tbc

u..AA,

Jiift-

acre?
erence

C. PROCTOR

or

apr27eoi’tf

CAR1WINA
This

and

improved new

edition

COLI.EGENSIA.

magniiicient book bas been ^vised and improved, the songs ol many new colleges added, and,
besides being the most comprehensive collection of
Students’ Songs, containing those of ail the Colleges
extant, it is one of the most attractive books for use
in parties and all informal cocial "sings.” Price in
Cloth, $3.00; Gilt, $4.00.
Keep in remembrance JLiving Water.. Unexcelled as a book fur Praise Meetings, etc. 30 cts.

OLIVER DITSON &
B08TON,
C. H. Dilaon&fo.
311

myl0W&S(Sw3w

AGENTS

WANTED*

CENTENNIAL

MEDALLIONS,

Struck in solid Albata Plate, equal in apj earance,
wear

and

New two story French-Roofed House,
A
iftyr^dENo. 422 Cumberland St., containing fourittHiwtf i.wj7tcen rooms fitted up with furnace, gas,
■iSebago water, and ail the modern improvements of a first-class house. Inquire ot JORDAN BROS., No. 11 Dantorib St.
apr4dlt

FORTUNK
Maddox, the

ship by express C. O. D. upon receipt of
express charges. Agents’ circular and Price List and
one sample sent upon receipt of Stic.
Immense
profits. Sells at sight. Extensive fields for enterprise. Address
U.s. MEDALLION CO., 212 Broadway,
P. O. Box 5270.
New York.
or

will

mhlG

they

Store

without Stock

WM. H. ITIAKSTOIV.
ma30d2mYarmouth, Big.

A

•ver Geo. Rose’s Stable

*}6

on

PREBLE ST
dtf

B
a
F

a
B
is

disease tliat afflicts
over 25 per centum of the
huiiiau race. Almost cvcry etTort lierctolore made

h

0

Pq

a

half of

rom

UPPER

frame, slated roof dwelling

new

pq
m

<J

House, containing eleven rooms, with all modimprovements, and located on Congress near the
head of State Street. First-class in
every respect.
Lot large. Terms favorable. Inquire of
ROLLINS, LOIUNG & ADAMS,
22 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
mt^4dtf

aI

do not

understand, will

find it to their advan-

9 A. M. to

9.P. M._

Danforth

diately.
Also, the two story brick dwelling bouse on the
westerly coiner of Spring and Park Street. Terms
JOSEPH ILSLEY,

ap20_dtf

m

Sale.
buildings thereon, situated

Lot of land with
the corner of Fore
land. Apply to
on

apr27dtf

F. G,

and Deer Streets, PortJ. H. FOGG,
42j Exchange St.

Patterson’s Beal
BULLETIN.
TO

they propose

LOAN

Full

STABLE

rear; properly now rents
Price $3500.
Liberal terms
to
F. G. PATTERSON

|

A

*

and removes tin* inflammation, the cause ot pain
in a very short time, thus

s

AKD ALL THROAT DISEASES,
TJSK

Wells’ Carbolic

mylC_

C

water; house warmed by steam, pleasant anil sonny.
property is specially valuable for a physician.
Possession given about June 1st. The premises can
be examined afternoons by applying to
The

PATTERSON,
379} Congress Street.

Business.

to

PATTERSON,

cal Work Our

Congress Street, Williams’ Block

WESTERN BORDER.

mThe
ap!2dtf
A

G.

PATTERSON,

Dealer in Real Estate,
379.} Congress Street, Williams* Block.

3 Story Biick House for

mlhc

$3,500.

three story brick house, No. 22 Brown

Street, containing

12 rooms, gas and

Complete and Graphic History of American Pioneer Life 109 YEARS AGO.
Its thrilling conflicts of Red and White Foes. Exciting Adventures,
Captivities, Forays, Scouts, Pioneer women and
boys, Indian war-paths, Camp life, and Sports. A
book for old and young. Not a dull page. No competition. Enormous sales. Agents icanted everyIllustrated Circulars free.
where.
J. C
McCUKDY Ac CO, Philada Pa.
my23d4wt

A

one and one-half story
house, No. 14
Mechanic street, eight rooms, Sebago, a good
cellar and drainage. Lot 30x50. Price Si800

F.

s

Men

Sebago.

half

cash, balance on a term of years. This
property is ottered at a rare bargain, as the owners
have no use lor It. F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer
in Real Estate, 379 Congress Street Williams’ Block.
one

dtf

REWARD of FIVE HUNDRED dollais
is offered by tire Town of Cape Elizabeth for

A
the arrest and

conviction of the person or personB
who set fire to the stables of Nathan Dyer and Wm.
on the nights of May 18th and 191b, 1876
1’HOS. B. HASKELL, )
Selectmen
E. N. JORDAN,
5
of
STEPHEN SCAMMAN, Cape Elizabeth.
1878.
Cape Elizabeth, May 20,
my22d2w

S. Emery

J

are

earning £40 to £140 per week !! seillng

OUR

closet in bath room. Drain connected
with city sewer. Taxes for 1876 to be paid
by purchaser from date of possession. Terms of payment
water

EEVTENNIAL
HISTORY or™ u. S.

AGENTS WANTE I> for the New Histori-

Small House for Sale.
cash.

03

0
cj
^

AND

COUNTRY

Complete

in the thrilling hiatory of 100 eventful
also of the great ‘‘Exhibition9’—grand in
ie»criptiou of our mighty resources iu agriculture,
commerce, minerals, manufactures, natural wanders,
'uriosities, etc., all richly illustrated. A “Century”
Tlap and Bird’a-cyc view” free. Sells in a rduously fast. I ,OuO more agents wanted quickpears,

y for this and

our

standard •‘■.IFF

OF

LIV-

iN«8TONE,” 60,000 already sold, also new
31ble, 4,000 illustrations. Has no equal. For
>xtra terms write to HUBBARD BROS., Publishing Springfield, Mass.
my23t4w

A.N ACTIVE
o

AGENT WANTED

manage exclusive sales of cigars in every county.
N. Y. Tobacco Co., 3tj Reuwick St., N. Y.

Viiiiress,
my23

l*liiIndelpliia. Baltimore
Washington,

Treated

t

lem River and Jersey City.) Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Wilmington and Raltimore, and Haiti more

and Potomac Railroads.
5 IT'Callman's Palace Drawing-Room Cars on Day
Trains and Sleeping Cars on Night Trains.
Commencing Monday, May N, 1N7G.
Express Trains will leave the New York and New
England Railroad Depot, foot ol Summer Street,
Boston, each week day as follows:
SOUTH BOUND.
Leave BOSTON.at 0.00 A. M., 7.00 P. M.
Leave WORCES’lER, via N.
& W. It. R.at 10.00 A. M., 8.05 P. M.
Arrive PHILADELPHIA. ..at 8.51) P. M 7.00 A. M.

WASHINGTON.at

12.00 M.

NORTH BOUND.
Leave WASHINGTON.at t 37 P. M.
Leave PHILADELPHIA..,.at830A M., 7.00 P. M.
Arrive BOSTl >N. at 0.00 P. M., 8.55 A. M.
Thin is the ONV.Y line Kiinning Car,
TBROUCII WITHOUT IIIANGE.
Regular and Excursion Tickets and Seats anil
Berths secured at office No. 205 Washington Street,
and at the New York and New
England Railroad
Depot, foot of Summer street, Boston.
A. C. KUNDALL,
II. M. BRUTON,
Gen’l Pass. Agent,
Supt. Eastern Division,
N. Y. & N. E. K. It.
N. Y. & N. E. R. H.
dim
mylO_

4wt

Halifax,

TO

g

Capt.

h

S
w

STOKING TON LINE
FOR NEW YORK,
AHEAD OP

*
M

Neuralgia, Nervous Pros*

m

Weak*

g

tration.

Nervous

ness. Paralysis, Softening
of the Brain, Chorea, and
all WEAKNESS caused by
the
LOSS
OF
NERVE
POWER cured by use ol

J
K1

“P

£
g

Ot. P.”

M

I

n

>

H
a

**
Ask tor ttriffen’s Rlicu* 2.
matic Remedies, they ail S
X bear our trademark and
signature, and are put up j
I securely. Price $1.00 each; B
forwarded to any part of 3h
C the United States by ex*

£ |

press, prepaid,
of $1.33.

on

receipt

I

*
Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from
ton <& Providence K. K. Depot daily, except
Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonlngton with the entirely new anil superb Steamer Kbode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and witn the eleand popular steamer Stonlngton
every Tuesy, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
alway. in advance of all aihcr line.. Bag—

Snt

gage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St..and W. D. Little Co.’s,HU Exchange St.
L. W. FI LKINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.
President.

going

—

CENTENNIAL,'

W.

D.

LITTLE

&

CO.,

Stanton Block, 31 Exchange St,
myio_utr

1876

1876
_

FOREST CITY AND JOHN BROOKS

Commercial
—

as

Street,

Includes tickets entitlingthe holder toa FREE
FARRIAliE IN BOSTON (from Boston <&
Maine Depot to any other Railroad Station in Boston
and return). Passengers can take
any carriage stationed a£ the depot without charge.
Baggage Checked Through.
S. H. STEVENS,
Gen. Agent, Portland.

J. T. FURBER.
Gen. Supt.

“>’23_dtf
THE CENTENNIAL.

THE NEW ROUTE.

—^Between

Boston & PinMelptiia,

without Change of Cara.
viaNew York & New England, Hart., Prov. & Fishkill, and New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroads.
Transfer Hleanier Maryland.
(Between Harlem River and Jersey
City). Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Wilmington & Baltimore and" Baltimore & Potomac Railroads.
Pullman Palace
Drawing-Room Cars on day, and Sleeping Cars on
night trains. Express Trains leave Depot foot of
Summer St„ each week day—at 900 a. m., aniving
at Philadelphia at 8.50 p. in.; at 7.00
p. m., arriving
Direct

at Philadelphia at 7.00 a. m.
Leave Philadelphia
8.30 a.m. Ar. Boston 9 00 p. m. Leave
Philadelphia
7.00 p.m. Ar. Boston 8.55 a. m.
Only Line running
Cars Through Without Change.
To Philadelphia
$9 40. To Philadelphia and Return $17.50.
Special rates made for parties of 50 or more.
Regular and Excursion Tickets and Scats and
Berths secured at office No. 203 Washington SUeet,
and at foot of Summer Street, Boston.

KENDALL, Gen’l Pass. Agent N. Y. & N.

H. M. BRITTON, Snpt. Eastern Div. N. Y. &
N. E. R. R,
my22dlm

DOBBINS’

J. B. COYIxE. Jr.. Gen’l Art.

STARCH

POLISH J

8

a.

touching

m.,

n»v8

dtl

INMAN
FOR

QUEENSTOWN

CITY OF

CHESTER,

article is so well and favorably known
that it is deemed unnecessary. Let the sufferer use
them a short time according to the directions on each
which is UUW

said of them. The best article of the kind
fered tor the relief of the sick and suffering.
SOLD ONLY AT

ever

of-

D. B. SAWYER’S DRUG STORE,
176 Middle St, Cor. of Exchange,
formerly occupied by Emmons Chapman,
PORTLAND, MAINE,
where may also be found a good assortment of
Drugs, Fancy and Toilet Articles.
dtf
apr29

Boudoirs, Piano-fortes and Libraries, Bath-rooms,
Shop, &c.
Instant communication with the stewards by
electric bells.
The steamers of this Company adopt the Southerly Route, thus lessening the danger from ice and
fogs.
Rates ot passage—*80 and *100, gold, according to
accommodation, all having equal saloon privileges.
Round Trip Tickets—*145 and *175, gold.
Steerage—To and from all points at reduced rates.
For dates ot sailing and plan of staterooms apply to
JOHN ft. DALE, Agent,
ma31d3m15 Broadway, New York.

Barber’s

CLYDE’S

Philadelphia, Boston & New England
STEAMSHIP LINES.
NTEA.T1ERH PER WEEK.
WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY bv Boston and
Providence Railroad via Providence.
TUESDAY and SATURDAY by
Old Colony Railroad via Fall
River.
(*ood« Received nt Depots
’Dailv.
Through Bills Lading given from Boston and principal points in New England to the South anil Sonthwest. Close connection made at Philadelphia with
the “CLYDE STEAM LINES” to Baltimsre,
Norfolk. Richmond,
Charleston. Newberne and Washington.
D. D. C. MINK, General Eastern Agent,
99 Devonshire Mtrcct. Boston,
janll
dtf
FOUR

First-class Weekly mail steamof this line sail from Qaebec
every
Saturday morning,
far
Liverpool, touching at

ers

A

GREAT

Derry.
First-class fortnightly mail steamers of this line

DISCOVERY 1

sail

By the use of which every family may give their
Linen that brilliant polish peculiar to fine
iaumlry
work. Saving time anil labor in
ironing, more than
its entire cost. Warranted. Ask for Bobbins’.
DOKItBIN, BK« ,V(!0,
13 N. Fourth St., Phila.

ATWOOD, STEADMAN * CO.,
Sole Agents for .VInine.

aPr*3_ThS&Tly
THE

FAVORITE

FUEL.

from

Halifax

Mayor’s

iDStant,
to contract for Granite Block
parties
Pavements to be laid on Exchange Street, about
1781 square yards blocks to be six (6) to eight (8)
inches lone, seven (7) to eight (8) inches deep and
three and a half (3£) to four and one half (4J) inches
wide. State price of square yard of pavement laid,
the city to make all excavations and furnish the

Streets, Sidewalks and
my23d5t

CITY OF PORTLAND*
City Clerk’s Office, 1
May 6. 1876.
\
is hereby given to all parties interested
in the petitions for Sewers in Hanover and
Casco Streets, that a hearing will he had on said
petitions, at tlie Aldermen’s Room in City Building,
on MONDAY, tlie fifth day of June next, at 7$
o’clock P. M., and that thereafter they will determine and adjudge if public convenience and necessities require the construction of said Sewers.

NOTICE

Per

ROBINSON, City Clerk.

Ordinances.
1—No Dog shall he permitted to go at large or
loose iu any street, lane, alley, court, or travelled
way, or in any uninclosed or public place in this city,
until the owner or keeper of such dog. or the head
of the family, or the keeper of the house, store, shop,
office or other place where such dog is kept, or harbored, shall have paid to the city marshal two dollars for a license for such dog to go at large.
2—The city marshal shall grant a iicense to any
citizen tor his or her dog to run at large, on the payment of two dollars; which license shall expire on
the first day of May next after the same is given.
3—It shall be the duty of the city marshal to
cause all dogs to be destroyed which shall be found
at large within the city, without a collar.
The above ordinances will be strictly enforced.
C. K. BRIDGES, City Marshal.
myl7dtf

50 CENTS FREE.
Will seDd.rosT-PAiD free,to cacb new subscriber
of The New York Agents’ Monthly. a magnificent Centennial Memorial Medal (in fancy
box), struck In Aibata Plate Silver, larger than a
silver trade dollar, If incli iu diameter—Price 60
cents each. 'I lie Agents’ Monthly is a handsome,
spicy, 16 page paper. Subscription price 25 ccuts a
Send 25 cents, and you will receive the
a year.
Agents’ Monthly for one year,
post-paid, and tbe
above Medal gratis.

Address, PENTON PIRI.INIIING t’O
mblSdi&wCm
170 Broadway, New York.

Bargain.
al

myl3

Hamlin CabiDO Clark SI.
<14w

Washington
u

LINK

wrrU.

—

FOR

OPEN

AND

—

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTON K.
and aIoCLELLAN.
From Providencr every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY.
FieighI forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jane

GRATES.

Mosely.

Coal

by

At retail

a

the
choice

Family

Cargo!
variety ior
give per-

use, warranted lo
fect satisfaction,

febl2

COMMERCIAL

Bmton
To all points of North and South Carolina
by Seaboard anil Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
Keitb.
222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West
by Baltimore A Ohio
A' tlllpley' A*ent>219

Agent,

Randall & McAllister,
60

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Va. and Tenn. R. B. to all
places In
W' M' 0 ark’ A(te,,t’ 240 Washington
St..

Richmond, and

ST.
dtf

Wasnlngton street.
Through bills ol lading given by the above named

Boston

Agents.

Passage *15.00. Excursion Tickets *25.
For freight or
passage to Norlolk, Baltimore, Wash-

at
n

<

ington,

or

other

rn

z

long Bange Breech loading
Practice Pistol & Targets.

ao2dtf

2

g

information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
Providence, R.

13 O STON

Carries a }£ inch ball with accnm
fifty leet, without powder or
(0
percussion. Brass barrel, hair trigger. For sale
by dealers. By mail, free for 75 cents, with permanent ammunition for target
practico iudoorg.
^
and for sporting out of doors.

—

racy

ACENTS WANTED.

.A. A. GRAHAM, G7 Liberty Street, New York*
d&wtSmia

PALMER^

KNOX.

uur^va^e(^ Stallion wid stand this

season

at

iTlcKrnney’n Ntnblm in Bi«f<!rfor>t.
increasing popularity makes him the most
desirable Stock Horse in the
Country. His colts
are all good ones, and commaud
high prices. For
particulars, in.mire of

mis

itlcKKNNCY.
or J». (J. IMl .tlme, l*orilnmlap2tfdtf

Manual.—A practical guide
pARPENTKR’S
Vy to all
of the tiade; drawing for car-

operath»ns
penters, forms of contracts, spcciticato ns, plans,
&e., illustrated, 50 cts. PATTERN’ Manual.
—House and sign painting, graining, varnishing, polishing, kalsomining, papering, lettering, staining,
gilding. &c., 50 cts. Book of Alphabets, 50. Scrolls
Mid Ornaments, $!* Watchmaker and Jeweler, 50.
Hunter and
Soap-maker, 25. Taxidermist, 50.
rrapper’s Guide, 20. -Dog Training, 25. Of-bookselJESSE HANEY & CO.. 119 Nassau
trs or by mail.
>t., N. Y,a pi 5(13 ni
Manure for Sale.
from 30 horses is ofteieil for gale bv
C. L. Jewell, No. 31 Centre street

MANURE
my20

atf

AND

PIIILADELrilEA
Steamship Line.
Leave each port

every

WedVy & Sat’d’y.

Ho Wharfage.
From Long Wharf, Boeton, 3 p.m.
From Pine Street Wharf, Phila.
delphla, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate ol
__-’sailing vessels.
the
West
for
by the Penn. R. R„ and South
Freight
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission.
■PASSAGE TEX DOLLARS.
For

K. H.

ONLY.

for

Firm CIum Nuau.hlf
JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. CRANE.
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
From Bouton direct every Tl’KNOAY
and SATURDAY.

Granite Block Pavement.

a

&

Four hum

sand.
The committee reserve the right to reject any or
all bids not for the interest of the city. Proposals
to he addressed to

Tuesday,

STEAiUMHIP

CITV OF PORTLAND.

For Sale at

other

every

£«i verpool, touching at Qurrnmowa.
ravage-* ir8t-cia8*-$5u, $70 and $80 gold, or its
equivalent; Intermediate $35 gold; third-class at
lowest rates.
«
The GlaMgow Line of steamers sail from
Quebec- every Thursday for Glasgow direct. Cabin
passage $60, steerage at lowest rates.
Passengers booked to and from all parts of England, Ireland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark and
Germany at lowest rates.
Prepaid and Return Tickets Issued at reduced
rates.
Apply to J. L. FARMER, General Agent for
New England, No. 3 India Street, Portland, Me.
Ma rling (.'hecks issued in Bunaa
to sail for 4EI and upward*.
my9dtf

Norfolk, Baltimore

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

will be received at the
PROPOSALS
office until SATURDAY, tbe 27th
who desire

LINE.

Shortest Ocean Voyage.

■

aize Ma.on &
ONEnetlarge
Organ. Inquire

RICHMOND,

SUMMER JSERVICE.

store

I.

CITY OF

Passengers will And these teamers tastefully fitted up, while the State-rooms are light,
airy and
roomy. The saloons large and well ventilated, are
the breadth of the vessels, and situated where there
Is least noise and motion.
Smoking rooms. Ladies’

ALLAN

lished, but the

order,
my8dtd11.

LIVERPOOL,

■

tivrness, and all tlisenses earned
by aiitnnbealthy Mtafe of
the stomach or bowels.
Any number of recommendations might be pub-

on

AND

Sailing from New York on SATURDAY of
each week, from Pier 45, North River.
CITY OF ANTWERP,
CITY OF LONDON,
CITY OF BERLIN,
CITY OF LIMERICK.
CITY OF BRISTOL,
CITY OF MONTREAL.
CITY OF BROOKLYN,
CITY OF NEW YORK.
CITY OF BRUSSELS,
CITY OF PARIS,

or

Committee

LINE
STEAMERS

ROYAL MAIL

Dyspepsia, Jaundice. Loin
Appetite, General Debility, Con-

Chairman
Bridges.

well Mondays and Saturdays at
at Chebea«ae, Lillie t he-

beague and Long Inland. Ueturning, will leave
Commercial Wharf; at 3 p. m. touching at the above
landings. Will touch at Cousens’ Island each way.
For particulars inquire ot Captain on board or
STEPHEN RICKEK, Agent, 131 Commercial St.

--

PURIFYING

an in n ue

HARPSWELL,
On and after October 8th, 1875,
Steamer Henrietta, Capt. Q.
LOWELL, will leave Harpo-

Bitters are composed of the be8t articles of the vegetable kingdom, and arc again prepared by the
original inventor, and are confidently recommended as one of the best articles ever offered to the
public, especially lor all those difficulties and ills attendant upon this season of the year. They are particularly recommended lor the cure of

iu aim ug buuvim.cu ijuul

usual.

as

—

2

uot'

taken

FOR

LOW AS BY ANY OTHER LINE,

j^-^TO
MARYLAND

$1.00.

at night.
Tickets and State Rooms for sale by D. H. Young.
No. 2GG Middle street.
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Excursion Tickets to Philadelphia and return via
the Sound Lines $13.00.

Tickets
OFFICE,

WHARF, Portland,

FARE

sold at the

TICKET

follows:

Passengers by this line are reminded that they se
cure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the ex#
pense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late

Freight

are

as

Daily, nr 7 o’clock P. M„ and INDIA
WHARF, BONTON, dally at 1 P. IK.
(Sunday, excepted).

dec27-75

This medicine has been before the public most of
the time for the past twenty-five years, and has given
excellent satisfaction to all who have used it. The

Indigestion

STEAMERS.

will, nntil further notice, run alternately
Leaving

FRANKLIN

MURRAY’S

of

’73__dtf
The Supetior Sea Going Steamers,

apr6.d&wlyl4

LAXATIVE AND

—

Bos-

BOSTON

Procure an Accident Ticket nr Policy Insuring $15.00 per week in case of disabling injury, or $3000 in the event of death
by Accident, which are for sale at the office of

E

AJfP JVIEJSTI'IOJV PAPER.

the Only Inside Kou
Avoiding Point Judilli.

—

TO THE

—

S

s

is

W. D. LITTLE & CO.

h

t

OTHERS.

ALL

This

and

w

leave

Y% orce«ter, New Loudon,
Sfonington an:J
Fall River JLincs, for sale at the lowest rates

®

fd

will

PHILADELPHIA AND RETURN

353
H

Colbv,

by all the popular Routes, via Rochester and

K

effect a permanent
cure, the Pills and Elixir
must be used in conjunclion with the Liniment.

W. a.

Boston Railroad Vvharf, every
SATURDAY at 5 30 p. m. for
HALIFAX, direct, making connections with the Intercolonial Railway, to* Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and Pictou, and steamers for Prince Edward
1-land; also at New Glasgow, N. 8., with Lindsey’s Stages for Cape Brecon, and at Halifax with
steamers fur St. doling, N. F.
^RETURNING will le§ve Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 8.30 p. m.
No freight received after 10 a. in. on day cf sailing.
For further information apply to J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Franklin Wharf, or
oct2«dU
JOHN POKTEOUS, Agent.

ooll

§^ Boston & Maine R. R.

internally by means ol ilie
Pills and Elixir—altcrnating one with the other
according to Directions.

H

Scotia,

Nova

-_-

Excursion Tickets
—

LINK TO

The St earn ship FALMOUTH,
(built expressly lor the route)

SjFSi CENTENNIAL

§

£

firnrral Agent.
MAIL

nml

OUT CHAIUE OF UAHS.
Via New York ami New England H. P. & F.. and
New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroads.
Transfer Niraairr Maryland (Between Har-

Excursion

SPECIAL OFFER—FOR SHORT TIME

ITS RESOURCES.

J, B. COYLE, JK„

my2G_

w

a
B

AGENTS WANTED FOR THE

tion.
CAUTION.—Old, Incomplete and Unreliable
works arc being circulated; see that the book you
buy contains 444 Fine Bngrnvingw, and 945
Page*.
Send for circulars and extra terms fo Agents.
Address, National Publishing Co., Philada, Pa.
d4\vt
my23

A

3791

diwt

The great interest in our thrilling history makes
this the fastest selling book ever published. It contains a full account ot the Grand Centennial Exhibi-

STEAM FEATHER RENOVATOR, for cleansing feather beds, pillows, bolsters, &c. Jt
is in perfect order, simple, and can bo Tun bv a
boy. Profits $25.00 to $35,00 per week Will be
sold lor $165,00 cash, or bankable paper.

ap!2dtf

Tablets,

PUT UP ONLY IN HI.UK BOXES.
A TRIED AND MURK REMEDY.
For sale by Druggists generally, and
GEO. 0 GOODWIN & CO., BostOD, Mass.

for

THE

F. G.

^

Sunday Morning at 8 o’cl’k.

With ronticctiotm io Priure Edward I*laud, Tap* ISreton and Nt John*, IN. F.

WIT

h

restoring freedom of inove0 meut and elasticity to the
p joints. The disease being
q a blood polsou, of a pecug liar nature, is

Ill order lo effect 11 necessary
change of Steamer* there will be
no boat to Boston on SATURDAY
EVENING next.
The Steamer Forest City will in*
stead leave Portland

BKTHEEi'l

Boston,

if :you are

prepared articles in the „■
K market. The disease is
W treated
externally
by y
Lj means of the Eiuiment, ^
which, when properly ap- ?
plied, reduces the swelt| ling, relieves the tension H

SPEC IAE NOTICE.

CMTENNIAlT

TO THE

from

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,

Genteel Residence to Let.
three story brick house 010 Congress Street.
east of Plymouth Church, 12 rooms with all
modern improvements, bath room, hot and cold

Apply

73subscribers in one day. Best
literary paper. Only §1.50 a year.
Munyon & Sponsler,
myl0f4w
FOR

"Q85d3w

A Rare Chance for

OPIjrp^!
-Lii.™ A

Three $10 chromos free.
Pubs., Pliila.

$390 per
of
payment. Apply
Dealer in Real Estate, 379} Congress Street

my23eodtf

schedule of the

to £60 a week and Expenses, or £100
tfl/TC vJ forfeited. All the new and standard Novelties, Chromos, etc. Valuable Samples free with
Circulars. R. L. FLETCHER, 111 Chambers Street,
N. Y.
myl0t4w

as a

bouse

with

AGENTS Wanted for THE CENTENNIAL. BOOK OF BIOGRAPHY, or the lives
of the great men of our Aral 1 ©0 yearn.
Send for
circulars. P. W. ZIEGLER & CO., 518 Arch St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
mylOflw

2} Sto.y Building, No. 92 Danforth Street;
1st floor occupied
THE
store; tenement above
Also small
in
annum.

descriptive circulars,

land to be sold and other daysef sale, also free tickets
from Boston to and from the sale, sent to any address on application to
BOSTON LAND COMPANY,
No. 48 Congress St., Room 14, Boston, Mass,
my 9dlwf

au28tf

BK1CK HOUSE AND
FOR SALE.

to throw open
AT PITKLfC MALE.

SEVERAL MILLIONS OF FEET,
which will be sold to tbe highest bidder, without
any reservation whatever, except suitable restrictions
as to the style of buildings to be erected, &c.

first class Real

and Pearl streets.

are

SATURDAY, June 10th,

Estate

Estate security, in Portland,
or
vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, etc., on
Commission. Houses bought and sold. Apply to P.
G.
PATTERSONjdealer in Real Estate. Office 379}
Congress street, Williams’ Block, between Myrtle

ON

^
^

ia

no9dtt

BOSTON LAND CO
rapidly developing their immense property
and throwing it open to the public.
Bordered on the one side by the
BROAD ATLANTIC;
and on the other by the iuncr
HARBOR OF BOSTON;
with all its innumerable attractions, having hourly
communication with the city, the heart ot which is
reached in less th^n half an hour,
by the new narrowgauge route of Boston, R.vere Beach and Lynn Railroad, it offers to all who are seeking health and pleasure an opportunity which seldom occurs, to possess
A SKA SIDE RESIDENCE
at a reasonable price. The Company are now prepared to otter at private sale many most desirable locations ; ana on
who

at 5 P. M.
Trains leave New London at 1 40 and .3 A. M.
Ar. at Boston at 0 and 8 65 A. M. Offices, 205
Washington St.. Depot ford of Summer St.. Boston.
A. C. KENDALL, Gen’l Pais. Agent N. Y. &
N. E. R. R.
H. M. BRITTON, Supt. Eastern Div. N. Y. &
N. E. K. R.
my22(1 lm

o

m

0.00
10.00

Express Steamboat Trains each week day,
at 6 and 7 P. M., one hour later than
any other Sonncl Line; landing passengers at Pier
40, adjoining Pennsylvania R. K. Ferry, at Des*
brosses St., New York.
Elegant Steamers. Drawing Room Cars.
Steamer leaves Pier 4<), North River, lor Boston

h

£

a

$1 OO

>

ami Return.

Two

£

Scientifically

i

Four Mile of the State House in Boston,
ha3 lately been brought into the market by the

For Sale.

For

0

public the only

One of the most charming and healthful locations
ON THE NEW ENGLAND COAST,
within

ern

easy.

m

in the treatment ot this
disease has been to allay
the
present
suffering—
trusting to luck to eflect a
cure. DB. 1*. J. GRIFFEN
& CO., after years ol research, now present to the

For Sale—At.a Low Figure.
A Sea Side RESORT.

$500 hewardT

FINE lot of Phaetons and Brewster top Buggies, built of the best material aud warrauied
first class, for sale. Please
give me a call before purchasing elsewhere.
F. 11. RANDALL,

M.

tage to pay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
of friends in any part of the world and describe them
perfectly. She also describes all manner ot disease
that flesh Is heir to, and gives medicine for the same.
She has giveu universal satisfaction to all who have
consulted her in her constant travels ?ince she was
seven years old.
Good testimonials given if desired.
Terms, Gents $100; Ladies50 cents. Office hours

a Bargain.
An excellent place for Dry and Fancy
Goods, Millinery or Tailoring Business. A good
stand in the central part of the Village, near the
Depot.

d&wGmll

CARRIAGES.

TELLE K.—Madame

celebrated Clairvoyant, Fortune
Teller and Doctress, can be consulted at >io. 3 Quincy St. Madame M. has had large experience In telling fortunes, searching out lost, hidden or stolen
treasures, &c., and was never known to be at tault.
Do not miss this opportunity of consulting the greatest fortuneteller of the age. Persons entering intoany
new business or profession, the
conducting of which

For Sale.

Presenting a large variety

$3.30,

TO

Rheumatism

s

£

For Sale.

color, to

SOLID SILVER OR GOLD.
of beautiful Designs
in relief.
These Medallions are larger than a Silver Trade
dollar, being IS inch, in diameter, handsomely put up
and sell readily at sight. Tbc most valuable
Souvenir, and IMrmenio. ever ..sued. A
complete outfit of magnificent samples lor agents, in
velvet-lined Morocco case—including the Bust of
“George Washington.” Grand Entrance International Exhibition.
Memorial Hall (Art Gallery).
Horticultural Hall. Mam Building, and (he grand
representation of the Signing of the Declaration of
Independence (designed by Trumbull), in gilt—sent
by mail on receipt of draft or Post Office order for

WRITE

Steamers!

Rates.

leaving Boston

Arrive

<

F. G.

J. E. Dita«n A Co.
Successorsto Lce&Waiker
Philadelphia.

Broadway,

New York,

Jal2

CO.,

(tmaubmamk)

m

“One'Etray,

Revised, greatly enlarged

advdos

H

M

post-free for retail price.

A

Pi
K

THE

Philadelphia

To

JIBS. L. T. B. KING,

b

subscriber oilers for sale a desirable lot ol
land on Stevens’ Plains containing about 30,000
teet. For particulars inquire at. No. 218 Fore St.
aprlltt
RUFUS DUNHAM.

Reduced

To New York,
To New 1 ork nml Refiirn,

THE NEW ROUTE

RELIABLE Clairvoyant can be found at the
rear of 30 Danfortli St., where she will examine the sick, and advise or prescribe as each case demands. Term* $1.00. She will visit those who
are unable to come to her residence if desired.
Mrs.
King, in addition to her clairvoyance and remedies,
a remarkable healing power which makes
er very successful.
febl7d&wtl15

OR

Boston

NORWICH LINE.

Located in Boston since
8ep20dtf

H

*jfv

Mailed

Tr mont

<

No. 46 St. Lawrence Street; can be purA New and Beautiful Sabbath Sell. Song
within thirty days at a bargain:
{■ chased
Book.
ilL House can be examined by applying to
Good
News
f. g. Patterson,
indeed
to
I
SabGOOD NEWS !
Dealer in Real Estate, 379J Congress Street.
hath School Singers, young
?nd
who
are
old,
waiting for
GOOD NEWS *
my!7__d2w
just such a book. It is edited
K. M. McIntosh, and the
New House on Preble Street tor
•
by
fnnn
vpnre
uvi/u ax* via •
contents
contributed
by
$2200.
eminent writers and comonnn thin rare •
The new two and a half story house on
GOOD NEWS !
posers.
Preble street, facing Lincoln street, containing
Both music and words are
GOOD NEWS !
6even rooms, Sebago water,
good cellar, sink
new, fresh and attractive.
drain and water closet connected with sewer. Terms
balance on mortgage.
“Sunny8Shore,” “To Canaan, GOOD NEWS ! of payment is $1,000 cash;
F. G PATTERSON,
Dealer in Real Estate,
Kin™ GOOD NEWS !
againf”
api2dtf
dom Coming,” and ethers,
379.fr Congress Street, Williams’ Block.
GOOD NEWS !
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE.
Price of Good Newt, 33 els. Reduction for quantities.

Boston, 37

in

R. R.

England

Depot Foot of Hu turner Mtreef, BoMon.

CLAIRVOYANT.

d

_apr!5d2m
Laud ior Sale in Deering,

or

Continues to visit Portland at
the UNITED STATES HOTEL,
011
second week of each

V---Room
Street and 57 To pie Place.
1810.

g

D. C. F.M-

offer my

\ V
JcOrX\
n.
/

j

WILLIAM TRICKEY, Sac-

to change business, I
WISHING
and Dwelling conbined with
at

Chiropodist,

To

in Portland, or to rent, a two story house, wood shed.
hennery in barn, a fountain pure watei.ien
land, 150 anple trees. 'Will be coin cheap. Ref-

MONEY
dtf

deodtf

inquire of

■_-_

premises.

BEST LOCATED HOUSE
FOR BUSINESS MEN.

North Yarmouth.
sale, or exchange for real estate

For

Let.

a

City.

WOLCOTT & CO., Proprietors.

Wholesale Store, MThe

n.

ME.

anglO_

three story brick dwelling house, No.
Street, recently occupied by
Watson Newhall.
Possession given imme-

dtl&w22

iiotel,

At

175

IN

corner

TERMS :
Terms hereafter will he bnt $2.00 per day.
Suits of rooms, including parlor and bcd-rcom,
§3.00.

For Sale.
Gorham, Maine, the Residence of the late
A. Whittier with eight acres of land, situa-

JONAS W. CLARK, 558 Congress St.,
ERY, Esq., Gorham.

the

Best ot attention given to guests. Table set with
the very best the market ailords.

PERLEY & RUSSELL,
my16deod&w3w*102 Commercial Street.

min

i

HEATED BY STEAM.

North Yarmouth, one mile from
Dunn’s Depot, containing about 45 acres
good
tillage land; cuts 10 tons hay; buildings in first class

order.

on

Situated in the very Center of the

Good Farm for Sale or Exchange
for City Property.

LOCATED

states

PORTLAND,

bargain,

Two houses and three lots of land in
Providence,
R. I., for sale or exchange for Portland
property.
Also first-class mortgage paying 10 per cent, will exchange for a first-class yacht. Inquire of
E. PONCE,
aprlgdtfCor. Middle and Exchange Sts.

in

DR. KE N ISON,
\

h

united

Office, City.

Hotel is situated

Eastport,

FOR SAFE.
a

apt l

_STEAMERS._

the

on

S. F. CHASE.
new

rof Elm Avenue and 41st St., directly opposite the eastern entrance to Main Exhibition
’Building, andatfords an uninterrupted view
_»from its two fronts, ot Fairmount Park,
Centennial Grounds and Buildings, the Schuylkill
River, Girard Avenue with its elegant bridge, and
the city of Philadelphia. These surroundings make
it one of the most desirable locations in or about the
city tor persons visiting the exhibition during the
heated term. Street cars pass the Hotel lor all parts
of*the city.
Our Mr. Fowler, Proprietor of the
Passamaquoddy House,
Me., hopes to welcome all his old patrons and friends
visiting the Centennial.
mv20d2m

myl3dtf31 1-3 Exchange St.

TO LET.

the Thompson Block, Nos. 17 A 19
Middle Street, Good location below tbe Post
i Office where all tbe wholesale dry goods and other
classes of trade are located. The ‘finest store in the
city, with light and airy basement, two entrances,
two counting rooms, brick safe, and elegant show
windows, tables, counters and other fixtures. Will
be let very reasonably f applied for soon. Apply to

This

SMITH,

first-class Houses for sale at

Hotel,

1

STREET.
Terms reasonable and easy payments. Apply to

JOHN

Pianplen

Face. Blackheads
or FlpMhwormM
A9k your druggist for Perry’s
IComedone and Pimple Remedy, the irfalible pkin medicine, or consult Dr. B. C.
Perry, Dermatologist, 49
Bond Street, New York.
Tu&S&w4ml5

} PHILADELPHIA.

F. FOWLER.

SALE

carappa,

myl2-tf

■SEES*t

JOHN

ST.

Avenue

41st ST. AND ELM AVENUE.

siongiven at once; can be seen at any time, on apUPHAM & GARDINER,
plication to
|
Real Estate Agents, Ho. 7 Exchange Street,

OK

For

American Plan, Term* $3.00 per Day.
Fo

MThe

High

To Let.
Rooms, convenient for housekeep-

Elm

myl9d2w*

all less than ten minutes walk from the

stairs tenement in a new house. 171 Lincoln St‘, Cor. Cedar.
Water closet, Sebago
water, gas. Also light express wagon for sale. InS. D. MERRILL & CO.,
quire of
my20tf31 Temple St.

Corner li ving Place and 16h Street, New
York.
One Block irom Union Square and Broadway.
The most central, and yet quietest location in the
city. Convenient to the great stores, theatres and
churches. Elevator and all modern improvements.
Easy access to all parts of the city by street cars and
stages.
C. B. FEKBIIV, Prop.
sep27d&wly40

Rent.

or

HOTEL,

ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN.

land, a block boose, five
papered aud painted, patent

B. EATON, Fryeburg, Me.

AT

Just Published.

Kew York,

N. B.—The entrance to Columbia Avenue, from
Belmont Avenue, is opposite the Globe
Hotel, and
the NEW ENGLAND HOTEL is near the entrance.
DANIEL HOLLAND.)
»T.L. H. COBB.
( Propiietors.
,T. M. ROBBINS,
my22
dtf
(

New York & New

Freckle Lotion. Itis reliable.

prices.

Situated about three-fourths of a mile from the
Town House in Stow, nine miles from Frveburg de*
pot, on a good road in a good neighborhood. Inquire
of A. E. EATON. 5 Merrill St., Portland, Me., or J.

d2w*

jpe!6_

56-80 SUDBURY ST., Boston.

For particulars or admission address
FREDERICK THOMPSON, Principal.
apr!9tf

Edw. C. Farnsworth,

BROADWAY,

Ml.

fireplaces, good cellar, stable with
__cellar, 30 to 40 thrifty growing apple
trees, mostly bearing, plenty of wood and water.

Wiutcr

40

rriHE BRICK HOUSE No. 74 Danfortb Street,
JL
containing all the mo<lern improvements Inquire at No. 10 Central Wharf.
dtf

Satepsril Afsusl lasted Burglars.
HERRING & CO.,

Hotel is situated on Columbia
between Belmont Avenue and
and in close proximity
to the Main Exhibition Building.
It contains one hundred and
^
fifty lodging
rooms, is managed
by Eastern men, ami New
England people aud others visiting the Centennial
Exhibition wi.l find home comforts and very moderate

Forty-second Street,

bnrgnin for®335. Thirty
of

acres
rooms

PA.

(Avenue,

Farm for Sale !
A

PHILADELPHIA,

This

ot

mv19d2w*

FOR

To Let,

a

acres

m$330

with-

rooms

myi6

deci5

Mote.

WEST

Andrew

near

House and 7

Freckles and Tan.
Use
Moth
and
Perry’s

England Hotel, Sossesses

COLUMBIA” AVENUE

For Sale.
will buy a bouse wltli five finished
rooms, cellar, ell and wood shed; well of good
water; 1J acres good land, C apple trees, 2 large
cherry trees, plum trees, etc Two miles from depot,
Post office.stores and church. School one-third of
a mile.
A. E. EATON, 5 Merrill
Street, Portland,
Maine,

To Let.
No. 5 Wilmot St., a nice rent of 8 rooms for
$300. Apply to
L. TAYLOR,
178 Commercial Street.
my22dtf

XX

—AND—

Property,

MATTOCKS & FOX,
Attorney, nt l aw, 31 1-3 Exchange

Let.

Uwelling House, No.
4^.
lb!!'
Street. Aoulvat 41.

To

Improve men

Flint

and

ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN.

Several Small Farm* to let.

inquire
my23d tf

mhl4

BANKERS’SAFES,

F.

Sawyer’s, Cape Elizabeth,

land.

building,

Broadway. 7th Ajv.
4ild Street,
NEW YORK CITY,

New

my!7__d2w*
HOUSE LOTS

Ift. E. THOMPSON,
No. 32J Emery St. on the Spring St. Horse Car Rome.

Established 1841.

LITERATURE.

Rev. Thomas Mill. D. D., L D.
Rt. Rev. Bishop W. B.
Stevens, D. D., of Philadel-

House 42 Pine St., Hull Block, mastic finish,
contains nine rooms aud all modern improvements.
Two houses in Hull Block. Carroll 8c.,
mastic, nine rooms and all modern improvements.
Ntewnrt Sc Melcher mill and outbuildings
>v est Commercial St.,
storage and wharfage to let,
or the entire property for sale or to let on long lease.
lIonHe on ML Street, occupied by John
D. Spaulding. Lot 60x40.

To Let.

A

of

Three blocks west of Grand Central Depot, near the
Elevated Railroad, and but twenty minutes from
W all Street. A new and elegantly furnished Hotelall modern improvements.
Rates $4 per day.
Liberal terms to families. Free omnibus from Grand
Central Depot.
CHAS. E. LELAND, Proprietor
Of Dele van House, Albany, N. Y., and Clarence Hotel, Saratoga.
feb21d&wly9

handsome 3 Story Brick House, and
Furniture, late residence of Franklin Fox,
situated
on
the sunnyside of Park
Esa.,
Street, with garden and fruit trees; will be sold at a
great bargain or rented on reasonable terms; posses-

IN

To Let for Boarding House.

In every City and Town in the V. S. and Canada, to
whom exclusive territory will be given, if desired.

Junction

the pleasant village of Cumberland Centre a
large two story house and stable, convenient for
two families or to take boarders.
Church, schools,
stores and past office near by.
Also one new Photograph car for sale.
Inquire immediately of R.
RIDEOUT, on the Premises.
my23d2w

EVER ISSUED.

GOOD AGENTS WANTED

ROSSJUORE HOTEL,

one

The \V.%I. Smith Property. East
Deering.
Large brick bouse aud one acre of land. Will be let
for a term of years.
The Eeightou Sc IIoohou Properly in
Deering near Trotting Park.
Large bouse and
7 acres of land. Will be let for a term of years.
OliN Brown Property, Saccarappa.
Large
house with stable, ham and other out buildings.
Will be let for a term of years.

For Sale

Pleasant Front Booms to let
with Board, .Apply at this office.
apr29__dtf

vrith

gentlemen:
Rt. Key. Bishop James A. Healy, D. D.

my24tf

SOLID SILVER OS COLD.
presentinga variety of beautiful Designs in Belie

LESSONS

Color from nature.
For fnrtticr information please call at No. 597
Congress street. Mme. will be at lier rooms from
11 A. M. until 5 P. M. and every
evening.
Mme. Masse is permitted to refer to tbe following

50 Winter

FURNISHED
ing at

f

St. and

MALE OR TO LET.

FOR

my2fl__dtf

rear

LET.

FOE

Moth Patches,

tiKOCNDM.

4

Terms easy.

atf

Struck in solid Albata Plate, equal in appearance,
wear and color to

EDUCATIONAL^

The course will consist of private French lessons
and classes for any one who wishes to study the language. She will form classes for advanced pupils
who desire only to converse.
She intends also to have matinees for
Ladies, consisting of readings from the best French Authors and
Dramatists, and the conversation will be only in
French. The same lessons will te given twice a week
in the evening lor Ladies and Gentlemen. She will
commence these evening lessons early in September.
Mme. will be assisted by Prof. Masse.
In the early part of June Madame
expects an Artist who has been connected with her Institute in
This
is
a
member
of the AcadLady
Philadelphia.
emy of the Fine Arts in that city. She gives lessons
in Drawing in all its branches, Oil
Painting, Pastel.
Her Speciality during the summer will be Water-

TO

Hale.

for

him

HOTEL,

This elegant fire-proof structure was
by Richard J. Dobbins expressly to
(built
accommodate Centennial visitors at reasonable prices
It lias 325 100ms, all completely furnished. The cuisine will Ik? first-class
in every respect
Large rooms can be engaged for use of commissioners, etc. A fine store in
the building to let. Address,
P. S. BOOTH BY, Manager.
ieb2G
eodtf

__

ROOMS TO LET.

House

all fat

Two Niuall Tenements on India
on Hancock St.
One store on India St.

Edward

Lost.
ROLL of Bills, containing about $30, between
Forbes Street, on lower road to Morrill’s
Corner and city. The finder will please leave the
same
at 44 Exchange Street, and be
suitably
rewarded
my26dtt

miiTHK'

R. E. OTAW8E, formerly of Boston,
late of Philadelphia and New Jersey, proposes to establish a permanent French Institute in
Portland. She will commence her Spring term April

Middlo and

YLOR, 178 Commetcial street.

Street,

—

of

CENTENNIAL

RAILROADS.

OHLY

Directly opposite Main Exhibition Building,

Limington,

mu

MEDICAL

PHILADELPHIA,
On 42d Street, Columbia Avenue, Yiola
Avenue and Elm Avenue,

The Benjamin Norton Farm.
2j miles Irom Cornish Village, 3 miles from Baldwin
Station on P. & O. R. R., 125 acres, two-thirds
cleared, cuts 40 tons of hay, good fences, 1£ story
house 28x32 ft barn, stable and outbuildings. Also
small cottage. Price $3500, $ 1000 down. Very cheap

rooms

PORTLAND, ME.
ap!3d6m*ttf

AND

CO, Corner

&

PLEASANT rent of six
in perfect order;
A
has gas and Sebago. Kent $250.
Apply to L.
TA

ATTORNEY -AT LAW,

—

no

To Let.

FRED. N. DOW,

FRENCH

value to any
The finder will be suitably
the same at the Store of MOR-

owner.

ot

are

mylC'IttPETER HANNA.

_

172 Middle

Refer-

required. Address MANUFACTURER, Daily
Press Office, Portland.
my22dlw
ences

HOUSE

5B Market Street. Printers Exchange,
Jnl
PORTLAND, M.E.
dly

at

good band

a

salary paid.

and Danforth St..
in the best of repair, has 9 rooms and lai ge
pantry, good furnace, gas ami Sebago water, good
cemented cellar, woodhouse and large garden, lnqiure at No. 18 High Street.

MANUFACTURER OF

Attorney

A fair

UNITED STATES

FOR SALE.
Worcester Hoimcm. 234 and 256 Spring St,, and
36 and 40 Clark St. These are frame houses, gas, Sebago water, and all modern improvements.
Fine Cottage, with stable and about seven acres
of land, South St.. Gorham Village; 12 rooms; a
very desirable country residence.

pleasant vil-

a

near

and is correct in

HOTELS.

REDUCED!

TERMS

Several

To Let.

JOBBER,

FESSENDEN,

address 96

my23d!w*

Wanted.

1u21deodtt

Watch and Chronometer Markers* Tools,
Mathematical, Optical and Philosophical Instruments, School
Apparatus, Arc.,

D. W.

or

suburbs. Address

BABCOCK.

MAKER

MODEL

book keeper, salesModerate salary ex-

as

or

ttentlon.apr3d3 m
P.

d3t*

ENGLAND HOUSE,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

Office in Casco Bank Building, over F.
U. Fassetl’s Office.
Orders left at Schumacher Bros, will meet prompt

C.

a

THE NEW

MEDALS !

FRESCO PAINTER,

in

Wanted.

Wholesale Grocery House.
some experience.
Reference given if
Address
“A. H. D,” Post Office.

a

MEMORIAL

oct5-’69T T&Stf

Chas. J.

Situation

M&L

tion taken up into the nasal passages, and also taken
internally, thus acting upon the stomach, liver and
kidneys. Under its influence the system immediately braces up and the first thorough dose gives evidence that it is a powerful and effective medicine.
Give it a single trial.
Each package contains a Treatise on Catarrh and
Dr. Santord’s Improved Inhaling Tube. Price $1.00.
For sale by Druggists everywhere.
WEEKS &

FAHHINGTON’8,

Middle

am

1 have sold Sanford’s Radical Cure for a year or
more, and it stands the test the best of any similar
WILL H. OWEN,
remedy I have ever sold,
Milo, Me.
We recommend no other cure, and have no trouble
in selling it.
L. P. EVANS & CO.,
Garland. Me.
Sanford’s Radical Cure has given universal satisfaction to all my customers, and above all other remedies is a success.
E. F. CAREY.
Haverhill, Mass.
Sanford’s Radical Cure sells well, and is very much
liked.
Mrs. S. P. WING,
sangerviue.. Me.

aim Dins or 11m-

nans

for Wharves, &c., &c.

ber

For Sale and to Let.

bring

A

1-2 EXCHANGE ST.,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

E.

Wanted.
STEADY Man to take charge of a farm on
Peakes’ Island. No one need apply unless he
the best of references.
W. C. SAWYER & CO.,
Seed Store, 22 Market Square.
my25dl w

A
can

can

Attorney at Law,
49

REAL ESTATE.

Yeuict Lux ?

Qtiando

A

WANTS.

Freight

or

Passage apply

to

E. B. HAMFNONi, Agent.
VO Less W harf, Bum.

J***~4y

$10. to $500. 5Li7
entitled. IW**»i nml
>-

P*|W Hook,

Wall

Idiom* at

Mtrret, explaining everything.

SENT
FREE. tMFrSS:
Bankers
Brokers,
Broadway,
and

York.

7Z

Mew

fnelUend£'wly«

GEO. WASHINGTON
Centennial Memorial Picture! A genuine .\rt public
iat ion, 26*32 inches, in Crayon and Colors. Price $3,
postpaid. Admitted at Centennial Art Gallery.
Agents wanted; outfit $1.75. Favorable terms to
General Agents. WITT Kill AN IIKO'M. 184
Willinua M|., New York.
my24UGt

*

